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CHAPTERR 1 

Generall  Introductio n 

1.11 Introductio n 

Frequentlyy dentists are confronted with teeth that are decayed in such a way that their vitality cannot be 

maintained,, making an endodontic treatment indispensable. For such teeth adequate retention and 

resistancee for crown and bridge restorations cannot be obtained without a core build-up restoration. These 

restorationss replace coronal tooth structure that is lost as a result of excessive dental caries, previous 

restorations,, or tooth fracture and can be fabricated with various techniques and restorative materials with 

orr without the application of posts. The desirable features of core build-up restorations vary depending on 

clinicall  conditions. This thesis deals with in vitro core build-üp restorations for non-vital teem and is 

intendedd to provide a scientific basis to the dentist for a proper selection of core build-up materials and 

techniques. . 
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ChapterChapter 1 

1.22 Core build-up restorations without a post 

AA core build-up restoration without a post is usually made from a direct restorative material and 

iss indicated when the remaining coronal tooth structure is not sufficient to create retention and 

resistancee for crown and bridge restorations. The physical properties of a core build-up material 

becomee more important as the residual tooth structure decreases [1]. Required properties may 

includee adequate compressive strength to resist intra-oral forces [2], sufficient flexural modulus 

too prevent flexing of the core during intra-oral function [2], and good dimensional stability [3]; 

thee latter requiring a coefficient of thermal expansion close to tooth structure [4] and minimal 

waterr sorption [5-7]. Other properties of importance are ease of manipulation, ability to bond to 

remainingg tooth structure [8-10], biocompatibility [11], and a possible inhibiting effect on dental 

cariess [12,13]. 

Whenn retention and resistance form for a crown or bridgework are primarily dependent on 

thee core material, the strength and retention of the core build-up can directly influence the 

durabilityy of these restorations. For a tooth that must serve as an abutment to a fixed or 

removablee prosthesis and is subjected to more unfavorable loadings, relatively more is demanded 

off  the mechanical properties of the core build-up. For example, posterior teeth are exposed to 

higherr functional loads than anterior teeth but the direction of these forces may be more 

perpendicularr in the anterior region. Therefore, the required compressive and flexural strength 

mayy differ, depending on the location of the tooth in the dental arch. Another aspect is the 

estheticc property of the core build-up material, which should not adversely affect the esthetic 

qualitiess of the final restoration [14]. 

Thee four basic direct core materials are silver-amalgam, glass ionomer, resin-modified glass 

ionomerr cements, and resin composite based core materials. Silver-amalgam has been reported 

too perform adequately as a core material under simulated clinical conditions because of its high 

compressivee strength and rigidity [2,15]. Conversely, a number of studies have reported that 

glasss ionomer cements performed poorly [16,17]. This may be caused by the fact that glass 

ionomerr cements require several days [18] or even several weeks [19] to reach their maximum 

strength.. Moreover the bond strength to tooth structure is relatively weak [20]. An advantage of 

thesee materials is their ability to release fluoride, which may inhibit dental caries [13]; although 

thiss effect is questioned by others [21]. Resin-modified glass ionomers perform better [22], but 

wil ll  probably not be suitable for large core build-up restorations or non-vital teeth [23]. Release 

off  fluoride from these core materials can vary and for most of them this is largest during the first 

244 hours, after which it gradually decreases [24]. 

10 0 



Introduction Introduction 

Todayy the majority of core build-up restorations is probably made from resin composites. 

Thee main advantage of this material is that the core build-up can be made and shaped with high-

speedd burs in one session. Initially resin composite restorative materials had a strength 

intermediatee between silver amalgam and glass ionomer core materials [2], but later stronger 

versionss became available [23,25,26], Resin composites are more deformable than silver-

amalgam,, but this may be an advantage, because its elastic modulus is close to that of natural 

dentinn [27]. Furthermore, adhesive bonding techniques provide mechanical retention for resin 

compositee core build-up restorations to the remaining tooth structure [8,28,29] so that retention 

pinss are not needed when substantial coronal tooth structure is present [30,31]. To some of them 

fluoridefluoride is added, but the amount of fluoride release from these resin composites is tower than 

forr glass ionomer and the effectiveness is questionable [24]. For an adequate application of resin 

compositee into the tooth preparation a syringe is recommended [32], 

AA disadvantage of resin composites is the shrinkage that accompanies the curing, which can 

causee stresses within the composite and the bonding interface. If the bond strength between core 

build-upp composite and dentin is exceeded, partial debonding may take place, which might affect 

thee success of the restoration. For this phenomenon the C-factor, which is the ratio of bonded 

surfacess to non-bonded free surfaces of the restoration, is accepted as an important factor for 

predictingg the magnitude of thé shrinkage stresses in bonded restorations [33,34]. An advantage 

forr core build-up restorations is that the C-factor in most cases has a low value, because much 

freefree surface is available, which will keep the stresses relatively low. 

Anotherr concern is that many clinicians assume that chemical and dual-cured core build-up 

resinn composites can be combined with the newer self-etching bonding systems. However, 

clinicall  experience has shown that some of these newer bonding systems fail to provide adequate 

bondingg for chemical and dual-cured resin composites. Some recent studies ascribe the inferior 

bondd strength to the acidity of the primer/bonding system [35-41]. 

Thee stability of the bonding layer is also a subject that receives continuous attention by 

investigatorss and recently it has been reported that deterioration of the hybrid layer and the 

declinee of bond strength are the result of water sorption and/or fatigue loading [41-45]. Therefore 

conventionall  techniques based on mechanical retention may be preferred in cases where 

supportingg dentin is limited [2]. 

Manyy factors can be decisive for the quality of core build-up restorations, but today 

consensuss has been reached that the dentist should preserve as much coronal tooth structure as 

possiblee and try to avoid using endodontic posts [31,46-49]. Resin composite core build-up 

restorationss without a post can also reinforce non-vital teeth. However, when mesial and distal 

surfacess of a posterior tooth are involved, partial coverage restorations should be preferred 
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[50,51],, When complete crowns are indicated, cervical tooth structure should be preserved as 

muchh as possible to maximize the ferrule effect [48,52]. 

133 Core build-up restorations with a post 

Iff  a tooth is damaged so seriously that even more is demanded from the core build-up restoration, 

thee retention of the core is frequently augmented by the placement of an intra-radicular post. In 

thee Netherlands roughly 35% of endodontically treated teeth are "fortified" by posts [53]. The 

ideall  post should provide retention to the core and adequate seal of the root canal. It should 

supportt the core in such a manner that the cemented crown does not lose its attachment and that 

itt strategically transfers forces to the tooth in order to prevent premature root fracture. 

Thee concept of using the root canal of a tooth for retention of a core build-up and crown is 

nott new [54]. In the 18th century wooden posts were inserted into root canals of teeth to provide 

crownn retention [55]. Over time the wood could expand in the moist environment to enhance 

retentionn of the post until, unfortunately, the root often fractured vertically [54]. Other efforts to 

developp crowns retained with posts or dowels in the 19*  century were limited by the failure of 

thee "endodontic" therapy. In the same century versions of metal posts, in which a porcelain-

facedd crown was secured by a screw passing into a gold-lined root canal, were introduced by 

Blackk [56]. Further a device developed by Clark was extremely practical for its time because it 

includedd a tube mat allowed drainage from the apical area of the canal [57]. 

1.3.11 Cast post and core restorations 

Richmondd introduced a crown in 1878, which incorporated a threaded tube in the canal with a 

screw-retainedd crown. This 'Richmond crown' was redesigned as a I-piece post-crown [58,59] 

too eliminate the threaded tube. The 1-piece post-crowns became unpopular because they were 

nott practical when divergent paths of insertion of the post-space and remaining tooth structure 

existed,, especially for fixed crown and bridgework. One-piece post-crown restorations also 

exhibitedd problems when the crown or bridge required removal and replacement. These 

difficultiess led to development of a post-and-Core restoration as a separate entity with a crown 

cementedd on the core (Figure I.I) and the remaining tooth structure. With the introduction of 

endodonticc therapy in the middle of the 20*  century, the challenges for restorative dentistry 

increased.. Teeth that were commonly extracted, without hesitation, could now successfully be 

treatedd with predictable endodontic therapy; however to save these severely damaged teeth for 

longerr periods an adequate restorative solution was necessary. In this way cast posts and cores 
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Introduction Introduction 

becamee routine methods for restoration of endodontically treated teeth with moderate to severe 

destructionn [60]. 

Figg 1.1 From left to right: custom-made cast post and core, prefabricated metallic, carbon and glass fiber 
postss with various shapes and surface designs. 

Guideliness for the length of the post include a length equal to the length of the clinical crown 

off  the final restoration [61 J. and two thirds to three quarters of the length of the root in the bone 

[62].. //; vivo studies suggested that the clinical success of posts was directly related to their 

lengths.. Therefore, it is rational to prepare a post channel as long as it is consistent with anatomic 

limitationss and to maintain, minimally, 4 to 5 mm of apical root canal fillin g (e.g. gutta-percha) 

ass a seal [63-66]. Another clinical study reported better results for parallel-sided serrated posts 

thann for custom-cast tapered posts [67]. There is consensus that short posts are less retentive and 

putt the root at risk because they can produce unfavorable leverage and shear stresses within the 

roott canal, which may predispose the root to fracture [68,69]. Increasing the thickness of the post 

addss to its strength, but as this is at the expense of the supporting tooth structure, the effect may 

welll  be a reduction of the thickness and strength of the radicular dentin and the overall strength 

off  the assembly [70]. 

Castt posts and cores have been reported to provide excellent service for endodontically 

treatedd teeth with moderate to severe damage. In 1989 a 6-year retrospects e study of' 

endodonticallyy treated teeth with extensive loss of tooth structure, which were restored with casl 

postss and cores and crown restorations showed a 90.6% success rate [71]. A review studj in 

20022 reported an in vivo survival rate of 87.6% after 72 months for cast posts and cores in single 

rootedd teeth [72]. while a recent 10-year retrospects e study reached 94% [73]. Cast posts and 

cores,, fabricated directly or indirectly, are most appropriate for single-rooted teeth, especially for 

incisorss and canines, and are still used as an integral component for crown and bridge 

restorations. . 
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However,, the fabrication of cast posts and cores has to be carried out in two visits and during 

thee period of the temporary restoration contamination of the root canal may occur [74,75]. 

Therefore,, single-session procedures should be preferred. Besides, with the recent advances in 

ceramicc technology, the all-ceramic crown has become more popular. Restoring a non-vital tooth 

withh a metal post and core iri combination with an all-ceramic crown is complicated. The 

underlyingg metal from the post and core can alter the optical effects of a translucent all-ceramic 

crownn and may compromise the esthetics. In response to the need for one-visit procedures and 

postt and core restorations that possess optical properties compatible with all-ceramic crowns 

[14,76-78]]  other core build-up systems were developed. 

1.3.22 Core build-up restorations with prefabricated metallic posts 

Forr endodontically treated molars, core build-ups with direct restorative materials, which engage 

thee pulpal chamber and a portion of the root canal, often perform adequately [79,80]. Retention 

off  the core can be augmented by placement of one or more prefabricated intra-radicular posts. 

Endodonticallyy treated premolars are built up with either cast posts and cores or with 

prefabricatedd posts with cores of direct restorative materials. These prefabricated posts became 

popular,, because the core build-up could be prepared in a single visit, did not require the removal 

off  undercuts as for cast post and core restorations and saved the costs of the dental lab. 

AA variety of these prefabricated poste became commercially available and in 1994 a 

nationwidee survey of dentists in the United States indicated that already 40% of the general 

dentistss used prefabricated posts for the posterior as well for the anterior region [81]. The posts 

aree supplied with various surface designs and shapes like parallel-sided or tapered shapes (Figure 

1.1).. Some parallel-sided posts are tiered and become tapered at the apical end where the root 

canall  is generally narrower. Some prefabricated posts are passive, and others actively engage the 

toothh structure with threads [82]. Active posts are more retentive, but can generate unfavorable 

stressess and predispose the root to fracture [83,84]. The most retentive passive post is a long, 

parallel-sidedd post with a roughened surface, but this type of post often requires removal of 

substantiall  radicular dentin to achieve the desired length [65,69,85,86]. The clinical performance 

óff  these prefabricated post systems does not seem to differ much from the conventional cast post 

andd core systems. For prefabricated posts in single rooted teeth a review study in 2002 showed 

thatt the in vivo survival rate reached 86.4% after 72 months [72]. In a recent 10-year 

retrospectivee study, in which radix-anchors were used, this prefabricated post reached a 80% 

successs rate [73], 
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1.3.33 Core build-up restorations with prefabricated fiber posts 

Att the end of the 90's several non-metallic post systems became available. A post fabricated 

fromfrom carbon fiber reinforced epoxy-resin was developed in France by Duret and Renaud and 

becamee commercially available in Sweden in 1992 [87]. Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy resin is 

composedd of unidirectional carbon fibers, which are 8 um in diameter and embedded in a resin 

matrix.. Later on glass and quarts-fiber based posts were also introduced to the market. Clinicians 

whoo support these types of posts claim physical properties more similar to natural dentin and 

sufficientt resistance to high loads [27,88-94]. The posts can be fabricated from radiolueent or 

radiopaquee material [95] and appear to be biocompatible [27]. Water sorption can weaken these 

postss and should be avoided [96]. Therefore, the post must be embedded in an impermeable 

cementt layer, which may be achieved by using a resin composite luting agent for the 

cementationn of these posts into the root canal [97-101], while the core build-up is fabricated of a 

resinn composite restorative material. 

Somee in vitro studies have shown that carbon fiber posts possess inferior strength compared 

too metal posts [ 102-105] and may be less retentive in the root canal [ 102], However, one of these 

studiess [105] also indicated that the carbon fiber post was quite stiff and strong, to a degree 

comparablee to several metal posts and that the stiffness was related to the diameter of the posts. 

Remarkablee was that the elastic limits of titanium posts were significantly lower than the elastic 

limitt of carbon fiber posts of simitar size; this may explain the observed fracture and failure of 

smallerr titanium posts during clinical functioning due to masticatory fatigue loading. 

Roott fracture may be avoided by using fiber posts. In vitro studies indicated that carbon fiber 

reinforcedd epoxy-resin posts were less likely to cause fracture of the root upon failure than metal 

postss [89,106-108]. This is contradicted by other studies that illustrated higher stress levels in the 

dentinn for loaded carbon fiber posts systems than for cast post and cores [102,109,110]. 

AA few retrospective, short-term, clinical studies that are available yet reported less than 3.2% 

failuree after 2 to 6 years for carbon and glass-fiber reinforced epoxy resin posts [111-114]. 

However,, other studies have shown higher failure rates for fiber posts and favor conventional 

metall  post and core systems [115,116]. 

Thee fiber posts are manufactured in several configurations (Figure 1.1) and their ability to 

bondd to adhesive resin composite appears appropriate and can be improved with mechanical 

retentionn such as serrations [117,118]. 

However,, another study reported that serrations are unnecessary since the serrated parallel-sided 

stainlesss steel posts were not more retentive than either parallel-sided or tapered tooth-colored 
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posts;; when all groups were considered, post dimension appeared to influence retention, with 

parallel-sidedd posts being more retentive than tapered posts [119]. 

Althoughh the stiffness of these posts has been reported to be similar to human dentin, one 

studyy showed that the transverse modulus of elasticity for these posts exceeded the value of 

stainlesss steel posts [105,117]. Because of the parallel arrangement of the reinforcing carbon 

fibers,, these posts display anisotropic behavior, whereby, their physical properties differ 

dependingg on the loading angles [117]. Besides, a larger diameter of the post will increase its 

rigidityy [105] and smooth posts have been reported to be less flexible than serrated posts 

[105,118],, Furthermore, even if the elastic modulus of the posts is comparable to human dentin, 

thiss will not ensure similar clinical behavior for the post and the radicular dentin. The root is 

essentiallyy a hollow tube and the thin rod-shaped post is within this hollow tube surrounded by 

ann intervening layer of a luting agent with a lower elastic modulus. The different configuration 

betweenn root and post combined with the intermediate luting material, suggests that the 

flexibilityflexibility  of the post will not match the flexibilit y of the root. A flexible post can be detrimental, 

especiallyy when there is littl e remaining natural tooth structure between the margin of the core 

andd the gingival extension of the crown. When a ferrule is absent or extremely small, occlusal 

loadss may cause the post to flex with eventual micro flexing of the core; in this way the cement 

seall  at the margin of the crown may be exposed to high stresses and may fracture in a short time. 

Thiss can cause marginal leakage and result in caries, but the deterioration will be unnoticed until 

substantiall  destruction of tooth structure occurs [120,121]. 

1.3.44 Ceramic post and core restorations 

Withh all the advances in ceramic technology also all-ceramic posts have been developed 

[77,78,122].. These posts are made from zirconium oxide or aluminum oxide, are radiopaque and 

havee been reported to possess a flexural strength and fracture toughness similar to steel 

[88,105,123].. The high stiffness of these posts is subject to debate, because it may be likely to 

causee fracture of the root upon failuree [89,93,124,125]. 

Thee posts were designed to support a resin composite core, but a large resin composite core 

mayy not be sufficiently rigid to support stiff all-ceramic crowns [2,6,126]. Therefore post and 

coree systems entirely of ceramic material were developed. IPS Empress pressed-glass 

technology,, with or without the use of a prefabricated zirconium post [77,127,128] can be used; 

anotherr technique is by means of a Celay copy milling device that duplicates a wax model of a 

postt and core from a pre-fabricated ceramic block [89]. Although ceramics are materials having 

highh compressive strengths, they are brittle [105]. As an alternative to the all-ceramic post it is 
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possiblee to make an initial cast post and core from a metal ceramic alloy with a thin layer of 

opaquee porcelain fused to the core portion, providing a durable post and core that will disguise 

thee graying effect [129]. 

Thee ceramic posts were designed for adhesive resin cements, but some studies have reported 

poorr bonding with resin cements between these posts and the intra-radicular dentin, before 

[100,130]]  as well as after dynamic loading or thermocycling [131]. Therefore additional 

conditioningg of a ceramic post and core is recommended [132,133]. 

Thiss new type of post system is not popular in clinical practice, as two visits are needed, less 

supportingg tooth structure can be saved with indirect post and core systems, and the costs are 

relativelyy high. How well these posts resist intra-oral forces is unknown, as clinical retrospective 

studiess on all-ceramic post systems are not available. 

1.44 The ferrule effect and stress distribution 

AA post and core restoration can transfer occlusal forces intra-radicularly resulting in a 

predispositionn of the root to vertical fracture [134,135]. The role of the final cast restoration in 

protectingg the non-vital tooth has been discussed for decades. To prevent fracture of tooth 

structure,, the importance of protective coronal coverage and a subgingival collar of cast metal to 

providee extra-coronal bracing were already mentioned in the 60's [136,137]. The term "ferrule 

effect""  was used for the first time in 1987 to describe the 360-degree ring of cast metal with the 

marginn of the definitive cast restoration, situated at least 2 mm apically beyond the junction of 

thee core and remaining tooth structure [138]. In vitro studies demonstrated an improved 

resistancee to fracture when ferrules were used for post and core restorations [139,140]. Another 

studyy reported that, for full crowns, at least 1 mm of coronal tooth structure above the crown 

marginn was needed to substantially increase the fracture resistance of endodontically treated 

teethh [141], For endodontically treated premolars restored with full crowns, the fracture 

resistancee was investigated for samples with and without cast posts and cores [142]; no 

significantt difference was found between the two groups. These results indicated that the 

presencee of a post did not influence the resistance to fracture, if the core was covered with a 

completee cast crown with a margin situated at least 2 mm apically beyond the junction of the 

coree and remaining tooth structure. Another study on premolars indicated that failure of the 

cementt seal of the crown started at the side of the tooth under tension, especially when the 

ferrulee was small and the post was off-center [143]. Loss of the cement seal of the coronal 

restorationn can be dangerous and before it is clinically detectable leakage can occur between the 

crownn margin and the tooth surface and extend between post and intra-radicular dentin, which 
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cann ultimately cause caries and loss of the tooth [120]. Recently the effect of the ferrule on the 

integrityy of the cement seal of cast crowns was studied in vitro [144], and these appeared to 

improvee the resistance to fatigue failure of the cement seal of a crown when the crown margin 

extendedd at least 1.5 mm apical to the margin of the core. The results of a retrospective clinical 

studyy [67] evaluating the survival and failure characteristics of teeth restored with posts and 

crownss showed a higher potential for fracture of the post when the crowns were placed in the 

absencee of a ferrule. The contribution of post length and ferrule width in resisting dynamic loads 

wass evaluated in another study [145], This study showed that the ferrule width was more 

importantt in increasing fracture resistance to cyclic loading than post length. 

Onn rare occasions when teeth are severely damaged, surgical crown lengthening [146] or 

orthodonticc extrusion [147] have been performed to expose additional tooth structure to establish 

aa ferrule. Further, molars can, in complex periodontal situations, be resected and restored with 

complexx restorative techniques to avoid the need for large prosthetic restorations or removable 

prostheticc restorations, but these procedures are technically demanding and expensive and have 

relativelyy high failure rates, up to 38% in the first ten years [148]. If the provisions for 

developingg a ferrule are impractical or the root to core build-up ratio is very unfavorable, 

extractionn of the tooth should he considered. Replacement with conventional or implant-

supportedd crown and bridge restorations can offer more durable solutions, with predictable 

techniquess and clinical success rates over 90% [149,150]. 

Thee stress distribution of post and core systems with different designs was investigated. 

Two-dimensionall  photoelastic analysis was used to compare stresses generated upon loading of 

castt gold endodontic posts. The results demonstrated that in general the stress rose when the post 

diameterr increased or large vertical loads were applied. Therefore posts with restricted diameter 

andd preservation of tooth structure are recommended, particularly when bruxism is present 

[151,152].. It was reported that conservative enlargement of the root canal could make post 

placementt unnecessary for largely intact teeth. If using a post, length has been found to be more 

importantt than post diameter for stresses in the cervical region; short wide posts induced high 

stresss concentrations in this region. Post lengths beyond two thirds of the root depth did not 

furtherr decrease cervical stresses but usually increased stresses in the apical region [153]. 

AA later study used finite element analysis (FEA) to evaluate the distribution of stresses in 

dentin.. Peak shear stresses occurred adjacent to the post at mid-root level and increased as the 

lengthh of the post decreased. Peak tensile stresses occurred in the gingival third of the facial root 

surface,, whereas peak compressive stresses were present in the gingival third of the lingual root 

surface.. Conversely, the distribution óf tensile and compressive stresses was not affected by a 

variationn in the dimensions of the posts [69]. Other studies examined the influence of different 
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typess of restorations placed following endodontic therapy, emphasizing the way in which forces 

appliedd to the occlusal surface were dispersed to the supporting structures of the teeth. The 

resultss indicated that the distribution and patterns of stresses vary depending on the direction of 

thee loads and the type of restoration, and that these stresses are die highest in the apical and 

coronall  region of the root canal [154,155]. Three-dimensional photoelastic models were used to 

studyy the effect of a ferrule on the stress distribution with cast post and cores. Strangely enough 

specimenss with a 1.5 mm ferrule as a part of the post and core itself generated substantially 

higherr mean stresses in the dentin than post and cores without a ferrule, but again the highest 

stressess were measured in the apical and the coronal region of the radicular dentin [156]. 

However,, another study utilizing a prefabricated metal post with a glass ionomer core, reported 

thatt crown restorations with a ferrule of 1 mm demonstrated a significantly higher resistance to 

fracture;; crowns without a ferrule showed twice as many vertical root fractures [157]. 

Concerningg the design of the post, a multi-tiered metal post system may distribute stress 

moree symmetrically than thé single-tiered, metal post systems or even carbon fiber post systems 

[102,158].. A study of the influence that the type of core material has on the stress distribution 

indicatedd that a stiffer core material can shift the load from the apex to the coronal region [159-

161]. . 

1.55 Lutin g cements 

Thee successful use of posts in root canals is partly dependent upon the properties of the luting 

cement.. Important properties of luting cements are their compressive and tensile strength and 

theirr adhesive characteristics for forming a bond to both the post and radicular dentin. Of 

importancee also are the amount of shrinkage during setting, the extent to which they absorb 

water,, and last but not least, their handling characteristics [162]. Today's most commonly used 

lutingg agents are zinc- phosphate, glass ionomer, resin-modified glass ionomer, and resin 

compositee cements. Each of these cements have their advantages and inherent disadvantages 

[163].. Zinc-phosphate cement has been used for decades and this cement has been extremely 

successful.. The primary disadvantages of zinc-phosphate cements are solubility in oral fluids and 

lackk of adhesive properties. The advantages are the good handling characteristics, dimensional 

stabilityy and low shrinkage during setting. Unpublished data of shrinkage measurements in our 

departmentt showed values as low as 0.3%. 

Glasss ionomer cements provide a weak chemical bond to dentin [20] and may have a 

potentiall  benefit by releasing fluoride [13]. However, the ability of glass ionomer luting cements 

too inhibit caries hi dentin is disputed [21]. A disadvantage of glass ionomer cements is their slow 
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setting,, which requires several days [18], or even several weeks [19] to reaeh maximum strength. 

Thiss makes these cements less suitable for cast posts and cores since vibrations generated during 

recontouringg of a cast post and core with a bur, soon after cementation, may weaken the 

immaturee cement film, and lead to retentive failure of the post. 

Resin-modifiedd glass ionomer cements also release fluoride [164,165]. However, release of 

fluoridefluoride from these core materials is variable and for most of them this is largest during the first 

244 hours, after which it gradually decreases [24], A point of concern is that resin-modified glass 

ionomerr cements imbibe water and as a consequence expand with time [166-168]. Dependent 

uponn the thickness of the cement layer, volumetric expansion may cause vertical root fracture. 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, this type of cement is often used in clinical practice for cementing post and cores 

andd therefore investigations should be done to evaluate this phenomenon. 

Resinn composite cements basically are insoluble and in vitro provide better retention for 

intra-radicularr posts than glass ionomer and zinc phosphate cements [169-172], Other studies 

havee reported inconsistent results, but these may be explained by the large variety of Conditions 

encounteredd in the root canal [ 173-179]. 

Onee factor that may be responsible for the varying results is the geometry of the root canal, 

wheree the ratio of the bonded and the free non-bonded surface areas of the resin-composite 

cementt layer (C-factor) is very unfavorable [101]. This can result in high contraction stresses 

duringg setting that even might exceed the bond strength to either the post or intra-radicular 

dentin.. The possibility of flow to relieve these stresses will be even more restricted for the 

abruptlyy setting light-curing resin cements than for the slower setting chemical-cured cements 

[180]. . 

Anotherr aspect is the conversion of dual-cured resin based luting agents. Inferior bond 

strengthss to root dentin were reported for a dual-cured resin composite cement that was allowed 

too cure only chemically, while additional photo-initiation showed better results [181], although 

thee light intensity may be insufficient in the apical area of the root canal. 

Duall  and chemical-cured resin composite cements are provided with self-etching primer 

systemss for bonding to dentin and the acidity of these systems may interfere with adequate 

bondingg [35-40]. When a neutral bonding agent was applied as an intermediate layer between 

cementt and dentin better results were reported [182]. 

Withh regard to leakage, better results have been reported for adhesive resin composite 

cementss than for non-adhesive cements when used for crown restorations [183]. Also in root 

canals,, in spite of the very unfavorable C-factor, less leakage has been reported for resin 

compositee cements than for non-adhesive cements like glass ionomers and zinc-phosphate 

cementss [184]. It is obvious that this aspect is of importance for the prognosis of the endodontic 
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treatmentt [185-187]. The timing of the preparation for the post after endodontic treatment may 

alsoo affect the final result; less leakage was found when endodontic treatment and post 

cementationn were carried out in one visit [188]. 

Iff  endodontic sealers contain eugenol and the obturation of the root canal occurs by 

condensationn of gutta-percha under pressure to force the sealer into the dentinal tubules and 

laterall  canals, eugenol will penetrate the dentin. This is difficult to remove and it may affect the 

settingg of the resin cement, as free-radical addition polymerizations can be inhibited by phenolic 

compounds,, such as eugenol (2-methoxy-4-allyphenol) [173], However, one luting agent can be 

moree susceptible to this effect than another. Also endodontic sealers without eugenol may 

disturbb adequate adhesion of the luting agent when sealer and gutta-percha remnants stay behind 

afterr the preparation for the endodontic post [178,179,189], 

AA negative effect on the bond strengths of resin based cements to root canal dentin has also 

beenn reported after irrigation with sodium hypochlorite solution (NaOCl), which is generally 

usedd in endodontic treatments [190,191], although contrary results were found by others [192]. 

Thiss negative effect may be prevented by an extensive washing with a 10% ascorbic acid 

solutionn [191]. 

Thee ability of resin composite cements to bond to dentin and restorative materials can 

enhancee retention, but this increased retention may not always ensure resistance to dislodgment 

off  the post under clinical conditions. One study that reported extremely high retentive values for 

ann unfilled resin composite cement [ 172] showed that this relatively weak cement allowed plastic 

deformationn that will possibly lead to fatigue failure in vivo [193,194]. 

Adhesivee resin cements are also technique sensitive [49,174] and can be difficult to 

manipulate.. In particular resin composite cements often show an accelerated setting under 

oxygenn free conditions like those encountered in the apical part of the root canal. Primers that 

containn initiators can even intensify this accelerating effect on the setting of cement and can 

seriouslyy shorten the working time. When a Lentulo paste carrier is used to distribute the resin 

compositee cement into the root canal, premature setting of the cement may occur and as a 

consequencee the post cannot be placed completely into the prepared part of the root [49]. To 

avoidd these problems the cement can be applied only on the post before it is seated into the root 

canal.. However, on the other hand this method involves the risks of air entrapment deep down in 

thee prepared canal and as the post is seated the air will travel through the liquid cement to create 

voidss that will compromise the physical properties and the retention of the posts [173], Filling 

thee canal with cement before seating the post can avoid air entrapment and provide a more dense 

andd uniform cement lute. Zinc-phosphate cements seem especially well suited for placement in 

thee canal before seating of the post, because of their extended working time [195] Even better 
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resultss are obtained when the cement is injected into the root canal by means of thin syringes 

[196]. . 

Untill  now there are no long-term clinical studies of cemented posts that demonstrate the 

superiorityy of a specific cement. Depending on the type of post system, an appropriate luting 

agentt must be selected (e.g. adhesive or non-adhesive) and, most important, recommended 

proceduress should be strictly followed [73]. 

1.66 Failure of post and core restorations and the anatomy of premolars 

Endodonticallyy treated premolars are often provided with restorations involving endodontic posts 

too ensure success. Unfortunately, failures of these restorations still occur, which leads to 

disappointmentt and extra costs. The causes of failure for any tooth have been investigated in a 

numberr of clinical studies [60,63,67,71,197]. These studies suggest that failures are due mainly 

too the mechanical properties of the post and core. High failure incidences are especially expected 

too occur with relatively short posts or deficient ferrules [121,145] with deterioration of the luting 

cementt around the post caused by fatiguing from functional loading [120]. However, the 

anatomyy of premolars may frequently be incompatible with the application of long endodontic 

posts.. There may be exterior radicular grooves, running from the cemento-enamel junction to the 

apicall  area [198], a converged shape of the root canal(s), a buccal root which is vulnerable to 

perforationn [199], and variants in the root canal system anatomy (1,2,3 rooted and different 

levelss of furcation entrances) [200], In addition, premolars with post and core restorations are 

moree vulnerable to root fracture than other teeth due to the narrow mesial-distal dimension of the 

root;; especially the second upper premolar is notorious [201-203]. For these reasons the 

preparationn procedures should be as non-invasive as possible and the use of endodontic posts 

shouldd be avoided if adequate retention for an adhesive resin composite core build-up can be 

obtainedd from the residual dentin [51,107,135,204], Moreover, for its sealing quality the apical 

roott canal filling  has to be preserved as much as possible [187,205]. When partially removed for 

ann endodontic post, a remaining apical fill  of 5-6 mm should be preferred [66,206,207], which 

frequentlyfrequently results in a limited post length. However, short posts that are rigid, create unfavorable 

stresss distributions in the root at the apical level [69] and can put the root at risk. Therefore, 

shortt posts with a flexibilit y more close to that of the tooth structure may be preferred for 

premolars,, as stresses on the core may be better dissipated along the post in the direction of the 

apicall  part Of the root. 
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1.77 Investigation methods in literatur e 

Despitee the large volume of published research on core build-up restorations there is no 

consensuss how to restore a heavily decayed teeth. There are numerous in vitro studies describing 

differentt restorative approaches, primarily for non-vital teeth, but data from these investigations 

aree frequently conflicting [49]. Also several retrospective clinical studies of restored non-vital 

teethh and literature review studies have been performed [63,72,73,208,209], but also the results 

fromm these studies do not allow us to formulate clear clinical guidelines for post and core 

restorations.. Another reason for confusion is the fact that in the last two decades many new core 

andd post materials have become available to the market. 

Withh all retrospective studies there are problems with controlling the treatment methods. 

Patientss who are surveyed in a retrospective study often receive a treatment procedure selected 

byy clinical judgment of each individual case. Teeth with minimal remaining coronal dentin may 

havee been restored with east posts and cores, and those with substantial residual tooth structure 

mayy have received prefabricated posts or foundation restorations without posts. Consequently, 

withh this treatment protocol, the teeth restored with cast posts would be at a higher risk of failure, 

nott because of any inherent problems with the procedure, but because the dentists selected cast 

postss and cores for teeth with the least supporting dentin and with the poorest prognosis. 

Randomizedd controlled clinical trials would provide the most reliable data, but these studies 

aree very expensive and long-term data would be unavailable for many years. Moreover these 

investigationss are subject to thé cooperation of the patient and individual factors, such as 

functionall  and parafunctional forces, and oral hygiene [48,49]. 

InIn vitro studies are in the majority, where it is easier to standardize the conditions. Many 

investigationss have examined the retention of different kinds of post and cores, related to the 

featuress of post and core or luting agents [210-214] and the fracture resistance of post and core 

restorationn [94,131,215-218]. Some of these studies evaluated the fracture resistance of crowns 

cementedd over cores to mimic more clinical conditions and the influence of the crown ferrule 

[104,121,145,219].. When fracture resistance was used to evaluate these restorations, the loading 

anglee substantially altered the results [220]. 

Too mimic chewing conditions other studies added fatigue loading onto the post and core (and 

crown),, before testing the fracture resistance [2,106,121,145,215,221-223]. Also leakage patterns 

off  different post and core restorations were investigated, with and without fatigue loading 

[121,184,187,224-226]. . 

Itt can be concluded that many factors can be decisive for the durability of core restorations 

onn endodontically treated teeth, with or without posts. The ideal post provides durable retention 
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too thé core and an adequate seal of the root canal. It supports the core in such a manner that, if a 

crownn is cemented upon it, it does not lose its attachment and strategically transfers forces to the 

toothh in order to prevent premature root fracture. 

Too develop one single test setup that answers all questions related to failure is impossible. 

Nevertheless,, clinical experience in daily practice with failures of post and core restorations on 

premolarss brought the author of this thesis back to the university to investigate aspects that may 

bee decisive for durability. 

1.88 Aim and outline of this study 

Ass shown in the previous survey many studies on fracture resistance of post and core restorations 

weree carried out in the past. However, variation in the size and shape of post, core and crown 

mayy be responsible for the wide variance of the data in these investigations. Because premolars 

inn particular proved, clinically, to be susceptible to failures [60,63,67,71,203] these teeth were 

chosenn as specimens for this investigation as they represent, more or less, the worst case scenario 

underr clinical conditions. Due to the anatomy of premolars relatively short posts (6 mm) were 

usedd in these studies. 

Thee first aim of this thesis was to investigate the fracture resistance of different core build-up 

designss (with and without an endodontic post) with spécial attention to standardization of the test 

specimens.. To mimic the clinical conditions as much as possible full crowns were cemented over 

thee post and core. To exclude variations in the size and shape of post, core and crown a test set-

upp was developed in which the coronal sectioning of the éndodontically treated premolar, the 

preparationn of the core, and the crown were standardized; this study is described in Chapter  2. 

Premolarss were collected from children that needed extraction of premolars for orthodontic 

reasons.. Information forms and sets of small self-sealing plastic bags and instruction forms (see 

Appendix)) were sent to a number of orthodontists. When extraction of the premolars was 

indicatedd the children were asked to contribute to this investigation by leaving their extracted 

premolarss with the dentist that extracted them. If they agreed, they received the set of small 

plasticc bags and an instruction form, which they had to give to the dentist on the following visit. 

Inn this form the dentists were asked to wrap a wet piece of tissue around the extracted teeth and 

putt them in the plastic bag, which had to be securely closed with the self sealing strip, and to 

sendd them in an envelope to our department In this way the premolars were protected from 

dehydration.. Many premolars were collected; the children that donated their premolars received 

aa present in return. 
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Whenn this study was started there were not many published in vitro investigations, in which 

fracturee strength was evaluated before and after fatigue loading. Clinical studies suggested that 

chewingg forces could play a prominent role in failures because the post, which had to provide 

adequatee retention for the core, came loose. Therefore, the second aim of this thesis was to 

evaluatee the influence of fatigue loading on the quality of the cement layer between the post and 

thee root canal wall. A test set-up was developed, in which the placement of a crown with a 

ferrulee was deliberately omitted to exclude any external strengthening effect on the post and 

core.. This configuration was believed to be the most severe with regard to the resistance to 

failuree and was considered appropriate for specifically evaluating the fatigue behavior of the 

cementt layer between post and intra-radicular dentin. 

Inn Chapter  3 this cement layer was studied for conventional cast post and cores, of which 

halff  of the samples were cemented with an adhesive resin composite cement and the other half 

withh the non-adhesive zinc-phósphate cement In Chapter  4 the same test set-up was used to 

evaluatee the cast post and core, and three types of prefabricated posts with an adhesive resin 

compositee core; for all specimens the same adhesive resin composite cement was used as the 

lutingg agent In Chapter  5 the third part of this investigation involved specimens that were 

restoredd with a carbon fiber post and an adhesive resin composite core. Three types of adhesive 

lutingg agents were used to cement the carbon fiber posts and were evaluated before and after 

fatiguee loading. 

Assumingg that endodontically treated teeth do not need to be reinforced by means of a post, 

becausee the dentinal hardness and moisture content of non-vital teeth are similar to vital teeth 

[50,227]]  and that enough retention can be obtained from the residual tooth structure for a resin 

compositee core build-up restoration, the bond strength of the resin composite core build-up to the 

toothh structure is of paramount importance. However, dentists are not always using bonding 

systemss according to the manufacturer's instructions. Total etch bonding systems, two-step 

bondingg systems and one-step bonding systems are often exchanged to bond chemical-cured 

build-upp composites. Recent studies have shown that the bond strengths can be severely affected 

iff  incompatible combinations of bonding systems and resin composites are used. [35-37,39,40]. 

Thereforee the third aim of this thesis, described in Chapter  6, was to evaluate the shrinkage 

stressess of chemical and light-cured core build-up composites during setting, their bond strength 

too dentin, and their compatibility to different types of bonding systems. 
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CHAPTERR 2 

AA Comparative in vitro Study of the Fracture Resistance 
off  Different Core Build-up Designs on Endodontically Treated 

Premolars s 

2.11 Abstract 

Objective.Objective. To investigate the resistance to fracture óf three crown and core designs, made with 

differentt core build-up materials on premolars, using a standardized test method. 

MaterialsMaterials and Methods. The anatomic crowns were removed from six groups (n = 8) of 

endodonticallyy treated, human premolars in conformity with a brass master dye, using the Celay copy-

millingg device. Three of these groups were provided with a core build-up without an endodontic post, a 

chemical-curedd resin- composite (Ti-Core), a light-cured resin composite (Photo Core) and a chemical-

curedd glass-ionomer (Ketac-Molar); two other groups were provided with a core build-up with an 

endodonticc post (a cast post and core, and a light-cured resin composite core with a silica-fiber post), and 

onee group was not provided with a core. Al l groups were then prepared in conformity with a second 

masterr dye. This preparation ended in axial dentin, 2 mm apical from the core build-up. Thus in the sixth 

groupp (premolars without a core build-up), mis preparation only affected the 2 mm axial dentin (ferrule), 

whichh resulted in a small retention area for the crown. Finally a standard crown was cemented and after 

244 hours loaded until fracture in an Instron testing machine at an angle of 45°. For comparison with the 

standardizedd procedures, a seventh group (Photo Core without post) was prepared manually, with 

dimensionss similar to the standardized groups. 

Results.Results. Within the standardized test set-up no significant difference in strength between the six 

groupss could be demonstrated. Only for the hand-made Photo Core and the cast post and core the fracture 

loadd was significantly different (P = 0.01). In addition, this hand-made group displayed a larger standard 

deviationn than the standardized groups. 

Conclusion.Conclusion. Taking into consideration the fact that the maximum bite force in the premolar region is 

aboutt 58Q N, these tests showed that within the limitations of the standardized test set-up, where the 

specimenss had no history of fatiguing, a core build-up without a post is an alternative for the conventional 

castt core, In this study, the fabrication of the standardized specimens proved to be accurate, fast and 

economical.. This method also enables us to investigate the performance of core and crown design 

combinationss in relationship to the amount of reniaining tooth structure by using different master dies 

and,, moreover, to reduce the standard deviation. 
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2.22 Introductio n 

Endodonticallyy treated premolars are often restored by using endodontic posts. An endodontic 

postt may be individually cast in association with the core, or is delivered as prefabricated post, in 

whichh case a direct restorative material (e.g., amalgam, resin-based composite, or glass-ionomer 

cement)) is used as a core material [1-3]. In each case, the post and core are an integral part of the 

restorationn and must meet a number of requirements. The ideal post should provide retention to 

thee core and an adequate seal of the root canal. It should support the core in such a manner that 

thee cemented crown does not lose its attachment and strategically transfers forces to the tooth in 

orderr to prevent premature root fracture. Unfortunately, failures of this kind of restoration are 

stilll  numerous in daily practice and may lead to great disappointment and extra costs. The causes 

off  failure of restorations involving endodontic posts have been investigated in a number of 

clinicall  studies [4-10]. These studies suggest that failures are due mainly to the mechanical 

propertiess of the post and core. 

AA complicating factor is root fracture; here is consensus that the root is put at risk when a 

postt is too short or too long [1,9,11-13]. Increasing the thickness of the post adds to its strength, 

butt as this is at the expense of the supporting tooth structure, the effect may well be a reduction 

inn the overall strength of the assembly [1*9]. Furthermore, findings indicate that the amount of 

axiall  dentin surrounded by the crown is more important than the length of the post. A minimum 

off  1.5 mm ferrule is essential [14-18]. Another complicating factor is the rigidity of the post. 

Somee researchers support the view that a post of high rigidity leads to a more even distribution 

óff  the stress [1], while others claim that a less rigid endodontic post is preferable [9,11,12,19]. 

Noww that several adhesive systems have become available, the main question is not only 

whichh combination of post and core is the most predictable and durable, but also in which cases 

theree is no need for a post at all. There are indeed good reasons to avoid the use of a post One of 

thee main disadvantages of a post is the necessity to re-enter the root canal. Preparation for the 

postt creates a risk of root perforation. In addition a nearby perforation may cause a small root 

fracture,, later resulting in a failure of the restoration. This risk is especially high with premolars, 

whichh may have unexpected constrictions at the mesial and distal surfaces of the root [20]. Tooth 

anatomyy is variable and each case may require an individual approach. It is the clinician who 

mustt decide on the restoration design and select the right materials. 

Thee mechanical properties of post and core restorations have been studied extensively. 

However,, the clinical relevance of the data in these studies is questionable, because they tested 

onlyy the resistance to extensive loading of the post and core. In view of the clinical performance 
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off  this type of restoration, it is more realistic to load the entire assembly of post, core and crown, 

ratherr than simply the core [21]. 

Itt was the aim of this study to compare the resistance to fracture of various core materials in 

combinationn with a full crown restoration. A standardized test set-up was developed to exclude 

thee variances resulting from differences in size and shape of the tooth with the anatomic crown 

removed,, the preparation of the core, and the crown itself 

2323 Material s and methods 

PreparationPreparation of the tooth 

Inn this study 56 extracted human premolars were used to prepare seven groups (Groupsl-7) of 

eightt teeth each (n = 8). With a low-speed, water-cooled diamond separation disk (Buehler Ltd) 

thee coronal section of each premolar was removed 4 mm above the proximal cemento-enamel-

jj  unction (CEJ). The tooth with the crown removed, here after referred to as the sectioned tooth, 

wass then endodontically treated by cleaning the root canals with Gates Glidden drills 

(Dentsply/Maillefer)) nos. 2, 4, 5 and rinsing with 2% NaOCl. After closing the apical foramen 

withh a resin-based composite, the root of the premolar was embedded in acrylic resin inside a 

standardd copper tube, leaving 6 mm of the root exterior to the acrylic. During the setting of the 

resin,, the specimens were kept humid to avoid dehydration of the dental tissue. 

Too achieve standardization in the preparation of the specimens, the "key-duplication" method 

wass used for six groups. With the high-speed, water-cooled diamond burs of the Celay machine 

(Micronaa Technology Inc) (Figure 2.1) it is possible to cut tfie tooth in conformity with a master 

diee attaining an accuracy of 80 urn Two brass master dies were machined for each step in the 

preparation. . 

Afterr the copper tube was marked on the buccal and lingual (palatal) side of the tooth, in 

orderr to control the load direction, each specimen was aligned in the Celay machine with the first 

masterr die and fixed on a brass disk with cyanoacrylate (Figure 2,1). This first master was used 

too complete the preparation of the flat occlusal surface of a sectioned premolar, and to enlarge 

thee entry of the root canal of the tooth. The dimensions of the first master die and the sectioned 

toothh are shown in Figure 2.1. In the seventh group the teeth were prepared by hand with high-

speed,, water-cooled diamond burs, as close as possible to the dimensions of the first master. 
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Figg 2.1 The Celay machine, a copy-milling device, using the key-duplication method to copy a master 
(upperr left). The alignment of the first master and the sectioned premolar in the Celay machine (upper 
right).. The position of the sectioned tooth in the cupper tube, leaving 6 mm of the root exterior to the 
acrylicc resin and the dimension of the first master in mm (lower drawing). 

CoreCore Restoration 

Immediatelyy after the first preparation step, the tooth was rebuilt. A standard matrix was placed 

aroundd the premolar, and filled with an excess of core material. During setting the core material 

wass kept under occlusal finger pressure. After setting, the premolar with core was prepared 

again,, but now in conformity with the second master die (Figure 2.2). This standard crown 

preparationn was, in accordance with the ferrule rule [17], ending in 2 mm sound dentin (Figure 

2.2).. The total height of the core plus the ferrule was 7mm and the total taper of the opposing 

surfacess of the preparation was 20 degrees. The finishing line of this full crown preparation was 

aa shoulder of 0.5 mm. The dimensions of the second master die and premolar with core are 

shownn in Figure 2.2. 
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Figg 2.2 The second master has the shape of a standard-crown preparation (upper left): The premolar with 
coree build-up material is cut in conformity with the second master (upper right): The final crown 
preparationn on the premolar with core build-up and the dimension of the second master in mm (lower 
drawing). . 

Inn this way six groups were prepared. In the two groups where a post was used, the canal space 

wass prepared with calibrated drills, which are part of the post systems, to a depth of 6 mm from 

thee occlusal flat prepared surface. This method allowed investigating different core materials 

underr equal dimensional circumstances. For the seventh group the crown preparation was made 

byy free hand, trying to duplicate as close as possible the dimensions of the second master die. 

Inn group 1 (Ti-Core without post) the dental tissue of the shoulder and pulp chamber was 

etchedd for 30 seconds with 32% phosphoric acid (Bisco), thoroughly rinsed with water and dried 

butt not dehydrated. One coat of One-Step Bond (Bisco) was applied, air dried for 12 seconds and 

light-curedd for 10 seconds with the Translux CL (Kulzer). A second layer was applied in the 

samee way. The chemical-cured resin composite Ti-Core (EDS) was mixed and applied to the 
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toothh with a Centric syringe (Hawe Neos Dental). After 10 minutes, the standard crown 

preparationn was started. 

Inn group 2 (Photo Core without post) the dental tissue of the shoulder and pulp chamber was 

etchedd for 30 seconds with 32% phosphoric acid, thoroughly rinsed with water, and dried. 

Clearfill  SA primer (Kuraray) was applied and the preparation was dried again but not 

dehydrated.. Then one layer of Clearfil Photo Bond (Kuraray) was applied; after the excess was 

blownn away, it was light-cured for 20 seconds. With a Centric syringe light-cured resin 

compositee Clearfil Photo Core (Kuraray) was applied to the tooth and light cured for 60 seconds. 

Immediatelyy afterwards the preparation was started. 

Inn group 3 (Ketac-Molar without post) the dental tissue of the shoulder and pulp chamber 

wass conditioned with Ketac-conditioner (3M-ESPE) for 10 seconds, rinsed with water, and dried 

butt not dehydrated. The chemical-cured glass-ionomer core build-up material Ketac-Molar (3M-

ESPE)) was mixed in a capsule and applied to the tooth with a Centric syringe. After 7 days the 

standardd crown preparation was started. 

Inn group 4 (Cast post and core) the depth of the post was 6 mm, measured from the shoulder. 

Thee preparation of the root canal was performed with a calibrated drill (code yellow, diameter 

1.33 mm), part of the Tenax endodontic post system (Coltène Whaledent). By means of the direct 

methodd the sectioned premolar was built up with a corresponding Tenax burnout post (code 

yellow,, TE-EP 13) (Coltène Whaledent) and Duralay resin (Dental Mfg.). The burnout post 

displayedd an adequate fit in the apical part of the root canal. In the more spacious medial and 

coronall  part of the root canal, where the diameter of the calibrated drill was not always 

sufficient,, the post was adjusted with Duralay. A standard matrix was placed around the 

premolarr and filled with Duralay to form a core build-up pattern. After 10 minutes the 

preparationn of the standard crown was started. When completed, the post and core pattern was 

removedd and used to cast a permanent post and core in a non-precious Phantom metal (Degussa). 

Thenn it was cemented into the root canal with the glass-ionomer luting agent Ketac-Cem (3M-

ESPE)) by using a Lentulo paste carrier (Dentsply/Maillefer). 

Inn group 5 (Photo Core with a silica-fiber post) the depth of the post was 6 mm. The 

preparationn of the root canal was performed with a calibrated drill (code white, diameter 1.0 

mm),, part of the Snowpost system (Carbotech), and corresponded to the silica-fiber post The 

dentinn of the root canal and the shoulder was etched with 32% phosphoric acid, rinsed with 

water,, and dried with paper points, but not dehydrated. Then the dentin and the post were 

conditionedd for 60 seconds with the mixture of Panavia Primer A and B (Kuraray). The excess 

primerr was blown away; in thee root canal this was done using absorbent paper points. 
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Thee Lentulo Paste Carrier was not used for Panavia 21 as this method involved the risk of an 

acceleratedd setting of the cement, due to the contact with the primer and the anaerobic conditions 

inn the apical part of the root canal. Premature setting of the cement would make it difficult to get 

thee post in place. Therefore the silica-fiber post was coated with an excess of Panavia 21 before 

itt was placed in the root canal; the coronal part of the post and the dentin shoulder were also 

coveredd with a thin layer of Panavia 21. The post was kept 3 minutes in place and then Clearfill 

Photoo Core was applied to the tooth and light-cured for 60 seconds. Immediately afterwards, the 

standardd crown preparation was started. 

InIn group 6 (No core and no post) the sectioned tooth was not rebuilt with core material, but 

onlyy prepared in conformity with the second master die. This affected only the 2 mm axial 

dentin,, in which a shoulder was prepared. 

InIn group 7 (Non-standardized Photo Core without post) the dental tissue of the shoulder and 

pulpp chamber was etched for 30 seconds with 32% phosphoric acid, thoroughly rinsed with 

waterr and dried. SA primer was applied and the preparation was dried again, butt not dehydrated. 

Thenn one layer of Photo Bond was applied, the excess was blown away, and it was light-cured 

forr 20 seconds. Using a Centric syringe, Clearfill Photo Core was applied to the tooth and light-

curedd for 60 seconds. Immediately afterwards the crown preparation was started. 

ManufacturingManufacturing of the standard crown 

Thee device for the manufacture of standard crowns was fabricated in brass (Figure 2.3). The 

secondd master die (A) was fixated at the bottom of the cylinder (B). Using the stamp (C), heated 

(555 ° 0 Prepon modeling wax (Bayer) was pressed onto the master. The excess was drained 

awayy trough two small holes (D). The load required to move the stamp down was delivered by a 

hydraulicc prosthesis press (Fino). After cooling, the wax crown was removed from the cylinder 

byy removing a ring (E). It was then cast in metal (Degussa). The result was a circular crown (F) 

withh a standard dimension. The height was 10 mm, external diameter 3.5 mm and the occlusal 

surfacee was flat. Thanks to the accuracy of the Celay machine, the crown displayed a good fit on 

thee standard prepared core build-up (G). 

Figuree 2.3 shows this standard crown with the three different types of core in the groups 

investigated.. The crown was then cemented with Ketac-Cem (3M-ESPE). The specimens (H) 

weree stored for 24 hours under humid conditions at a temperature of 37 °C before they were 

exposedd to the loading procedure. 
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Figg 2.3 The procedure for the manufacture of standard crowns (upper left). The universal testing machine 
thatt loaded the specimens until fracture in a buccal-ungual direction at 45° (upper right). In schedule the 
threee different kinds of core build-up in the groups investigated. Two crowns are supported by a core 
build-up,, without and with post, and the third is not supported by core material (lower drawing). 

StrengthStrength determination 

Thee specimens were loaded until fracture in a buccal-Ungual direction at 45° in a universal 

testingg machine (Figure 2.3) (Instron). The crosshead speed was 0.5 mm/min. The stress-strain 

curvess during loading were recorded. Eight specimens from each group were investigated, and 

ANOVAA statistics were used to evaluate the results. 

2.44 Results 

Ann analysis of variance was performed with the maximum load as the dependent variable. The 

typee of material was regarded as a between-subjects factor. The mean values are presented in 

Tablee 2.1. 
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Tablee 2.1 Mean fracture load of restored premolars, loaded in buccal-lingual direction at 45° in a 
universall  testing machine 

95%% Confidence Interval for Mean 

Groupp N 

Ti-Coree 8 

Photoo Core 8 

Ketac-Molarr 8 

Castt post and core 8 

Photoo Core and SF post 8 

Noo core 8 

Freee hand made Photo 8 
Core e 

Mean n 
(N) ) 

736 6 

743 3 

703 3 

835 5 

590 0 

714 4 

542 2 

Std.. Deviation Std. Erro r 
(N) ) 

141 1 

166 6 

129 9 

121 1 

190 0 

73 3 

225 5 

(N) ) 

50 0 

59 9 

45 5 

43 3 

67 7 

26 6 

80 0 

Lower r 
Bound d 

(N) ) 

617 7 

604 4 

596 6 

734 4 

431 1 

653 3 

353 3 

Upperr  Bound 
(N) ) 

854 4 

882 2 

811 1 

936 6 

748 8 

774 4 

730 0 

Thee material main effect proved to be significant (P = 0.01). This effect is illustrated in Figure 
2.4;; for No core, Ti-Core, Photo Core and Ketac-Molar, the maximum load was on roughly the 
samee level, while for Photo Core + silica-fiber post and HM Photo Core, the average reading of 
thee load was somewhat lower, and for cast core somewhat higher. Bonferroni pairwise 
comparisonss were then calculated. Only for the HM Photo Core and the cast post and core the 
fracturee load was significantly different (P = 0.01). In addition, this hand-made group displayed a 
largerr standard deviation than the standardized groups. 

1000 0 

%% X % 
' <5> > 

Figg 2.4 The mean fracture load (N) and standard deviations of the crowns with different kinds of cores. 
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2.55 Discussion 

Althoughh the preparation procedures of the sectioned premolars were standardized, the resulting 

preparationss were not always an exact copy of the brass master die, due to the fact that the 

premolarss were oval. Thus in many cases, not enough dental tissue was available on the mesial 

andd distal surfaces of the sectioned premolar to copy the master die completely. Therefore the 

amountt of dentin substrate, available to bond to core material, showed some variation on the 

mesiall  and distal surfaces, and the cemented crowns had an overhang in those areas. In daily 

practicee this occurs fairly frequently as a result öf an inadequate impression. However, on the 

buccall  and lingual (palatal) surfaces, the direction in which the specimens were loaded, the copy 

wass accurate. The use of an oval master die would cause difficulties in the alignment of the 

specimenn and the master in the Celay machine, but a recent development will probably enable us 

too solve this problem in the near future. Using this method the time consuming impressions and 

expensivee manufacture of individual crowns can be avoided, since the standard crown shows a 

goodd fit on all specimens. Moreover, mis method excludes undesirable variances in the size and 

shapee of the sectioned tooth, the core, and the crown itself. 

Thee results of the loading teste show that, as expected, the highest mean value of the fracture 

loadss was found for crowns supported by a cast core (Group 4). However, there was no statistical 

differencee between group 4 and the other standardized groups. Furthermore, the use of the silica-

fiberr post to reinforce a resin composite core build-up did not improve the resistance to fracture; 

indeed,, it was striking how quickly these sihca-fiber posts broke. Finally, it is noteworthy that 

theree was no statistical difference between the mean fracture load for crowns without cores and 

crownss with cores. 

Sincee most patients have a maximum bite force in the premolar region close to 580 N [22], 

thee findings in this test set-up suggest that if a crown surrounds a bulk of 2 mm axial sound 

dentin,, no core material is required. However, clinically another failure mechanism may be 

decisive.. Nevertheless, ft appears that for this kind of restoration the 2 mm axial dentin is playing 

ann important role in the resistance to fracture. This is in accordance with other studies [17,18], in 

whichh it was concluded that the resistance to fracture of crowned teeth is clearly related to the 

ferrulee length. 

Thee fracture load of specimens in the seventh group (HM Photo Core) showed a wider 

variance.. The standardized test set-up enabled us to reduce the standard deviation and to increase 

thee number of specimens. Further investigation into the influence of the amount of axial dentin 

(ferrule)) and post support is needed. This can be facilitated by the standardized test setup, as it is 
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possiblee to vary the quantity of remaining dental tissue (with the ferrule width as the variable) 

withoutt changing either the dimensions or the position of the crown preparation. 

Itt has to be realized that, so far, this in vitro study regarded only a part of all aspects involved 

withh the clinical reliability of the performance of these crown and core combinations. For clinical 

studiess showed that many core restorations fail after years of service [4-6,8-10,23] and therefore 

thee influence of fatiguing the specimens and the effect of small loads at a 90° angle must be 

investigated.. Furthermore, the absence of an artificial periodontal ligament may have influenced 

thee stress distribution in the root, causing root fracture in some of the specimens. 

AA dentist who plans to restore an endodontically treated premolar with a porcelain fused to 

metall  crown, should be aware of the fact that the esthetic tendency to strive for a porcelain 

shoulderr at the lingual (palatal) side is in conflict with the results of this study, since the 

preparationss for this type of crown involve a greater loss of axial dentin. Therefore, when a full 

crownn preparation is indicated for an endodontically treated premolar, a conservative approach to 

thee axial dentin is advisable. The consequences of this approach - less space for porcelain in the 

cervicall  area - is a finish line in metal. However, at the lingual (palatal) side of a premolar, and at 

thee buccal side where the cervical line of the tooth is not manifest, this does not interfere with the 

estheticss and will ensure a more durable restoration. 

2.66 Conclusion 

Withinn the limitations of the test set-up used in this study, it can be concluded that: 

 When a full crown preparation is indicated for an endodontically treated premolar, a 

conservativee approach to the axial dentin is advisable. 

 A core build-up without a post and made with adhesive resin composite can be a viable 

alternativee for the conventional cast core when a minimum of 2 mm ferrule on natural 

toothh structure is attainable. 
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CHAPTERR 3 

Thee Influence of Fatigue Loading on the Performance of Adhesive 
andd Non-adhesive Lutin g Cements for  Cast Post and Core 

Restorationss in Premolars 

3.11 Abstract 

Objective.Objective. Clinical studies show a failure incidence after years of service of endodontically treated 

premolarss when restored with post-core crowns, especially those with short posts or deficient ferrules. 

Thee reason for this can be a deterioration of the luting cement around the post by fatigue from functional 

loading.. Because thé anatomy of premolars may frequently be incompatible with the application of long 

endodonticc posts the aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of fatigue loading on the quality of 

thee cement layer between posts with restricted length and the root canal wall in single rooted premolars. 

Thee study was divided in three investigations. The first part concerned cast post and core restorations 

cementedd with an adhesive and a non-adhesive cement (this Chapter). In the second part (Chapter 4) post 

andd core systems with varying post and core stiffness cemented with an adhesive cement were considered 

andd in the third part (Chapter S) various luting agents for cementation of quartz-coated carbon fiber posts 

weree evaluated with core build-up resin composite. This Chapter was confined to the first part. 

MaterialsMaterials and Methods. The adhesive cement used was Panavia 21 TC, chemical-cured resin 

compositee cement and the non-adhesive cement was PhosphaCem/C, a zinc-öxy-phosphate cement. The 

coronall  sections of single rooted human premolars were removed at the level of the proximal cemento-

enamell  junction (CEJ). After endodontic treatment a cast post (length 6 mm) and core (height 5 mm) was 

preparedd for each tooth and cemented into the root canal with either Panavia 21 TC (n = 8) or 

PhosphaCem/CC (n = 8). Half of the specimens from each cement group were exposed to fatigue loading in 

buccal-unguall  direction (106 load cycles of 40 N), almost perpendicular to the axial axis (85°), while the 

otherr halfwas used as control. Three parallel transverse root sections were cut from each specimen and 

usedd for evaluation of the influence of fatigue loading. For each section the cement integrity was studied 

byy SEM and the retention strength of the cemented post section was determined with a push-out test. 

Results.Results. Fatigue loading did not cause separation of the post and cores from the roots or affect the 

push-outt strength and SEM scores. However, for the SEM evaluation, as well as for the push-out test, 

Panaviaa 21 TC proved to be significantly better than PhósphaCem/C (P < 0.01). 

Conclusion.Conclusion. Under the conditions of this study, fatiguing of cemented cast post and core restorations 

waswas not decisive as a single test to evaluate the quality of the cements. 
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3.22 Introductio n 

Conventionall  use of non-adhesive luting cements such as zinc-oxy-phosphates has relied upon 

frictionalfrictional forces for the retention of posts. The degree of friction depended on the accuracy of fit 

off  the post and on the surface roughness of both the post and the root canal. These non-adhesive 

lutingg cements were intended primarily to fil l up the space between post and tooth tissue. This 

conceptt had to be revised with the introduction of adhesive resin-composite luting cements, as 

adhesionn contributes substantially to retention [1-3]. 

Clinicall  studies have shown that many post and core restorations fail over a period of years 

[4-6].. Apart from traumatic injuries that can occur at any moment, cyclic mechanical loading 

duringg physiological function is considered as an important factor for failures over the long-term 

[7,8].. Cyclic loads during mastication can lead to fatigue of the cements resulting in 

disintegrationn of the cements and/or failure of the cement-substrate interface. If leakage occurs at 

thee same time dissolution of the cement may further degrade the mechanical properties of the 

cementt layer [9], finally resulting in loosening of the post and core build-up. In this respect, 

adhesivee resin based composite cements may perform better over the long term than non-

adhesivee zinc-oxy-phosphate cements for post and core restorations on endodontically treated 

premolars,, especially when the post length is limited [10] and/or an adequate ferrule is absent 

[11-13].. Also, the endodontic seal of an adhesive cement may be better than that of a non-

adhesivee cement. 

Inn particular the anatomy of premolars may frequently be incompatible with the application 

off  long endodontic posts. There may be exterior radicular grooves, running from the cemento-

enamell  junction to the apical area [14]; converged shape of the root canal(s); a buccal root which 

iss vulnerable to perforation [15]; and variants in the root canal system anatomy (1,2,3 rooted and 

differentt levels of furcation entrances) [16]. Moreover, for its sealing quality the apical root 

canall  filling  has to be preserved as much as possible [17]. When partially removed for an 

endodonticc post, a remaining apical fill  of at least 5-6 mm should be preferred [18-20]. In view 

off  that, the post length may frequently be limited, which would plead for shorter posts. 

Inn many studies, these types of restorations are evaluated by determining the retentive 

strengthh of the post and core restoration with the cemented final crown on top of it. However, the 

forcess generated to cause fracture are frequently superior to those developed in the clinical 

setting.. Therefore, evaluating a restorative material after repeated (fatigue) loading of a post and 

coree restoration is considered more relevant to the clinical reality [4-6] than its reaction to a 

singlee application of force to the point of rupture. For this reason, fatigue tests were introduced 

forr evaluating post and cores. Fatigue failure is defined as the breaking or fracturing of a material 
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causedd by cyclic or repeated applied loads below the yield limit, usually noticed initially as 

minutee cracks followed by tearing and rupture, termed brittle failure or fracture [21]. 

Thee aim of this study was to evaluate tbe influence of fatigue loading on the quality of the 

cementt layer between a cast post with restricted length and the root canal wall, for adhesive and 

non-adhesivee cement by means of SEM observation and the push-out test. It was hypothesized 

thatt cast posts placed with adhesive cements resist fatigue loading better than cast posts placed 

withh non-adhesive cements. 

3.33 Material s and methods 

PreparationPreparation of the tooth 

Sixteenn freshly extracted caries free human single rooted premolars were used for this study and 

dividedd into two groups each with 8 teeth. Before and throughout the investigation, the teeth 

weree stored in water at 37 °C The coronal portion of each premolar was separated from the root 

att the proximal cemento-enamel junction (CEJ), using a low-speed water-cooled saw of grit 230-

2700 (Buehler Ltd.). The sectioned teeth were then endodontically instrumented to within 1 mm 

fromm the apex with endodontic files (Dentsply/Maillefer), while regularly irrigating with 2% 

sodiumm hypochlorite» Then the root canals were dried with paper points and filled with gutta-

perchaa points (Demedis) and the epoxy-based root canal sealér AH26 (Dentsply/Maillefer) using 

thee lateral condensation technique. The periodontal ligament was simulated, by coating the root 

surfacee with a thin layer (approximately 0.3 mm) of silicone (TSE 399, General Electric). Finally 

thee teeth with the artificial periodontal ligament were embedded in acrylic resin inside a standard 

copperr tube, leaving 2 mm of the root above the acrylic. During setting of the resin, the 

specimenss were kept in a moist environment to avoid dehydration of the dental tissue. 

CastCast post and core procedure 

Gutta-perchaa was removed from the root canal with a low-speed Gates Glidden drill (# 3) to a 

depthh of 6 mm as measured from the shoulder, in most cases leaving 4-6 mm of gutta-percha 

fillingfilling  in the apical part. A post space was made to the same depth with a low-speed calibrated 

drilll  (code yellow, 1.3 mm) provided by the manufacturer of the Tenax endodontic post system 

(Coltènee Whaledent). The corresponding burnout post (code yellow, TE-EP 13) displayed an 

adequatee fit in the apical part of the root canal. In the more spacious medial and coronal part of 

thee root canal, where the diameter of the calibrated drill was not always sufficient, the post was 

adjustedd with Duralay (Dental Mfg.). 
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AA standard matrix was placed around the premolar and filled with Duralay to form a core 

build-upp pattern. After setting, the core build-up was prepared with high-speed, coarse diamond 

burss under profuse water spray (type FG 142 G. 014, Horico). The height of the core was 

adjustedd to 5.0  0.2 mm and the axial surfaces were in conformity with the shape of the tooth. 

Whenn completed, the post and core pattern was removed and used to cast a permanent post and 

coree in a non-precious Phantom metal (Degussa). 

CementationCementation procedure 

Thee 16 prepared teeth and their corresponding cast post and core were randomly assigned to one 

off  the two groups. In the first group Panavia 21 TC (Kuraray) was used as luting cement and in 

thee second group PhosphaCem/C (Vivadent). All post and cores were cleaned with ethanol and 

dried.. For each tooth the root canal and dentin shoulder were cleaned with pumice and rinsed 

withh water. After removing the water in the root canal with absorbent paper points the tooth was 

air-dried.. Mixed PhosphaCem/C was applied to the shoulder and injected into the root canal with 

aa Lentulo Paste Carrier (Dentsply/Maillefer) before seating the posts [22], For Panavia 21 TC the 

toothh was air-dried but not dehydrated. The root canal and shoulder were first conditioned for 60 

secondss with ED Primer (Kuraray), applied with a micro-brush and paper point. Excess was 

blownn away and in the apical part removed with absorbent paper points. Then the entrance of the 

roott canal and post and core were coated with a surplus of mixed Panavia 21 TC and the post 

wass seated into the root canal. Excess cement was removed with a brush and the cement margin 

coveredd with Oxyguard (Kuraray). During setting of the materials the post and core was kept 

underr occlusal finger pressure for three minutes. To standardize the pressure as much as possible 

thiss was always done by the same operator. Excess luting agent was removed with a probe. 

FatigueFatigue loading procedure 

Inn each cement group, half of the specimens (n = 4) was exposed to a fatigue load for one million 

cycless [7] in water at 37 bC in the ACTA twelve-station fatigue machine (ACTA) (Figure 3.1). 

Thee other halfwas used as control and was stored in water at 37 °C for the same period of time 

ass the duration of the fatigue experiment (277 hours). The specimens were fixed in an acrylic 

block,, placed in the fatigue machine and loaded in buecal-lingual direction on the axial-occlusal 

cornerr of the core with the load direction almost perpendicular to the post axis (85°). The 

placementt of a crown with a ferrule in the set-up was deliberately omitted to exclude any 

externall  strengthening influence on the post and core. This configuration was believed to be the 

mostt severe with regard to the resistance of the restored tooth and appeared suitable for 
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specificallyy evaluating the fatigue behavior of the cement layer between post and intra-radicular 

dentinn [11-13]. Each second the load alternated between 8 N (0.8 s) and 40 N (0.2 s). The small 

displacements,, which occur during loading, due to the elasticity of the silicon layer between the 

toothh and embedding material, do not affect the adjusted maximum load, as the loading stylus 

returnss to its upward position only if the maximum load has been fully reached. These low 

values,, meeting the core at an unfavorable angle (85°), were chosen to simulate a masticatory 

load,, within the range of physiological masticatory forces, in which a small horizontal 

componentt is present [23-27]. 

Figg 3.1 Left: The twelve-station ACTA fatigue tester. Right: Schematic representation of one of the 
twelvee stations (for more explanation see Materials and methods section). 

Thee fatigue tester used is based on a pneumatic system (Figure 3.1) containing twelve units, 

whichh makes it possible to test multiple specimens simultaneously. Electronic valves and control 

circuitryy are used to generate forces. Cycling of the load is effected by continuously switching 

thee feed pressure of the cylinders between two values. The loads are set with two membrane-type 

pressuree regulators for each unit. While the regulators are adjusted, load cells are used to monitor 

thee forces. A rubber membrane seals off the piston in the cylinder, to prevent the friction 

associatedd with regular sliding pistons, so to avoid variations in the magnitudes of the forces. 
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Ass the pistons cannot lif t the rods, none of the forces can be set to less than 1.8 Newton, 

whichh is the total weight of a rod, a load cell and a piston. The cylinders are connected by a 

relativelyy thin (3 mm) hose, which leads to a slightly damped switching of the pressure (the time 

constantt is approximately 40 ms); this working mechanism and the fact that the rods cannot be 

liftedd eliminates any impact phenomena. More details can be found at www.dentalmaterials.nl. 

SpecimenSpecimen evaluation by Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Startingg just apical from the level of the proximal CEJ, three consecutive, parallel, transverse 1.5 

mmm thick sections were cut (Figure 3.2) using a low-speed water-cooled saw. Impressions of the 

coronall  surfaces of the three sections (coronal, medial and apical) were made using an 

elastomericc impression material (Impregum F, 3M-ESPE). The boxed impressions were poured 

inn epoxy resin Araldite D (Vantico) and placed for 5 minutes in a sealed jar under 500 mm Hg 

pressuree to remove air bubbles. After setting, the epoxy models were separated from the 

impressions.. The specimens were mounted on 10 mm aluminum mounting stubs (Balzers) and 

goldd sputter-coated (S150BE, Edwards), then examined in a Scanning Electron Microscope 

(XL20,, Philips) and photographed at a magnification of approximately 50x. 

Postt length 
66 mm 

Castt Post and Core 

II Cement 

.55 mm Dentin 

1.55 mm 

1.55 mm 
II Gutta-percha 

Figg 3.2 Left: Schematic representation of a premolar root with post and core build-up and the levels 
(horizontall  lines) where the root was cut too obtain 1.5 mm thick coronal, medial and apical cross-sections. 
Right:: Cross-sectional view. 

Thee specimens were scored for irregularities like cracks and air-bubbles in the cement layer 

andd insufficient adaptation of the cement to post or dentin. If no irregularities were found, a 

scoree of zero was assigned. A score of one was assigned when irregularities occupied 1/12th or 
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lesss (8.3% or less) of the cement circumference. The highest score level of 12 indicates 

irregularitiess occupying 91.7 to 100% of the cement circumference. An example of a score can 

bee found in Figure 5.2 on page 85. SEM photographs of sections of a cast post are illustrated in 

Figuree 3.3. 

Figg 3.3 SEM micrographs of coronal cross-sections of cast posts. The specimen at the left cemented with 
Panaviaa 21 shows fewer air bubbles and better adaptation to the post and intra-radicular dentin than 
specimenn at the right cemented with PhosphaCem/C. 

Push-outPush-out test 

Afterr making the impressions for the SEM examination, the push-out strength of the post-

cement-roott system in the cross-sectional disks was determined in a universal Instron testing 

machinee (High Wycombe). Each cross-section was positioned with the coronal plane downwards 

andd the central post segment centered over two parallel steel supports aligned in the testing 

devicee (Figure 3.4). 

Cement t 

Metal l 

3.00 mm 

Figg 3.4 Schematic representation of the push-out test. Each disk (1.5 mm) was positioned with the coronal 
planee downwards. The pushing steel rod was only in contact with the central post segment (crosshead 
speedd of 0.5 mm/min). 

AA steel rod, only in contact with the central post segment was pressed downwards with a 

crossheadd speed of 0.5 mm/min. To calculate the bond strength the load required to push out the 
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postt segment was divided by the surface formed by the perimeter and thickness (1.5 mm): Bond 

strengthh (MPa) = Push out force (N) / Perimeter (mm) x specimen thickness (mm). The 

perimeterr was measured with a map-measuring device (ANWB) on the SEM photographs. No 

distinctionn was made between loss of retention between post and cement layer or between intra-

radicularr dentin and cement layer. 

StatisticalStatistical Analysis 

Thee obtained data were statistically analyzed by a multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) , 

withh the aid of the GLM subprogram of the SPSS package (Windows version 11.00). Effects 

withh a lva lue not exceeding .05 were considered significant. Whenever an interaction or main 

effectt was significant on a multivariate level it was univariately examined next. Whenever called 

for,, effects were further explored by means of simple effects and pairwise comparisons. In this 

analysiss the SEM-resuIts and the push-out test results were the dependent variables. Test 

conditionn (fatigue loading or control) and type of cement (PhosphaCem/C or Panavia 21 TC) 

weree treated as between subjects factor, while section location (apical, medial or coronal) was 

enteredd as a within subjects factor. 

3.44 Results 

Fatiguee loading did not cause separation of the build-ups from the roots in any óf the specimens. 

Thee scores after SEM examination for irregularities like cracks and air-bubbles in the cement 

layerr and insufficient adaptation of the cement to post or dentin, together with the results for the 

push-outt strengths are compiled in Table 3.1. In Table 3.2 the results from Table 3.1 with regard 

too fatigued and non-fatigued (control) specimens are pooled. The results from the MANOVA are 

summarizedd in Table 3.3. These show that the main effects condition (fatigue or non-fatigue) and 

locationn (apical, medial or coronal) were not significant. The cement main effect was the only 

onee to be multivariately significant (P < 0.001). Univariately it is significant for the push-out 

strengthh (F = 15.729, P = 0.002) as well as for the SEM scores (F = 88.571, P < 0.001). 
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Tablee 3.1 Means and standard deviations (in brackets) per cement few SEM evaluation of irregularities 
andd push-out strengths for coronal, medial and apical sections from control specimens and fatigued 
specimens.. If no irregularities were found a SEM evaluation score of zero was assigned. A score of one 
wass assigned when irregularities occupied l/12th or less (8.3% or less) of the cement circumference. The 
highestt score level of 12 indicates rrregularities occupying 91.7 to 100% of the cement circumference. 

Measurementt  Cement 
Apicall  section Medial section Coronal section 

Controll  Fatigue Control Fatigue Control Fatigue 

SEMevaluationn Panavia21 4.5(1.3) 6.0(1.2) 3.0(1.8) 3.3(2.6) 3.8(2.2) 2.3(0.5) 
(scoresO-12)) PhosphaCem/C 11.0(1.4) 10.8(1.9) 9.0(2.2) 9.8(3.9) 9.3(2.8) 9.5(1.7) 

Push-outt Strength Panavia 21 5.5(3.1) 6.2(3.6) 
(MPa)) PhosphaCem/C 4.1 (0.3) 3.0(1.7) 

6.0(1.9)) 6.2(2.5) 5.6(0.7) 6.4(1.4) 
2.7(0.9)) 4.4(2.3) 3.2(1.1) 4.1(1.7) 

Tablee 3.2 Data from table 3.1 pooled for control specimens and fatigued specimens. 

Measurement t 

SEMM evaluation 
(Rankingg 1-12) 

Push-outt Strength 
(MPa) ) 

Cement t 

Panaviaa 21 
PhosphaCem/C C 

Panaviaa 21 
PhosphaCem/C C 

Apicall  section 

5.2(1.2) ) 
10,9(1,6) ) 

5.8(3.3) ) 
3.5(1.0) ) 

Mediall  section 

3.11 (2.2) 
9.44 (3.0) 

6.11 (2.2) 
3.55 (1.6) 

Coronall  section 

3.0(1.3) ) 
9.4(2.2) ) 

6.0(1.0) ) 
3.6(1.4) ) 

Tablee 3.3 Multivariate teste for the dependent variables push-out strength and SEM scores, jointly for 
PhosphaCem/CC and Panavia 21, which show only significant differences between the cements (F ratios 
aree exact statistics for Wilks). Condition denotes fatigue or non-fatigue and location denotes apical, 
mediall  or coronal. 

Effect t 

Betweenn Subject 

Withinn Subject 

Condition n 
Cement t 
Conditionn * Cement 
Location n 
Locationn * Condition 
Locationn * Cement 
Locationn * Condition * Cement 

F F 

0.450 0 
42.232 2 
0.008 8 
2.247 7 
0.346 6 
0.136 6 
0.502 2 

Significance e 

0.649 9 
0.000 0 
0.992 2 
0.144 4 
0.840 0 
0.965 5 
0.735 5 
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3.55 Discussion 

Ass with many in vitro studies it is difficult to extrapolate the results directly to the clinical 

situation,, as it is hardly possible to simulate the complex of clinical conditions all at the same 

timee in one in vitro test. The present study simulated, where possible, the clinical situation for 

castt post and core restorations by the application of a "periodontal ligament" and thé action of 

masticationn by fatigue loading [7] in water at 37 °C. The applied load of 40 N was derived from 

ann average of forces that occur clinically for premolars under an angle of 85° with the axial axis. 

Howeverr the height and direction of the load were constant, which is not the case with chewing 

forcess in thé clinical situation, where extremely high forces can occur by impact of hard 

substancess in food as well as with parafunctional loads [7,9,23-27]. 

Standardizationn of the test specimens is another aspect, which needs careful attention. In the 

selectionn of the teeth, only single rooted premolars were selected, but differences in the 

anatomicall  perimeter of the teeth could not be avoided-

AA limitation of the test set-up is the scoring method of irregularities in the cement layer from 

thee SEM pictures. The different findings, summarized as irregularities, represent different 

causes,, e.g. a void is caused by the application method, while a crack or insufficient adaptation 

mayy be caused by shrinkage stresses within the luting agent or fatigue loading. Consequently a 

generall  irregularity score does not only represent the influence of fatigue loading. The problem 

withh scoring the mentioned irregularities is that it is not possible to examine the same specimen 

beforee and after fatigue loading. Therefore it had to be assumed that, the amount of irregularities 

ass result from the application method and shrinkage stresses, were roughly the same in both the 

fatiguedd and non-fatigued specimens. Consequently an increase of the amount of irregularities in 

thee fatigued specimens had to be considered being caused by fatigue loading. 

Withh the present in vitro model we were not able to demonstrate that for cast post and core 

restorationss fatigue loading would affect a non-adhesive cement significantly more than an 

adhesivee resin composite cement; therefore the hypothesis was rejected. The results showed that 

bothh cements resisted fatigue loading after one million load cycles. Push-out strengths were not 

differentt between cyclically loaded and unloaded sections and SEM inspection did not show an 

increasee in irregularities like cracks in the cement layer or loss of adaptation of the cement to 

postt or dentin. These results were somewhat unexpected as the build-ups were loaded with a 

forcee of 40 N under a most unfavorable direction, nearly perpendicular to the axis of the post. 

Moreoverr the load was applied directly on the build-up, without the support of a crown with a 

ferrulee preparation [11-13], In addition the post-to-core length ratio for the cast posts cemented 

withh zinc phosphate cement was at the limit required for non-adhesive cements to offer 
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acceptablee retention [10]. Under these circumstances an effect of fatiguing might be expected in 

thee coronal sections, which were right below the interface between root and build-up. However, 

becausee of the exact fit of the cast post, supported by a relatively large surface of the wide oval 

shapee of the perimeter in this part of the root, the stresses were homogeneously distributed and 

mayy have stayed well below the mechanical limits of the cements. It has been reported that the 

situationn will be different when prefabricated metal posts are used, as their smaller radius can 

resultt into higher local stresses and may exceed die mechanical limits of the phosphate cement 

[28]. . 

Althoughh none of the cores were separated from the roots after load cycling, unapparent 

smalll  defects may still have formed at the interface, which could induce leakage. Leakage may 

thenn continue all the way down to the root canal filling  along the post following the cracks, 

whichh were found in all sections. As one million load cycles is estimated to represent a 

functionall  life of 5 years [7], the period of time of only 12 days for running this test was too 

shortt to reveal possible effects of disintegration of the cement by leakage, which is a long-term 

process.. Apparently this fatigue test is not decisive for evaluating the quality of cemented cast 

postss for clinical service. Many of the failures observed after years of service [4H6] may well be 

thee result of a disintegrated cement from the combination of loading and long-term leakage [29]. 

Follow-upp studies with the test set-up where the specimens are immersed in a dye solution could 

providee information about the leakage pattern [30], where leakage starts and how it progresses 

insidee the root canal after load cycling. 

Besidess the significant difference between the push-out strength of PhosphaCem/C and 

Panaviaa 21 TC, these cements also differed in the SEM evaluation of the number of irregularities 

likee air-bubbles in the cement layer between post and intra-radicular dentin and insufficient 

adaptationn of the cement to post or dentin. Although the application method of Panavia 21 TC 

increasedd the risk of air entrapment, the SEM results (Table 3.1) and Figure 3.3 show that the use 

off  a Lentulo paste carrier does not guarantee a better adaptation of the cement. 

Summarizing,, the hypothesis that cast posts placed with adhesive cements resist fatigue 

loadingg better than cast posts placed with non-adhesive cements was rejected. However, it should 

bee kept in mind that the experiment is an accelerated test to simulate long-term effects of cyclic 

mechanicall  loading during physiological function; the duration of the test was too short to 

includee long-term leakage effects on cement stability. In view of the higher push-out strength 

andd lower scores for irregularities in the cement layer, resin composite luting cements such as 

Panaviaa 21 TC are in favor for the cementation of cast posts and cores. Yet the application 

techniquee should be improved to diminish incorporation of voids and to ease handling. This may 

bee obtained when the cement is injected into the root canal with a needle syringe [31]. Besides 
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thee importance of the cement type, strict compliance to the recommended procedures [32], an 

adequatee ferrule and the preservation of tooth structure aire the key factors in promoting 

resistancee to failure [33-37]. 

I I 

3.66 Conclusions 

Withinn the limitations of the test set-up used in this study, it can be concluded that: 

 Under the conditions of this study, fatiguing of cemented cast post and core restorations 

wass not decisive as a single test to evaluate the quality of the cements. 

 In this test set-up cast post and cores performed significantly better when cemented with 

Panaviaa 21 TC than with PhosphaCem/C. 
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CHAPTERR 4 

Thee Influence of Fatigue Loading on Different Post and Core 
Build-upp Systems in Premolars 

4.11 Abstract 

Objective.Objective. Clinical studies show a failure incidence after years of service of endodontieally treated 
premolarss when restored with post-core crowns, especially those with short posts or deficient ferrules. 
Thee reason for this can be a deterioration of the luting cement around the post by fatigue from functional 
loading.. Because the anatomy óf premolars may frequently be incompatible with the application of long 
endodonticc posts the aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of fatigue loading on the quality of 
thee cement layer between posts with restricted length and the root canal wall in single rooted premolars. 
Thee study was divided in three investigations. The first part concerned cast post and core restorations 
cementedd with an adhesive and a non-adhesive cement (Chapter 3). In the second part (this Chapter) post 
andd core systems with varying post and core stiffness cemented with an adhesive cement were considered 
andd in the third part (Chapter 5) various luting agents for cementation of quartz-coated carbon fiber posts 
weree evaluated with core build-up resin composite. This Chapter was confined to die second part. 

MaterialsMaterials and methods. Four types of post and core systems were selected for this study; three 
prefabricatedd post systems combined with a resin composite core material and one cast post and core. The 
threee prefabricated posts were Titanium posts (Tenax), Quartz fiber posts (Aestheti-Post) and Quartz 
coatedd Carbon fiber posts (Aestheti-Plus). The post-and- core restorations were made on single-rooted, 
human,, premolars from which the coronal sections were removed at the level of the proximal cemento-
enamell  junction (CEJ). Following endodontic treatment a cast post-and-core (post length 6 mm) was 
preparedd for each tooth individually (direct method) and cemented into the root canal with chemical-
curedd resin composite cement Panavia 21 TC. The prefabricated posts were directly cemented in the root 
canall  with the identical cement and then, after applying a dual-cured adhesive (Clearfil Photo Bond), built 
upp with a core build-up composite (ClearfU Photo Core), For each group (n = 8) half of the specimens 
weree exposed to fatigue loading in buccal-Ungual direction (106 load cycles) almost perpendicular to the 
axiall  axis (85°), while the other halfwas used as control. Three parallel, transverse, root sections of 1.5 
mmm thickness were cut from each specimen. These sections were examined by Scanning Electron 
Microscopyy to evaluate the cement integrity, while the retention strength of the cemented post sections 
weree determined with a push-out test. 

Results.Results. Fatigue loading did not cause separation of the build-ups from the roots or affect the push-
outout strength (P = 0.986). On a univariate level only SEM evaluation showed significant differences 
betweenn the types of post, between fatigue loading and between the levels óf root sections (P - 0.002, P = 
0.0011 and P < 0.001 respectively). The cement integrity with the Titanium post was significantly less than 
withh the other three systems (P = 0.002), which did not differ among themselves. The differences could 
nott be explained by differences in stiffness between the posts. 

Conclusion.Conclusion. A resin composite core build-up, adhesively bonded to dentin, and supported by Quartz 
fiberfiber posts or Quartz coated Carbon fiber posts, which are cemented with adhesive resin- composite 
cement,, may be a viable alternative for the conventional cast post and core. 
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4.22 Introductio n 

Thee ideal restoration of the tooth crown should rehabilitate function and esthetics, and preserve 

thee health of the remaining tooth and surrounding tissues from a mechanical as well as a 

biologicall  perspective. Some investigators suggest that endodontically treated teeth do not need 

too be reinforced by means of a post because the dentinal hardness and moisture content of 

pulplesss teeth are similar to vital teeth [1,2]. The success rate of such restorations is rather the 

resultt of a proper ferrule design of the crown man the presence of a post [3-5] Nevertheless, 

unsupportedd tooth structure of endodontically treated teeth, in particular premolars, is prone to 

fracture,fracture, which often leads to laborious restorative procedures that may include periodontal 

surgeryy and/or orthodontic extrusion or even extraction of the tooth. Therefore, a proper build-up 

proceduree and cuspal coverage are instrumental for the long-term success of endodontically 

treatedd teeth [6,7]. If not enough axial dentin can be preserved to obtain adequate retention of a 

resinn composite core build-up restoration, it may be necessary to insert a post. However, the 

applicationn of a post often contributes to further loss óf tooth structure, which may involve a risk 

off  root fracture when functional loads reach high values [8,9]. This is in conflict with the 

requirementt that a post and core restoration should protect the remaining tooth structure, and 

mostt importantly it opposes the requirement to keep preparation procedures as non-invasive as 

possiblee [10-12]. 

Ass described in chapter 3 adhesive luting cements can increase the retention by adhesion to 

bothh the post and root canal wall, bonding these components together [13-15]. For both 

biologicall  and mechanical requirements, the luting material plays a role of paramount 

importance.. However, full cementation, all the way down to the remaining root canal filling , not 

onlyy depends on the quality of the luting agent, but also to a considerable degree on the technical 

skillss of the operator [16]. For that reason, the incidence of failure for post and core restorations 

mayy still be high [17]. 

Inn the past decade, in addition to the new adhesive luting cements, a wide range of new posts 

andd build-up materials have been introduced The development of new post and core materials 

andd adhesive luting cements requires a renewed investigation regarding the most effective way 

off  restoring endodontically treated teeth. From a mechanical point of view, it is believed that a 

highlyy rigid post contributes to the stability of the post and core restoration. However root 

fracturess observed with these posts may occur because of the extreme difference in flexibility  of 

postt and root [9,18], which concentrates stresses during loading mainly in the root. With the 

introductionn of non-metal posts with mechanical properties more similar to those of the tooth 

structure,, such stress concentrations in the surrounding tooth structure can be diminished [I9-
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21].. On the other hand, the more flexible posts may lead to stress concentration at the adhesive 

interfacess between the cement and the post or intra-radicular dentin, which may result in loss of 

adhesionn between the two [22,23]. 

Ass explained in Chapter 3 for premolars shorter posts should be preferred for morphological 

reasons.. However, it has been reported mat short rigid posts show unfavorable stress distribution 

inn the surrounding dentin [24] and may induce root fractures. Therefore, posts with a flexibility 

closerr to that of tooth structure may be preferred. In this way the stresses on the core will more 

orr less be dissipated along the post in the direction of the apical part of the root. 

Thee aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of fatigue loading on the quality of the 

cementt layer between posts with restricted length and root canal wall, for four different post and 

coree systems. 

433 Materials and methods 

PreparationPreparation of tooth 

Forr this study thirty-two freshly extracted, caries free, human, single-rooted premolars were 

preparedd as described in Chapter 3. These teeth were divided in four groups each with 8 teem. 

Duringg all experimental procedures throughout the investigation, the teeth were kept moist or 

storedd in distilled water at 37 °C. 

PostPost and core procedure 

Followingg the endodontic procedure, the cast post and cores were constructed by means of the 

directt method and seated into the root canal with Panavia 21 TC. The prefabricated posts were 

directlyy cemented into the root canal with the identical cement and then built up with the resin 

compositee core material. Table 4.1 shows the types of posts that were used in this study and 

Figuree 4.1 shows their configuration. 

Inn each group (n - 8) 6 mm of the gutta-percha in the root canal, measured from the 

shoulder,, was removed with a low-speed Gates Glidden drill # 3 (Dentsply/Maillefer), in most 

casess leaving 4-6 mm gutta-percha fillin g in the apical part of the root. The exact post space was 

madee to the same depth with a low-speed calibrated drill, provided by the manufacturer of the 

selectedd post system. For each tooth the root canal and dentin shoulder were cleaned with 

pumicee and rinsed with water. After removing the water in the root canal with absorbent paper 

pointss the tooth was air-dried but not dehydrated. 
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Tablee 4.1 The four types of posts used in this study. 

Groupp Post Manufacturer r 

11 Titanium Tenax, code yellow 
TE-EPP 13 (diameter = 1.3 mm) 

22 Quartz fiber Aestheti-Post 
(diameterr = 1.2 mm apical and medial, 1.8 mm coronal) 

33 Quartz coated Carbon fiber Aestheti-Plus 
(diameterr = 1.2 mm apical and medial, 1.8 mm coronal) 

44 Cast Post and Core: Tenax burn-out post code yellow, TE-EP 13 
(diameterr = 1.3 mm) and Phantom metal alloy 

Coltènee Whaledent 

RTD D 

RTD D 

Coltènee Whaledent 
Degussaa AG 

Inn Group 1 the calibrated drill (Coltène Whaledent) provided an accurate fit for the 

correspondingg Titanium post. Only in the more spacious coronal part of the root canal, where the 

diameterr of the calibrated drill was not always sufficient, the fit was less accurate. The post was 

cleanedd with ethanol and dried. The dentin shoulder was etched for 30 seconds with 32% 

phosphoricc acid (Bisco) and thoroughly rinsed with water. After removing the water in the root 

canall  with absorbent paper points the tooth was air-dried, but not dehydrated. Self-etching ED 

Primerr (Kuraray) was applied to the root canal dentin with a micro brush (Demedis). The dentin 

wass conditioned for 60 seconds, the excess primer was blown away and the primer in the root 

canall  was removed with absorbent paper points. 

Composite e 

Castt Post 

Titaniumm Post 

Carbonn Post 

II  Cement 

Dentin n 

Gutta-percha a 

Figg 4.1 Schematic representation of a premolar root with a cast post and core build-up (left) and with a 
titaniumm and fiber post with a resin composite core build-up (middle and right). The horizontal lines 
indicatee the levels where the root was cut to obtain 1.5 mm thick coronal, medial and apical cross-
sections. . 
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Thenn the entrance of the root canal and the post were coated with a surplus of mixed Panavia 21 

TCC (Kuraray) and the post was seated into the root canal. Excess cement was removed with a 

brushh and the post was kept under occlusal finger pressure for 3 minutes. The cement in the 

entrancee of the root canal, the part of the post exterior to the root canal, and the dentin shoulder 

weree covered with a thin layer of dual-cured resin bonding agent Clearfll Photo Bond (Kuraray) 

andd light-cured for 20 seconds (Astralis 5). Then, a standard matrix was placed around the 

premolarr and filled with a light-cured resin composite Clearfil Photo Core (Kuraray) using a 

Centricc syringe (Hawe Neos). To ensure complete polymerization the composite was light-cured 

forr 60 seconds. After setting, the core build-up was prepared with high-speed, coarse diamond 

burss (type FG 142 G. 014, Horico) under profuse water spray. The height of the core was 

adjustedd to 5.0  0.2 mm and the axial surfaces were trimmed in conformity with the shape of 

thee tooth. 

Inn group 2 and 3 me calibrated drill (RTD) provided an accurate fit  for the corresponding 

two-stagee parallel-sided (a diameter of 1.2 mm apical and medial and 1.8 mm coronal) Quartz 

fiberr and Quartz coated Carbon fiber posts, including the more spacious coronal part of the root 

canall  where the diameter (1.8 mm) was sufficient. The post was sandblasted like a composite 

inlay,, with 5Q\im aluminum oxide particles (Danville Engineering) for 1-2 seconds [25]; the 

nozzlee of the sandblaster was held at a distance of approximately 50 mm in a position 

perpendicularr the post surface. Then it was cleaned with ethanol, dried» and silanized for 30 

secondss with Ceramic primer (3M-ESPE) and dried again [25], The steps of cementation and 

building-upp the cores were identical to group 1. 

Inn group 4 the cast post and cores were constructed by means of the direct method as 

describedd in Chapter 3. Then the luting cement was mixed and the post and core were coated 

withh a surplus and seated into the root canal; the steps of cementation with Panavia 21 TC were 

ass those applied for the previous groups. 

FatigueFatigue loading procedure, SEM, Push-out test 

Thee procedures for fatigue loading and quality evaluation of the cement layer by SEM and push-

outt strength were identical to those described in Chapter 3. For all groups half of the specimens 

(nn = 4) was exposed to a fatigue loading and the other half (n = 4) was used as control (non 

fatigue).. SEM photographs of the four post types, typical for non-fatigued medial sections are 

shownn in Figure 4,2. 
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Figg 4.2 SEM micrographs of non-fatigued medial cross-sections of a Titanium post (upper left), Quartz 
coatedd carbon fiber post (upper right), Quartz fiber post (lower left), and Cast post (lower right), 
cementedd with Panavia. 

StatisticalStatistical Analysis 

Thee data were statistically analyzed by a multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) , with the aid 

off  the GLM subprogram of the SPSS package (Windows version 11.00). Effects with a P-value 

nott exceeding .05 were considered significant. Whenever a main effect was significant on a 

multivariatee level it was univariately examined next. Whenever called for, effects were further 

exploredd by means of simple effects comparison and pairwise comparisons. In thiss analysis SEM 

scoress and push-out results were the dependent variables. Type of post (Titanium, Quartz fiber, 

Quartzz coated Carbon fiber and Cast) and test condition (fatigue or control) were treated as 

betweenn subjects factor, while section location (apical, medial or coronal) was entered as a 

withinn subjects factor. 

4.44 Results 

Duringg fatigue loading no spontaneous failures occurred. Data for SEM evaluation and push-out 

strengthh are presented in tables 4.2,4.3 and 4.4. The main effects, type of post, test condition and 

sectionn location were multivariately significant (F = 3.790, P = 0.004; F = 6.719, P = 0.005; and 
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FF = 6.508, P = 0.001 respectively). On a univariate level all main effects, type of post, test 

conditionn and section location were significant for SEM only (F = 6.370, P = 0.002; F = 13.462, 

PP = 0.001; and F = 12.155, P < 0.001 respectively). Pairwise comparisons between the posts 

showedd that the SEM-scores for Titanium posts were significantly higher man for the Quartz 

fiberfiber posts (P = 0.007), the Quartz coated Carbon fiber posts (P = 0.000) and the cast posts (P = 

0.005),, while the latter three did not significantly differ among themselves. Polynomial contrasts 

testss showed that the SEM-score declined linearly from apical to coronal (F = 25.266, P < 

0.000).. This indicates that the integrity of the cement layer improved significantly from the 

apicall  to coronal level. 

Tablee 4.2 Means and standard deviations (in brackets) for SEM scores and Push-out strength per type of 
post,, per level (apical medial and coronal) and per condition (non-fatigue and fatigue). If no irregularities 
weree found a SEM evaluation score of zero was assigned. A score of one was assigned when irregularities 
occupiedd l/12th or less (8.3% or less) of the cement circumference. The highest score level of 12 
indicatess irregularities occupying 91.7 to 100% of the cement circumference. 

Measurement t 

SEMM score 
(Rankingg 0-12) 

Push-outt strength 
(MPa) ) 

Typee of post 

Titanium m 
Quartzz fiber 
Carbonn fiber 
Castt post 

Titanium m 
Quartzz fiber 
Carbonn fiber 
Castt post 

Apical! ! 

Nonn Fatigw 

4.0(1.4) ) 
4.00 (0.8) 
3.55 (0.6) 
4.55 (1.3) 

5.00 (4.3) 
3.8(1.9) ) 
5.55 (2.3) 
5>55 (3.1) 

section n 

ee Fatigue 

7.5(1.3) ) 
6.55 (2.4) 
5.55 (2.9) 
6.0(1.2) ) 

5.33 (2.2) 
3.55 (2.9) 
4.99 (0.8) 
6.22 (3.6) 

Mediall  section 

Nonn Fatigue Fatigue 

3,8(3.1) ) 
4.88 (2.1) 
1.8(1.5) ) 
3.0(1.8) ) 

3.9(1.5) ) 
5.33 (2.6) 
6.11 (0.9) 
6.11 (1.9) 

7.0(0.8) ) 
4.3(1.5) ) 
4.5(2.1) ) 
3.33 (2.6) 

3.77 (2.3) 
4.7(1.5) ) 
5.55 (1.7) 
6.22 (2.5) 

Coronall  section 

Nonn Fatigue 

5.00 (2.9) 
1.00 (0.0) 
1.55 (0.6) 
3.88 (2.2) 

5.55 (1.2) 
5.22 (3.0) 
6.44 (2.3) 
5.6(0.7) ) 

Fatigue e 

6.0(12) ) 
2.88 (1.3) 
2.55 (1.0) 
2.33 (0.5) 

5.55 (0.8) 
4.4(1.4) ) 
6.33 (2.2) 
6.4(1.4) ) 

Forr the push-out strength, on a univariate level, none of the main effects, type of post, test 

conditionn or section location was significant (F = 2.785, P = 0.063; F = 0.000, P = 0.986; and F = 

2.491,, P = 0.095 respectively), although post type and section location were close to 

significance.. This lack of significance was not due to a "lack of difference" so much, but rather 

too the large standard deviations found for this variable. Close inspection of the raw data revealed 

aa (nearly) bimodal distribution of this variable in some cells. Values were either extremely low 

orr extremely high with values in between mostly missing. Polynomial contrasts tests showed that 

thee push-out strength declined linearly from coronal to apical (F = 4.294, P = 0.049). 
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Tablee 43 Means and standard deviations (in brackets) for SEM scores and Push-out strength per type of 
postt and per level (apical, medial and coronal) with the conditions (non-fatigue and fatigue) pooled. 
Differencess between pooled data within the sections are significant for SEM scores (P < 0.001) and not 
forr Push-out strength (P = 0.095), but the trend for the latter is significant (P = 0.049). 

Measurement t 

SEMM score 
(Rankingg 0-12) 

Push-outt strength 
(Mpa) ) 

Typee of post 

Titanium m 
Quartzz fiber 
Carbonn fiber 
Castt post 
Postss pooled 

Titanium m 
Quartzz fiber 
Carbonn fiber 
Castt post 
Postss pooled 

Apicall  section 

5.88 (2.3) 
5.3(2.1) ) 
4.55 (2.2) 
5.3(1.4) ) 
5.22 (2.0) 

5.11 (3.2) 
3.77 (2.3) 
5.22 (1.6) 
5-88 (3.1) 
5.00 (2.6) 

Mediall  section 

5.44 (2.7) 
4.5(1.7) ) 
3.11 (2.2) 
3.11 (2.1) 
4.00 (2.3) 

3.8(1.8) ) 
5.0(2.0) ) 
5.8(1.3) ) 
6.11 (2.0) 
5.22 (1.9) 

Coronall  section 

5.55 (2.5) 
1.9(1.3) ) 
2.00 (0.9) 
3.0(1.7) ) 
3.11 (2.2) 

5.5(1.0) ) 
4.88 (2.2) 
6.4(2.1) ) 
6.0(1.1) ) 
5.6(1.7) ) 

Tablee 4.4 Means and standard deviations (in brackets) for SEM scores and Push-out strength per type of 
postt and per condition (non-fatigue and fatigue) with the three levels (apical, medial and coronal) pooled-
Differencess between pooled data within the conditions are significant for SEM scores (P < O.Ö01) and not 
forr Push-out strength (P = 0.986). In the last column the conditions (non-fatigue and fatigue) are pooled 
andd only the value for the SEM score for the Titanium post is significantly higher than for the other posts, 
whichh are not different among them. 

Measurement t 

SEMM score 
(Rankingg 0-12) 

Push-outt strength 
(Mpa) ) 

Typee of post 

Titanium m 
Quartzz fiber 
Carbonn fiber 
Castt post 
Postss pooled 

Titanium m 
Quartzz fiber 
Carbonn fiber 
Castt post 
Postss pooled 

Nonn fatigue 

4.33 (2.4) 
3.33 (2.1) 
2.33 (1.3) 
3.88 (1-8) 
3.44 (2.0) 

4.88 (2.6) 
4.88 (2.4) 
6.0(1.8) ) 
5.77 (2.0) 
5.44 (2.3) 

Fatigue e 

6.88 (1.5) 
4.55 (2.3) 
4.22 (2.3) 
3.88 (2.3) 
4.88 (2.4) 

4.88 (1.9) 
4.2(1.9) ) 
5.6(1.6) ) 
6.33 (2.4) 
5.44 (2.4) 

Conditionss pooled 

5.55 (2.4) 
3.99 (2.2) 
3.2(2.1) ) 
3.88 (2.0) 
4.11 (2.3) 

4.88 (2.2) 
4.55 (2.2) 
5.8(1.7) ) 
6.0(2.1) ) 
5.3(2.1) ) 

4.55 Discussion 

Ass explained in the previous Chapter even a thorough approach to mimic clinical conditions it is 

hardlyy possible to simulate the complex of clinical conditions all at the same time in one in vitro 

test.. Therefore, extrapolation of in vitro results to the clinical situation should be done with care. 

Yet,, several results of mis study obtained with the present set-up may be of clinical relevance, 

suchh as the significant effect fatiguing had on the SEM scores. The increase found in all sections 

wass mainly due to crack formation in the cement layer or loss of adaptation of the cement to post 
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orr dentin. The cast post and cores were an exception, as they did not show defects from fatiguing 

(Tabless 4.2,4.3 and 4.4). Crack formation and loss of adaptation during loading can be ascribed 

too axial pulling forces in conjunction with bending forces, which are in tension at the buccal side 

andd in compression at die lingual side. Prefabricated posts with composite build-ups may flex 

substantially,, and with the relatively small diameter of the posts (Titanium posts 1.3 mm, and 

Fiberr posts 1.8 mm coronal and 12 mm medial and apical), which may not fit  accurately in all 

areass of the canals, this could result in unfavorable localized stresses reaching values that may 

exceedd the strength of die luting agent [26]. For the cast post and core, die situation is different. 

Thee higher stiffness of the cast post and core system allowed less flexion and the cast posts had 

ann exact fit  and were supported by a relatively large surface. Exactness óf fit  and support of 

forcess by a large surface may contribute to a more homogeneous stress distribution in the cement 

layer. . 

Forr all samples tested, the adhesive interface between core and root survived one million 

loadd cycles, despite the fact that die load direction was most unfavorable, nearly perpendicular to 

thee axial axis. However, the presence of cracks and the loss of adaptation of the cement to post 

orr dentin, observed after loading, indicates mat die posts had to carry a significant part of die 

forcess as well. Without the support of a post, one may expect tiiat the core would separate from 

thee root during fatigue in this experiment. The stability of me four post and core systems showed 

matt adhesive cements and dentin adhesives of me kind investigated in this study can offer 

sufficientt retention for build-ups with short post lengdis [27]. Although stability wil l even be 

betterr with build-ups supported by a crown with a ferrule preparation, it should be remembered 

tiiattiiat just because of the absence of the ferrule preparation, the core build-up was supported by a 

largerr amount of dentin. 

Furtherr inspection of me results showed that the fatigue test did not increase the SEM scores 

forr one system significantly more than for another and did not affect the push-Out strength for 

anyy of these systems. This may suggest that as long as core and root remain adhesively united, 

noo distinction can be made between stiff and more flexible posts. However, if the adhesive 

interfacee between core and root would fail in a later stage, posts with a high stiffness may 

becomee a serious threat to root integrity. Root fracture will occur sooner wim posts with high 

elasticc modulus [19-21,28,29], as they are less able to elastically yield to lateral forces on die 

roott canal wall. 

Thee finding mat the push-out strength was not affected after fatiguing, while the SEM scores 

increasedd significantly in all sections, needs an explanation. One can argue tiiat the push-out 

strengthh is strongly determined by the many irregularities like insufficient adaptation, air bubbles 
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orr voids present in the cement already from the start. Also remnants of gutta-percha and AH26 

sealer,, which are not included in the SEM scores, can be incorporated (Figure 4.3). 

Figg 4.3 SEM micrograph of the apical cross-section of a quartz coated, carbon-fiber post. Remnants of 
gutta-perchaa (A) interfere with good adaptation of the luting cement (B) between post (C) and intra-
radicularr dentin (D). 

Thee irregularities, gutta-percha and AH26 remnants can be present inside the cement layer 

throughoutt the complete thickness of a section, while the defects from fatiguing are more 

isolatedd and for this reason may play a minor role in the strength. This reasoning is supported by 

thee analysis of contrasts for the post systems between the apical, medial and coronal sections. 

Thee SEM scores showed an upward trend (P < 0.000) going from coronal to apical, while the 

push-outt strength showed a downward trend (P = 0.049) in this direction. In other words, the 

moree irregularities, the lower the push-out strength. If a better integrity between post, cement and 

roott canal wall could be obtained by reducing the mentioned irregularities, higher strength values 

mightt be expected. 

Thee presence of voids in the cement layer and the occurrence of imperfect adaptation 

betweenn the cement and root canal wall and post, in particular in the deepest part of the canal, 

aree the result of the handling techniques to insert posts into the root canals, which still remains a 

difficul tt task. The insertion technique for Panavia 21 did not make an exception. The difficulties 

facedd with the insertion technique for this material have been described in Chapter 3. 

Thee Titanium post showed significantly higher SEM scores than the other posts (Table 4.4), 

whichh tended to be greater in the coronal section than for other posts (Table 4.3). This is 

probablyy caused by a greater difference in perimeters in the coronal area between the Titanium 

postt (diameter = 1.3 mm) and the Carbon and Glass fiber posts (diameter = 1.8 mm). When 

insertingg a post into the canal, the voids in the cement paste that find their way to the entrance of 

thee canal wil l not be fully squeezed out if the fit  at the entrance is not accurate, as in the case for 

thee Titanium post. Better results may be obtained when the cement is injected into the root canal 
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spacee with a needle syringe first [30]. In view of the results of this study the application 

techniquee should be improved to further diminish incorporation of voids and to ease and speed-

upp handling. 

Ass noted before traces of gutta-percha and AH26 sealer in the medial or apical part of the 

roott canal that remain after preparation for the post system, can also affect the final result. This is 

mostt likely to occur in root canals of premolars, which have an oval shape or are partially 

connectedd to a second root canal. Moreover, the modern endodontic preparation techniques may 

leavee more of the original oval root canal shape intact, which increases the risk of inclusion of 

gutta-perchaa remnants. All the causes mentioned, that lead to voids and imperfect adaptation of 

cementss to the post and root canal wall, should he miriimized as these "open spaces" are potential 

pathwayss for leakage to the apex. Therefore special attention should be paid to remove these 

tracess of gutta-percha after preparation of the post space, with endodontic instruments and if 

availablee under enhanced visibility with the aid of dental microscopes. 

Thee post and core build-up system may be a decisive factor when it is used as a foundation 

restorationn for full crown restorations. However, for the general practitioner it is of major 

importancee to keep in mind that an adequate ferrule and the preservation of tooth structure are 

thee key factors in promoting resistance to failure. Towards this last requirement core build-up 

systemss with prefabricated posts and direct core materials are in favor. Moreover, the procedures 

forr these core build-up systems can be carried out in a single session, which has the additional 

advantagee that contamination of the root canal during the period of the temporary restoration can 

bee prevented [31]. 

4.66 Conclusions 

Withinn the borders of the test set-up used in this study, it can be concluded mat: 

 To survive fatigue loading the adhesive hrting cement Panavia 21 TC provided sufficient 

strengthh for a cast post and core, as well as for a prefabricated post and composite core, the 

latterr being bonded with a dentin adhesive. 

 In the root canal, the adhesive integrity was significantly affected by fatigue, as revealed by 

SËM,, which showed crack formation in thee cement layer or loss of adaptation of the cement 

too post or dentin, but this did not result in a significant decrease of the push-out strength. 

 Like other common techniques, the insertion technique of Panavia 21 TC showed more voids 

inn the apical section than in the coronal section. The total amount of voids seen with cast, 

carbonn or glass fiber posts is significantly lower than with titanium posts, probably due to the 

smallerr diameter of titanium poste. 
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 The overall SEM and push-out strength evaluations showed that a core build-up of composite 

resinn adhesively bonded to the dentin and supported by a carbon or glass fiber post, cemented 

withh an adhesive cement, has a performance comparable with a conventional cast post and 

core. . 
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CHAPTERR 5 

Thee Influence of Fatigue Loading on the Quality of Cement Layer 
andd Retention Strength of Carbon Fiber  Post-Resin Composite Core 

Restorations s 

5.11 Abstract 

Objective.Objective. Clinical studies show a failure incidence after years of service of endodontically treated 

premolarss when restored with post-core crowns, especially those with short posts or deficient ferrules. 

Thee reason for mis can be a deterioration of the luting cement around the post by fatigue from functional 

loading.. Because the anatomy of premolars may frequently be incompatible with thé application of long 

endodonticc posts the aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of fatigue loading on the quality of 

thee cement layer between posts with restricted length and the root canal wall in single rooted premolars. 

Thee study was divided in three investigations. The first part concerned east post and core restorations 

cementedd with an adhesive and a non-adhesive cement (Chapter 3). In the second part (Chapter 4) post 

andd core systems with varying post and core stiffness cemented with an adhesive cement were considered 

andd in the third part (this Chapter) various luting agents for cementation of quartz-coated carbon fiber 

postss were evaluated with core build-up resin composite. This Chapter was confined to the third part. 

MaterialsMaterials and Methods. Two adhesive resin composite cements, the chemical-cured Panavia 21 

(groupp 1) and the dual-cured RelyX-ARC (group 2), and one resin-modified glass-ionomer cement, the 

chemical-curedd RelyX (group 3) were selected for this study. Post and core restorations were made on 

single-rootedd human premolars from which the coronal sections were removed at the level of the 

proximall  cemento-enamel junction (CEJ). Following endodontic treatment a post and core restoration 

withh 6 mm post length was prepared for each tooth. The posts were directly cemented in the root canal, 

andd after applying a dual-cured adhesive (Clearfil Photo Bond) built up with a light-cured core build-up 

compositee (Clearfil Photo Core). For each group (n = 8) half of the specimens was exposed to fatigue 

loadingg in buccal-Ungual direction (106 load cycles) almost perpendicular to the axial axis (85°), while the 

otherr half was used as control. Three parallel, transverse, root sections of 1.5 mm thickness were cut from 

eachh specimen at the apical, medial and coronal location. These sections were examined by Scanning 

Electronn Microscopy (SEM) to evaluate the integrity of the cement layer, while the retention strength of 

thee cemented post sections was determined with the push-out test. 

Results.Results. Fatigue loading did not cause separation of the build-ups from the roots. The multivariate 

resultss of MANOVA showed that the condition main effect (fatigue or control) was just not significant (P 

== 0.059); the two other main effects, type of cement and section location were significant (P = 0.001 and 

PP = 0.008). For bom me push-out strength and SEM evaluation of cement layer integrity the results 

significantlyy improved from RelyX to RelyX ARC to Panavia 21 and also from apical to coronal. 

Conclusion.Conclusion. For endodontic Quartz coated carbon fiber posts mat are used to support an adhesively 

bondedd resin composite core, adhesive resin composite cements should be advised. 
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5.22 Introductio n 

Shortt posts with a flexibility  comparable to that of dentin used with new adhesive techniques 

mayy provide sufficient strength for an adhesively bonded resin composite core build-up and 

preservee satisfactory sealing of the apical root canal filling . Besides properties like compressive 

andd tensile strength of the luting agent, the amount of shrinkage during setting, and the adhesive 

characteristicss to bond to both the post and the root canal wall can be decisive for clinical 

success. . 

Ass discussed in previous Chapters the handling óf resin composite cements is complicated in 

thee root canal, as the anaerobic environment and primers may accelerate the setting of these 

cements.. In addition high setting shrinkage stresses, due to an unfavorable C-factor [1,2] in the 

roott canal, can lead to loss of marginal integrity, being different for various types of cements. 

Probablyy chemical-cured resin composite cements will perform better than the more abruptly 

settingg light-initiated dual-cured resin composite cements [3]. Resin-modified glass-ionomer 

cementss have better handling characteristics, due to their slower setting time and less 

complicatedd application procedure. However, the mechanical properties and adhesive strength of 

thesee cements will in general be different from resin composite cements [4]. 

Thee aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of fatigue loading on the quality of the 

cementt layer between Quartz coated carbon fiber posts and the root canal wall for three types of 

lutingg cements, a chemical and dual-cured resin composite cement, and a resin-modified glass-

ionomerr cement. 

533 Materials and Methods 

PreparationPreparation of tooth 

Forr this study twenty-four freshly extracted, caries free, human, single-rooted premolars were 

usedd and prepared as described in Chapter 3. The 24 prepared teeth were randomly assigned to 

onee of the three groups (n = 8). During all experimental procedures throughout the investigation, 

thee teeth were kept moist or stored in distilled water at 37 °C. 

PostPost and core procedure 

TwoTwo adhesive resin composite cements, the chemical-cured Panavia 21 (Kuraray) and the dual-

curedd RelyX-ARC (3M-ESPE), and one resin-modified glass-ionomer cement, the chemical-

curedd RelyX (3M-ESPE) were selected for this study. Post and core restorations were made on 
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single-rootedd premolars. The posts used were the two-stage parallel-sided (a diameter of 1.2 mm 

apicall  and medial and 1.8 mm coronal) Aestheti-Plus Quartz coated Carbon fiber posts (RTD), 

andd the core build-up material was the light-cured resin composite Clearfil Photo Core 

(Kuraray).. The posts, the root canal and dentin shoulder were cleaned and conditioned as 

describedd in chapter 4. A survey of the successive steps in the preparation of the post and core 

restorationss for each group is given in Table 5.1. 

Tablee 5.1 Steps in Post 

USS marketed as Single 
respectively. . 

andd Core Build-Up Preparation for the three Groups used in this Study. In the 

Bond,, CC, LC, and DC denote chemical-cured, light-cured, and dual-cured 

Step p Groupp 1 Groupp 2 Groupp 3 

Dentinn etching 

Primerr or adhesive 

Cement t 

Dentinn shoulder 
32%% phosphoric acid 

Roott canal and dentin Dentin shoulder: 
shoulder:: 32% phosphoric acid 
32%% phosphoric acid 

Roott canal: Root canal: Seotchbond n.a. 
EDD Primer 1 adhesive a (LC)b 

Entrancee root canal and Entrance root canal and Root canal: 
post:: post: 
Panavia21(CC)' ' RelyX-ARC(DC)' ' RelyX(CC)' ' 

Adhesive e 

Coree build-up resin 
composite e 

Dentinn shoulder and post exterior root canal: Clearfil Photo Bond (DC)b 

Clearfill  Photo-Core (LC)b 

InIn Group 1 the dentin shoulder was etched for 30 seconds with 32% phosphoric acid (Bisco) 

andd thoroughly rinsed with water. After removing the water in the root canal with absorbent 

paperr points the tooth was air-dried, but not dehydrated. Self-etching ED Primer (Kuraray) was 

appliedd to the root canal dentin with a micro brush (Demedis). The dentin was conditioned for 60 

seconds,, the excess primer was blown away and the primer in the root canal was removed with 

absorbentt paper points. Then the entrance of the root canal and the post were coated with a 

surpluss of mixed Panavia 21 TC (Kuraray) and the post was seated into the root canal. Excess 

cementt was removed with a brush and the post was kept under occlusal finger pressure for 3 

minutes.. The core build-up procedure was identical to the core build-ups with prefabricated posts 

inn chapter 4. 

Inn group 2 both the root canal and dentin shoulder were etched for 30 seconds with 32% 

phosphoricc acid followed by rinsing with water and drying as described for group 1. Two layers 

off  Seotchbond 1 (in the US marketed as Single Bond) adhesive (3M-ESPE) were applied to the 
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roott canal dentin with a micro-brush. After removing the excess with absorbent paper points, the 

bondingg was light-cured for 20 seconds. Then the entrance of the root canal and the post were 

coatedd with a surplus of mixed RelyX-ARC (3M-ESPE) and the post was seated into the root 

canal.. Excess of cement was removed with a brush and during light curing of the cement for 20 

secondss the post was held in place. The steps in the preparation of the core build-up were 

identicall  to group 1. 

Inn group 3 the dentin shoulder was etched for 30 seconds with 32% phosphoric acid followed 

byy rinsing with water and drying as described for group 1. RelyX (3M-ESPE) was mixed and 

injectedd into the root canal with a Lentulo Paste Carrier (Dentsply/Maillefer), and then the post 

wass seated into the root canal. Excess cement was removed with a brush and the post was kept 

underr occlusal finger pressure for 3 minutes. The steps in the preparation of the core build-up 

weree identical to groups 1 and 2. 

FatigueFatigue loading procedure, SEM, Push-out test 

Thee procedures for fatigue loading and quality evaluation of the cement layer by SEM and push-

outt strength were identical to those as described in Chapter 3. For all groups half of the 

specimenss (n = 4) was exposed to a fatigue loading and the other half (n = 4) was used as control 

(nonn fatigue). Post and core design of the quartz coated carbon fiber post and resin core build-up, 

andd specimen locations, are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The scoring method for SEM of 

irregularitiess in the specimen and SEM photographs of specimen with the different type of luting 

agentt are shown Fig 5.2. 

Coree height 
55 mm 

Postt length 
66 mm 

1.55 mm 

^ ^ 

1.55 mm 

1.55 mm 

Composite e 

Post t 

|| Cement 

Dentin n 

Gutta-percha a 

' ' 

Figg 5.1 Schematic representation of a premolar root with quartz coated carbon fiber post and resin 
compositee core build-up, and the levels (horizontal lines) where the root was cut to obtain 1.5 mm thick 
coronal,, medial and apical cross-sections. 
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Figg 5.2 SEM micrograph of apical cross-section of a fatigued quartz coated carbon fiber post cemented 
withh RelyX (upper left) showing cracks, voids and insufficiënt adaptation to the post and intra-radicular 
dentin.. The five arrows around the circumference illustrate how irregularities were scored. As the total 
lengthh of the summed arrows occupied 9/12th of the cement circumference the score was 9 for this 
specimen.. In the other SEM micrographs better results of non-fatigued coronal cross-sections for Panavia 
(upperr right), RelyX ARC (lower left), and RelyX (lower right). 

StatisticalStatistical Analysis 

Thee obtained data were statistically analyzed by a multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) , 

withh the aid of the GLM subprogram of the SPSS package (Windows version 11.00, SPSS Inc, 

Chicagoo IL , USA). Effects with a P-value not exceeding 0.05 were considered significant. 

Wheneverr an interaction of main effect was significant on a multivariate level it was univariately 

examinedd next. Whenever called for effects were further explored by means of simple effects 

andd pairwise comparisons. In this analysis the SEM evaluation scores and push-out strengths 

weree the dependent variables. Test condition (fatigue loading or control) and type of cement 

(Panaviaa 21, RelyX-ARC or RelyX) were treated as a between subjects factor, while section 

locationn (apical, medial or coronal) was entered as a within subjects factor. 
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5.44 Results 

Fatiguee loading did not cause separation of the post and core restorations from the roots in any of 

thee specimens and at the multivariate level was just not different from the (non-fatigued) control 

(FF = 3.365, P = 0.059). The multivariate results of me two other main effects, type of cement 

(Panaviaa 21, RelyX-ARC, and RelyX) and section location (apical, medial and apical) were 

significantt (F = 5.756, P = 0.001 and F = 5.252, P = 0.008 respectively). The SEM evaluation 

scoress and push-out strengths results are compiled in Table 5.2. 

Tablee 5.2 Means (Standard Deviations) per cement of push-out strengths and SEM evaluation of 
irregularitiess for the three sections for control and fatigued samples. If no irregularities were found a SEM 
evaluationn score of zero was assigned. A score of one was assigned when irregularities occupied l/12th or 
lesss (8.3% or less) of the cement circumference. The highest score level of 12 indicates irregularities 
occupyingg 91.7 to 100% of the cement circumference. 

Apicall  section Medial section Coronal section 

Measurementt Type of cement Non Fatigue Fatigue Non Fatigue Fatigue Non Fatigue Fatigue 

SEMM score Panavia 21 3.5(0.6) 5.5(2.9) 1.8(1.5) 4.5(2.1) L.5 (0.6) 2.5(1.0) 
(Ranking0-12)) RelyX-ARC 4.5(2.4) 6.0(3.7) 3.0(1.6) 6.3(1.0) 3.5(1.9) 5.0(4.1) 

RelyXX 6.3(1.7) 9.3(3.8) 6.5(3.1) 9.3(3.0) 6.3(2.8) 7.8(2.1) 

Push-outt strength Panavia21 5.5(2.3) 4.9(0.8) 6.1(0.9) 5.5(1.7) 6.4(2.3) 6.3(2.2) 
(MPa)) RelyX-ARC 2.1(1.2) 2.1(0.5) 6.4(0.9) 3.4(1.5) 6.6(2.6) 3.9(2.5) 

RelyXX 3.2(1.0) 3.6(1.9) 4.2(2.1) 4.5(2.3) 2.4(1.1) 2.7(0.9) 

Univariatelyy tiie cement effect was significant for push-out strength (F = 6.601, P = 0.007) as 

welll  as for SEM (F = 9.578, P = 0.001). For both the push-out strength and SEM the results 

improvedd from RelyX to RelyX-ARC to Panavia 21; for push-out strength the difference 

betweenn Panavia 21 and RelyX was the only one to be significant (P = 0.002). SEM showed 

significantt differences between RelyX and Panavia 21 (P < 0.0ÖI) and between RelyX and 

RelyX-ARCC (P =0.014). 

Thee location effect was also significant for SEM (F = 4.288, P - 0.027) and push-out 

strength h 

(FF = 6.601, P = 0.009). For push-out strength and SEM the results improved from the apical to 

thee coronal location; for push-out strength there was a significant difference between the apical 

andd the medial location (P = 0.001) and between the apical and the coronal location (P = 0.005). 

Forr SEM significant differences were found between the coronal and the apical location (P = 

0.022)) and between die coronal and the medial location (P = 0.043). SEM scores and push-out 

strengthh with the conditions (non fatigue and fatigue) pooled are presented in Table 5.3. 
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Tablee 5.3 Means and standard deviations (in brackets) for SEM scores and Push-out strength per type of 
cementt and per level (apical, medial and coronal) with the conditions (non-fatigue and fatigue) pooled. 
Differencess between pooled data within the sections are significant for SEM scores (P — 0.027) and for 
Push-outt strengthh (P = 0.009). 

Measurement t 

SEMM evaluation 
(Rankingg 1-12) 

Push-outt Strength 
(MPa) ) 

Cement t 

Panavia21 1 
RelyX-ARC C 
RelyX X 

Panavia21 1 
RelyX-ARC C 
RelyX X 

Apicall  section 

4.55 (2.2) 
5.33 (3.0) 
7.88 (3.2) 

5.2(1.6) ) 
2.11 (0.9) 
3.4(1.4) ) 

Mediall  section 

3.1(2.2) ) 
4.6(2.1) ) 
7.99 (3.2) 

5.88 (1.3) 
4.9(2.0) ) 
4.33 (2.0) 

Coronall  section 

2.0(0.9) ) 
4.33 (3.1) 
7.00 (2.4) 

6.4(2.1) ) 
5.33 (2.8) 
2.6(1.0) ) 

5.55 Discussion 

Withh the present in vitro model we were not able to demonstrate mat fatigue loading would play 

aa significant role in clinical failures and this was somewhat unexpected as the build-ups were 

loadedd under unfavorable conditions. Under these circumstances an effect of fatiguing could 

havee been expected in the coronal sections, which were right below the interface between root 

andd build-up. An explanation for survival could be the relatively large peripheral surface and the 

accuratee fit of the carbon fiber post, contributing to a homogeneous distribution of stresses 

keepingg them well below the mechanical limits of the cement. Similar results were reported 

previouslyy for well-fitting cast metal posts [5]. One may speculate that an adequate fit  in the 

coronall  part of the root canal is of paramount importance to minimize clinical failures. 

Althoughh mere was no statistical difference between the fatigue and control group, the 

differencee was close to significance (F = 3.365, P = .059), while the standard deviations for the 

fatiguee group were higher than the control group (Table 5.2). This may indicate that unnoticed 

crackss had developed, which in the clinical situation could lead to leakage and on the long-term 

too disintegration of the cements. As described in previous chapters, this test set-up could not 

reveall  disintegration by the effect of leakage. Many of the failures observed after years of service 

[6-8]]  may well be the result of a disintegrated cement from the combination of loading and long-

termm leakage [9], To evaluate the quality of the post and core build-up systems for clinical 

service,, follow-up studies with the test set-up where the samples are immersed in a dye solution 

couldd provide information about the leakage pattern [10], where leakage starts and how it 

progressess inside the root canal after load cycling. 
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Withh regard to push-out strength, the two resin composite cements Panavia 21 and RelyX-

ARCC performed significantly better than the resin-modified glass-ionomer cement RelyX (Table 

5.22 and 5.3). This agrees with previous reports mat the bond strength of resin composites is 

higherr than that of resin-modified glass-ionomers [11]. However, for all three cements the large 

variabilityy of the push-out strength showed that the root canal remains a difficult area to operate 

in.. Bouillaguet et al. [12], who investigated the microtensile bond strength of luting cements to 

intra-radicularr dentin when used as luting agent for endodontic posts, also reported these high 

variances. . 

Ann explanation could be that the integrity of all three resin cements is also influenced by the 

C-factorr [1,2]. For the root canal the C-factor reaches values as high as 200 [12], which results in 

veryy high contraction stresses during setting. This can also create voids and, if the bond strength 

too either the post or intra-radicular dentin is exceeded, loss of integrity can occur. In the apical 

partt the situation is worst, as no cement is available to flow to the area of stress. The possibility 

off  flow is also more restricted for Hie abruptly setting light-curing resin cements as compared to 

thee slower setting chemical-curing cements [3], which could create more defects in the light-

curingg resin cement layer and weaken the adhesive strength. This seems to be supported by both 

thee SEM evaluation scores and the push-out strength, which became worse from Panavia 21 

(chemical-cured)) to RelyX-ARC (chemical and light-cured). 

Ass explained in previous chapters for the two resin-composite cements a Lentulo Paste 

Carrierr was not used. For the resin-modified glass-ionomer cement where the Lentulo Paste 

Carrierr could be used, flaws and voids should have been diminished, but the SEM scores of 

RelyXX showed that this technique did not guarantee a better integrity of the cement layer. It is 

clearr that the presence of flaws, voids, and other defects and the worsening of the integrity from 

coronall  to apical, as shown by the SEM results (Table 5.2) are also caused by the well-

recognizedd problem of adequately delivering the cement at the apical level. Needle tubes to 

injectt the resin composite cements into the root canal [13] may improve the results, but flaw and 

voidd formation as a result of the high C-factor will probably remain. 

Thee outcome of this study, in which all luting agents survived fatigue loading when used to 

cementt quartz coated fiber posts, is promising for the clinical situation. However, as the root 

canall  remains a problematic area for adhesive cements, the general practitioner has to keep in 

mindd that an adequate ferrule [14,15] and the preservation of tooth structure [16-18] are of major 

importancee and key factors in promoting resistance to failure. 
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5.66 Conclusions 

Withinn the limitations of the test set-up used in this study, it can be concluded that: 

 Regardless the choice of adhesive cement, quartz coated carbon fiber posts of 6 mm and 

compositee core build-ups can resist one million load cycles. 

 With respect to cement layer integrity and retention strength resin composite cements 

performm better Aan resin-modified glass-ionomer cements. 
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Shrinkagee Stress and Bond Strength to Dentin for  Compatible and 
Incompatiblee Combinations of Bonding Systems and Chemical and 

Light-curedd Core Build-up Resin Composites 

6.11 Abstract 

Objective.Objective. Recent studies have shown that adhesives containing acidic monomers combined with 

compositess can adversely effect the polymerization reaction producing tow bond strengths. This 

phenomenonn may also occur in making composite build-ups, jeopardizing one of the key factors for a 

successfull  core build-up restoration. The aim of this study was to investigate me shrinkage stress 

developmentt and bond strength to dentin of core build-up resin composites combined with adhesives of 

variouss acidities. In addition the hypothesis was tested that light irradiation through chemical-cured 

compositess during curing does not influence shrinkage stress or bond strength to dentin. 

MaterialsMaterials and Methods. The chemical-cured (Clearfil Core) and light-cured (Clearfil Photo Core) 

coree build-up resin composites were combined with two light-eured adhesives, Clearfil SE Bond (pH = 

1.8)) and One-Step Bond (pH = 4.3) and two dual-cured adhesives, Clearfil Photo Bond (pH = 2.5) and 

All-Bondd 2 (pH = 6.1). Shrinkage stress development (at C = 3) and bond strength to dentin were 

determinedd for a period of 30 minutes in a universal testing machine where the opposing bonding surfaces 

weree glass and dentin. To test the hypothesis, the combinations of the chemical-cured composites with the 

fourr bonding systems were also light irradiated for 40 seconds right at the start of curing. 

Results.Results. For all composite-adhesive combinations tested the adhesion to dentin resisted the 

developingg polymerization shrinkage stresses. The use of adhesives showed a dramatic reduction in 

shrinkagee stress at 30 minutes compared to the composites bonded without an adhesive. Only the 

chemical-curedd composite combined with the light-cured adhesive SE Bond (pH = 1.8) showed for both 

shrinkagee stress and bond strength significant lower values than the other combinations (app. 1 MPa vs. 3 

MPaa and app. 6 vs. 11 MPa respectively). Combined with the less acidic light-cured One-Step Bond (pH 

== 4.3) only shrinkage stress was significantly lower than the other combinations. The hypothesis was 

acceptedd for combinations of the chemical-cured composite with All-Bond 2 and One-Step Bond» but was 

nott supported by combinations with Clearfil SE Bond or Clearfil Photo Bond, as a significant increase in 

shrinkagee stress was found. The higher values found for bond strength were not significant. 

Conclusions.Conclusions. Besides combinations of chemical-cured core build-up composites with light or dual-

curedd adhesives as recommended by the manufacturer, also combinations with adhesives of other 

manufacturerss are compatible, provided that the pH is higher than approximately 4.3. Chemical-cured 

coree build-up composites combined with light-cured adhesives with a pH lower than 1.8 lead to a 

significantlyy lower stress and bond strength compared to other combinations. Light irradiation during 

curingg trough a combination of a chemical-cured composite and a low pH adhesive reactivates 

polymerization. . 
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6.22 Introductio n 

Light-curedd resin composites have largely superseded the use of chemical-cured composites in 

estheticc dental applications. They offer distinct advantages of improved storage stability, 

extendedd working time, increased degree of conversion, reduced air porosities caused by mixing, 

andd enhanced physical properties [1-3]. However, chemical-cured composites still have 

importantt applications in contemporary restorative dentistry. The longer pre-gel phase of 

chemical-curedd composites [4] has been adopted in the 'directed shrinkage technique' [5] for 

resinn composite core build-up restorations. In this technique chemical-cured composites are used 

inn bulk [6], which by their relatively slow setting rate are thought to provide flow to relieve the 

shrinkagee stress developed during setting [7,8]. Also in areas that are not easily penetrable by 

light,, chemical-cured resin composites are frequently used as core build-up materials or as luting 

agentss for endodontic posts, crowns and bridges, inlays and onlays. 

Anotherr aspect is that chemical-cured materials have a more opaque, contrasting color, 

whichh allows the dentist better to identify the demarcation line of the core build-up, especially 

whenn it is located sub gingival. This is of importance, because the preparation for the erown 

restorationn has to finish at least 1 mm beyond the core build-up finishing line to provide for an 

adequatee zone of sound dentin for cementation. The identification of the demarcation line with 

thee more translucent light-cured core build-up materials is a greater challenge to the clinician and 

oftenn requires electro-surgery to enhance the visibility in this area. 

Duringg the last decade many different dentin bonding systems have been developed [9-11] to 

adheree resin composites to the tooth structure. Their reported versatility, ease of use and 

timesavingg protocols have made dentists often willing to try the newest products to combine with 

thee core build-up composites they commonly use in dental practice. However changing from one 

bondingg system to another involves the risk that optimal bonding may be jeopardized, if a 

combinationn with a build-up composite is not compatible. 

Besidess the multi-step bonding systems where etchant, primer, and adhesive are applied in 

threee separate steps, there are also simplified two-step bonding systems. These consist either of a 

combinedd etching-primer agent and an adhesive resin, or an etchant and a combined primer-

adhesivee resin. Even one-step bonding systems with the etchant, primer, and adhesive resin as a 

singlee component are now available. This large variety of bonding systems will possess great 

differencess in chemical compositions and can easily lead to incompatibility with chemical or 

light-curedd composites, if combinations are used other than recommended by the manufacturer. 

Itt has been demonstrated that some simplified-step bonding systems were incompatible with 

chemical-curedd composites [12], as no effective bonding could be achieved, while high bond 
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strengthss were obtained with light-cured composites. This has been ascribed to the acidic 

propertiess that many of the adhesives of these simplified-step bonding systems possess, as they 

containn resin monomers with acidic functional groups to increase their etching capacity and/or 

hydrophilicity.. When chemical-cured composites are brought in direct contact with these 

adhesivess after they have been light cured, the basic tertiary amine activator in the composite 

surfacee layer becomes inactivated by an acid-base reaction with the acidic resin monomers in the 

unsett oxygen inhibition layer covering die adhesive [13-17]. This will negatively effect the 

polymerizationn of the surface of the composite in contact with the adhesive and also the 

polymerizationn of the oxygen inhibition layer, which would normally set under acid-free 

conditionss by virtue of the free radicals released in the chemical-cured composite. On the other 

handd light-cured composites will be less disturbed by the presence of acids in the inhibition 

layer,, as placement of a light-cured composite is always followed by light initiation. Light 

initiationn results in a considerably faster generation of free radicals compared to chemical-cured 

composites,, which can better compete with the acid-base reaction. Both the contact surface of 

thee composite and the inhibition layer benefit from mis and will polymerize. Light initiation is 

nott used for chemical-cured resin composites and on chemical grounds one can expect that an 

exposuree to light will not help in better polymerization of the contact surface and inhibition 

layer. . 

Thee common way to study compatibility between bonding systems and resin composites is 

byy determination of the bond strength to dentin [13-17]. Besides studying the bond strength to 

gett information about the factors involved, shrinkage stress development determinations [18], 

cann add important additional information to the subject, which is of interest in particular for core 

build-upp restorations in the directed shrinkage technique. Shrinkage stress development informs 

aboutt the rate of setting, which in turn provides information about the rates of the reactions 

takingg place during setting [7]. 

Thee aim of this investigation was to determine the setting shrinkage stress development and 

thee bond strength to dentin of a light-cured and a chemical-cured core build-up resin composite 

bondedd with two multi-step and two simplified-step bonding systems for (1) compatible and (2) 

incompatiblee combinations. In addition the hypothesis was tested that light irradiation through a 

chemical-curedd composite will neither affect shrinkage stress development nor bond strength. 
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6.33 Material s and Methods 

pHpH measurements 

Thee pH values of the various components óf the bonding systems were determined with a pH 

meterr Delta 350 (Mettler Toledo) and a combination pH surface electrode model 8135 (Orion 

Ross).. The system was calibrated at pH 7.0 and pH 4.0. After every measurement the electrode 

wass cleaned with acetone or ethanol depending on which bonding system was used. The 

measurementss were performed at 23 °C in a darkroom with special red light on approximately 10 

dropss of each liquid and values were read after 15 seconds when the pH was stable. 

BondingBonding systems and core build-up resin composites 

Tablee 6.1 compiles the dentin bonding systems with their compositions and Table 6.2 the core 

build-upp resin composites that were used in this study. Table 6.3 distinguishes the bonding 

systemss to their type and surveys the pH values of the components used in the different steps. 

Tablee 6.4 shows the successive steps in each of the bonding procedures for bonding to dentin, as 

prescribedd by the manufacturer and as they were used in the experiments. 

SettingSetting shrinkage stress and tensile bond strength 

Thee setting shrinkage stress and tensile bond strength were determined in a universal testing 

machinee (Instron) in a set-up where the core build-up resin composite was placed between a 

glasss plate (of 4 mm thickness) and parallel to it the flat surface of a dentin cylinder, tightly 

cementedd in a cylindrical hole drilled in a steel bolt head. The set-up was a modification of the 

onee described previously by Dauvillier [19], where glass and steel were the parallel opposing 

surfaces.. The dentin cylinders (diameter = 6 mm) were wet cut with a hollow diamond bur from 

thee roots of central bovine incisors and wet ground at the bonding site with SiC paper up to grit 

60ÖÖ to create a smear layer. 

Priorr to bonding, the surface of the glass plate on the spot where the resin composite had to 

bee adhered, was sandblasted with AI2O3 (SOum) until an even "frosted" surface developed. 

Reniainingg AI2O3 was removed by compressed air. After water spraying and drying, the glass 

platee was mounted to the stationary part of the framework of the tensilometer. One drop of 

Ceramicc Primer (3M-ESPE) was applied to thé surface and the solvent gently evaporated by an 

airflow.. Finally a small amount of Scotchbond MP resin (3M-ESPE) was applied and blown out 

overr the surface into a very thin layer and light cured for 20 seconds. The surface of the dentin 

wass treated with one of the bonding systems from Table 6.1 according to the manufacturers 
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instructionss (Table 6.4) and the boh head immediately connected to the crosshead with the load-

cell. . 

Tablee 6.1 Bonding systems components, compositions and curing type 

Bondingg systems / curing type Ingredients s 

Clearfi ll  Photo Bond / Dual-cured 
Etchant Etchant 
Primer Primer 

BondingBonding Catalyst 

Kuraray,, Japan. 
32%% phosphoric acid and xanthum gum thickener. 
Salicylicc acid monomer, 
Bisphenoll  A digh/cidylmethacrylate (Bis-GMA), 
10-Methacryloyloxydecyll  dihydrogen phosphate (MDP), 
2-hydroxyethyll  methacrylate (HEMA), hydrophobic aliphatic 
dimethacrylate,, benzoyl peroxide and camphorquinone. 

BondingBonding Universal N, N-di-ethanol-p-toluidine, sodium benzene sulphurate and 
ethanol. . 

Clearfi ll  SE Bond / Light-cured 
Primer Primer 

Kuraray,, Japan. 
10-Methacryloyloxydecyll  dihydrogen phosphate (MDP), 
2-hydroxyethyll  methacrylate (HEMA), HydrophUic 
dimethacrylate,, camphorouinone, N, N-di-eÜianol-p-toluidine 
andd water. 

BondingBonding 10-Methacryloyloxydecyl dihydrogen phosphate (MDP), 
Bisphenoll  A diglycidylmethacrylate (Bis-GMA), 
2-hydroxyethyll  methacrylate (HEMA), hydrophobic aliphatic 
dimethacrylate,, camphorquinone (CQ), 
N,, N-di^ethanol-p-toluidine and silanated colloidal silica. 

All-Bondd 2 / Dual-cured 
Etchant Etchant 

PrimerPrimer A 

Bisco,, USA. 
32%% phosphoricc acid and xanthum gum thickener. 
Na-N-toIylglycinee glycidylmethacrylate, acetone, ethanol and 
water. . 

PrimerBPrimerB Biphenyl dimethacrylate (BPDM), acetone, ethanol and 
photoinitiator. . 

D/ED/E Resin Bisphenol A diglycidylmethacrylate (Bis-GMA), 
urethanee dimetyhacrylate (UDMA), photoinitiator (CQ) and 
aminee activator. 

Pre-bondPre-bond Resin 2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), bisphenol A 
diglycidylmethacrylatee (Bis-GMA), triethylenegrycol 
dimethacrylatee (TEGDMA) and benzoyl peroxide. 

Onee Step Bonding / Light-cured 
Etchant Etchant 

Primer/Bonding Primer/Bonding 

Bisco,, USA. 
32%% phosphoric acid and xanthum gum thickener. 
Biphenyll  dimethacrylate (BDPM), bisphenol A 
diglycidylmethacrylatee (Bis-GMA), 2-hydroxyethyl 
methacrylatee (HEMA), amine, photoinitiator and acetone. 
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AA sufficient amount of core build-up composite was applied onto the dentin surface and the 

crossheadd lowered to a distance of 1 mm between the dentin surface and the glass plate. Excess 

off  resin composite that was expressed was removed while shaping the specimen to the 

circumferencee of the dentin cylinder. The C-factor obtained in this way was C = 3. The C-factor 

iss the ratio between the bonded surfaces and the free surface of the resin composite specimen = 

D/2h,, in which D is the diameter of the dentin cylinder (D = 6.0 mm) and h the height of the 

resinn composite specimen (h = 1.0 mm). 

Clearfill  Photo Core was light-cured for 40 s from underneath the glass plate with an Elipar 

Highlightt (3M-ESPE; 800 mW/cm2), while Clearfil Core was either allowed to self cure or to 

selff  cure with an exposure to light for 40 s (from underneath the glass plate) to study the effect 

onn the shrinkage stress and tensile strength. The latter experiments were to test the hypothesis. 

Thee computer started recording the shrinkage stress from the start of light curing Photo Core or 

600 seconds after the start of mixing Clearfil Core and the stress development was measured 

duringg a period of 30 minutes. Throughout the measurement the axial contraction of the 

specimenss was continuously counteracted by a feedback displacement of the crosshead 

(controlledd by the computer) to keep the thickness of the specimen constant at 1.0 mm. At thirty 

minutess the set-up was loaded in tension until failure of the specimen to establish the 30 minutes 

bondd strength to the dentin. For each bonding-composite combination eight measurements were 

performedd (n = 8) from which an average stress development curve and the average tensile bond 

strengthh to dentin were calculated. 

Inn addition the setting shrinkage stress development of the two core build-up resin 

compositess without the application of an adhesive was determined. The opposing bonding 

surfacess were glass (of 4 mm thickness) and a flat (machined) surface of a steel bolt head 

(diameterr = 6 mm). Prior to bonding, the glass surface was treated as described previously and 

thee flat (machined) surface of the steel bolt head was wet-ground on 600 grit SiC sandpaper and 

thenn sandblasted with AI2O3 (50pjm), cleaned with compressed air, rinsed with water and 

acetone,, and treated in a Silicoater (Heraeus Kulzer) to deposit a thin silica layer. A drop of fresh 

Silicoupp (Heraeus Kulzer) was applied to silanize the surface. After drying, a small amount of 

Scotchh Bond MP resin was blown out over the surface into a very thin layer and light cured for 

200 s. The insertion of the composites and the C-factor was according to the description above. 
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Tablee 6.2 Core build-up resin composites used in this study. 

Coree build-up resin composite Coringg mode Manufacturer r 

Clearfi]]  Core 

Clearfill  Photo Core 

Chemical-cured d 

Light-cured d 

Kurarayy Ltd. Japan 

Kurarayy Ltd. Japan 

Tablee 6.3 Bonding systems and measured pH values of their components. Type 1 is a 3-step system with 
etchant,, primer and adhesive as separate components;; Type 2 is a 2-step system with an etchant and a 
conjoinedd primer/adhesive component; Type 3 is also a 2-step system, but with the etehant/primer 
combinedd and the adhesive as a separate component 

Bondingg system / Type Componentss and their  pH-values 

Photoo Bond/Type 1 
(Dual-cured) ) 

SEE Bond / Type 3 
(Light-cured) ) 

All-Bondd 2/Type 1 
(Dual-cured) ) 

One-Stepp Bond / Type 2 
(Light-cured) ) 

Etchant t Primer r 

0.1* * 2.9 9 

etchantt and primer combined: 1.8 

0.1" " 

0.1" " 

5.33 (mix) 

Adhesive e 

2.55 (mix) 

L8 8 

6.1 1 

primerr and adhesive combined: 4.3 

**  Phosphoric acid 

Tablee 6.4 Successive steps in the bonding procedures for the bonding systems used to bond to dentin* 
indicatingg the time of application in seconds (s) and the number of layers applied. 

Procedure e 

Phosphoricc acid 

Rinsingg with H20 

Airr drying (mode) 

Primer r 

Adhesive e 

Light-curing g 

Bondingg system 

Photoo Bond 

300 s 

200 s 

notnot dehydrated 

11 layer x 5 s 

11 layer 

200 s 

SEE Bond 

--

--

notnot dehydrated 

11 layer x 20 s 

11 layer 

100 s 

All-Bondd 2 

300 s 

200 s 

moist t 

55 layers x 5 s 

11 layer 

200 s 

One-Stepp Bond 

300 s 

200 s 

moist t 

--

22 layers 

200 s 
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Figuree 6.1 Schematical representation of the set-up in the tensilometer for measuring shrinkage stress and 
bondd strength. Composite was bonded at the top to dentin with one of the adhesives and at the bottom to 
thee silanized glass surface and either light-cured from below the glass (for the light-cured composite) or 
allowedd to self cure (for the chemical-cured composite). The axial contraction of the composites was 
continuouslyy followed by the two probes (linear displacement transducers) and counteracted by a 
feedbackk displacement of the crosshead (controlled by the computer) to keep the thickness of the 
specimenn constant at 1.0 mm. 

StatisticalStatistical Analysis 

Thee data were statistically analyzed by a multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) , with the aid 

off  the GLM subprogram of the SPSS package (Windows version 11.00). Effects with a P-value 

nott exceeding .05 were considered significant. Whenever a main or interaction effect was 

significantt on a multivariate level it was univariately examined next. Whenever called for, 

effectss were further explored by means of one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc tests or 

independentt t-tests. The shrinkage stress and bond strength results were the dependent variables. 

Inn a first analysis the type of core build-up resin composite (Clearfil-Core or Photo-Core) and 
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bondingg system (Photo Bond, SE Bond, All Bond and One Step Bond) were treated as a between 

subjectss factor In a second analysis, for the chemical-cured build-up resin composite Clearfil-

Coree only, the effect of light irradiation (widiout or with) and the bonding systems were treated 

ass a between subjects factor. 

6.44 Results 

Thee results op the pH measurements on the various components of the bonding systems are 

incorporatedd in Table 6.3. During the 30 minutes measurement of the shrinkage stress no 

debondingg occurred between dentin Mid resin composite. After tensile loading at 30 min after the 

startt of curing all specimens fractured at the site where the composite was bonded to dentin. 

Figuree 6.2 and Figure 6.3 respectively show the bar graphs of the 30 min shrinkage stress and 

bondd strength to dentin. The graphical representation of the shrinkage stress developments for all 

composite-adhesivee combinations and for the individual build-up resin composites (without 

adhesives)) are all presented in Figure 6.4. 

EffectEffect of type of core build-up resin composite and bonding system (first analysis) 

Thee results from the MANOVA with the type of core build-up resin composite and bonding 

systemm as the main effects, showed that these main effects were multivariately significant (F = 

27.179,, P < 0.001 and F = 2.563, P = 0.Ö23). On a univariate level both main effects were 

significantt for shrinkage stress (F = 36.516, P < 0.001 and F = 4.030, P = 0.011), but not 

significantt for bond strength (F = 1.098, P = 0.299 and F = 0.804, P = 0.497). However, the 

interactionn effect of the type of core build-up resin composite and bonding system was 

significantt for shrinkage stress (F = 13.992, P < 0.001) as well for bond strength (F = 4.665, P = 

0.006).. The results of the one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc tests and independent t-tests for 

determiningg differences between the type of bonding system and core build-up resin composite 

aree presented in Table 6.5. 
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Figuree 6.2 Means of shrinkage stresses after 30 min for light-cured (Photo Core) and chemical-cured 
(Clearfill  Core) core build-up resin composite combined with the four bonding systems studied. The 
combinationss of the chemical-cured composite with light irradiation during curing are indicated as 
"+light". . 

EffectEffect of light irradiation trough chemical-cured core build-up resin composite and type of 

bondingbonding system (second analysis) 

Thee results from the MANOVA with the effect of light irradiation through the chemical-cured 

coree build-up resin composite and the type of bonding system as the main effects, showed that 

thesee main effects were multivariately significant (F = 3.316, P = 0.044 and F = 14.128, P < 

0.001).. On a univariate level both main effects were significant for shrinkage stress (F = 6.724, P 

== 0.012 and F = 28.900, P < 0.001). For the bond strength, only one main effect, the type of 

bondingg system, was significant (F = 6.666, P = 0.001); the effect of light irradiation was not 

significantt (F = 2.221, P = 0.142). The interaction effect of the type of bonding system and the 

effectt of light irradiation through the chemical-cured core build-up resin composite was 

significantt for shrinkage stress (F = 5.362, P = 0.003), but not for bond strength (F = 0.527, P = 

0.666).. The results of the one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc tests and independent t-tests for 

determiningg differences between the type of bonding system and the effect of light irradiation 

throughh the chemical-cured core build-up resin composite are presented in Table 6.6. 
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Clearfi ll  Core Phot o Core 

Figuree 6.3 Means of bond strength to dentin after 30 minutes for light-cured (Photo Core) and chemical-
curedd (Clearfil Core) core build-up resin composite combined with the four bonding systems. The 
combinationss of the chemical-cured composite with light irradiation during curing are indicated as 
"+light". . 

Tablee 6.5 Means and standard deviations (in brackets) of shrinkage stress and bond strength to dentin at 
300 minutes, for chemical and light-cured core build-up resin composite. Same superscript small letters 
indicatee no significant differences in columns; same superscript capital letters indicate no significant 
differencess in rows. 

Coree material 

Bondingg system 

Photoo Bond 
SEE Bond 
AU-Bondd 2 
One-Stepp Bond 

Clearfill  Core Photoo Core 

Shrinkagee Stress (MPa) 

3.66 (1.1)* 
1.00 (0.2)b 

2.66 (0.8)cB 

2.33 (0.6)c 

3.33 (0.7)* 
4.11 (0.7)a 

3.11 (l.l)* 3 

3.77 (0.6)a 

Clearfill  Core 

Bondd Strength (MPa) 

10.9(2.8)̂  ^ 
6.3(1.9)* * 

11.2(4.1)°* * 
10.55 (3.8)"*° 

Photoo Core 

10.44 (2.8)̂  
12.0(2.9)° ° 
8.88 (4.0)"* 

11.0(2.9)"c c 

Tablee 6.6 Means and standard deviations (in brackets) of shrinkage stress and bond strength to dentin at 
300 minutes, for chemical-cured core build-up resin composite, without and with light irradiation. Same 
superscriptt small letters indicate no significant differences in columns; same superscript capital letters 
indicatee no significant differences in rows. 

Lightt irradiation 

Bondingg system 

Photoo Bond 
SEE Bond 
All-Bondd 2 
One-Stepp Bond 

Without t With h 

Shrinkagee Stress (MPa) 

3.6(1.1)* * 
1.0(0.2)" " 
2.66 (0.8)cB 

2.33 (0.6)cC 

4.44 (0.5)* 
2.55 (0.6)" 
2.33 (0.9)"B 

2.22 (0.6)"° 

Without t 

Bondd Strength (MPa) 

10.9(2.8)fl/ ' ' 
6.3(1.9)** * 

11.2(4.1)aC C 

10.55 (3.8)°*° 

With h 

12.9(1.4)'*' ' 
8.44 (2.0)** 

10.99 (3.6)"*c 

11.3(4.0)"*° ° 
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Figuree 6.4 Polymerization shrinkage stress development of core build-up resin composites combined 
withh four types of bonding systems during a period of 30 minutes. (A) Light-cured Photo Core, (B) 
chemical-curedd Clearfil Core, and (C) chemical-cured Clearfil Core with light irradiation trough the 
composite.. (D) Shrinkage stress of Photo Core and Clearfil Core without adhesives bonded to steel 
insteadd of dentin. Note that the scale of the vertical axis in D differs from A, B and C. 
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6.55 Discussion 

Thee significance of the use of dentin as a substrate to bond at was to study whether the bond to 

dentinn of Photo Core and Clearfil Core combined with the four bonding systems could at least 

resistt the developing setting shrinkage stresses and if they did, to follow the shrinkage stress 

developmentt during a 30 minutes period and to establish the tensile bond strength at the end of 

thiss period. The C-factor used in the experiments (C = 3) is an estimated average of situations the 

practitionerr encounters in core build-up restorations when fillin g the entrance of the root canal or 

pulpp chamber. 

AA factor of C = 3 corresponds to a situation where the build-up composite is placed in bulk 

forr which 75% of the outer surface of the composite is bonded to tooth structure and the 

remainingg surface is free (not bonded). None of the 96 specimens tested showed spontaneous 

failuree and generated stress values after 30 minutes between 1.0 and 4.4 MPa. This is an 

encouragingg outcome, in particular for light-cured composites such as Photo Core, as under 

clinicall  conditions the entrance of the root canal or pulp chamber are usually not filled in bulk 

forr these materials, but in layers for which the stresses are expected to be even lower. After 

loadingg in tension, 30 minutes after the start of curing, all specimens fractured at the site where 

thee composite was bonded to the dentin. This was not unexpected, as the adhesion of a 

compositee to a silanized glass surface is always stronger than adhesion via elastic intermediate 

adhesivess to any kind of substrate (in thiss case dentin). 

Settingg shrinkage stresses at 30 minutes were considerably higher when Photo Core or 

Clearfill  Core was placed without a bonding layer (14.3 and 5.0 MPa respectively), as was done 

inn the set-up where glass and metal were the bonding surfaces. This demonstrates the 

significancee of the effect of a bonding layer in reducing the shrinkage stress. Thé factors that 

couldd have contributed to stress reduction are (1) me presence of the oxygen inhibition layer, (2) 

thee elastic yielding of the adhesive and (3) the formation of voids in the adhesive layer. 

(1)) The oxygen inhibition layer covering a cured adhesive is always present as a result of the 

highh reactivity of air oxygen with the starting radicals converting them into inactive 

peroxyradicalss and manifests itself as an '011/ substance. This may allow sliding of the 

compositee during the first stages of setting, which will be beneficial in particular for light-cured 

compositess in slowing down the high rate of stress development during light initiation. 

(2)) It has been recognized previously that an intermediate bonding layer between the cavity 

wallss and the setting composite may act as an elastic buffer [20-22]. However the effectiveness 

dependss on the thickness and an even distribution over the dentin surface, which in turn depends 

onn the viscosity of the particular adhesive used and the number of coats applied [23]. 
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(3)) Formation of voids can occur as a result of the pulling action of the composite by its 

shrinkagee on the adhesive layer, which may contain solvents (water, ethanol or acetone) that can 

evaporatee under reduced pressure and may be enhanced by the presence of dentin tubules acting 

ass tiny reservoirs for these solvents. A stress relieving effect of adhesives on shrinkage stress of 

compositess has also been demonstrated previously, but the effect was only 50%, probably 

becausee the experiments were not performed with dentin [24]. Voids will lower the C-factor, as 

theyy increase the non-bonded surface and will consequently reduce the shrinkage stress [25]. The 

existencee of voids may also explain that the tensile bond strength values were lower than those 

reportedd in the literature, where bond strength tests were performed on inverted truncated 

compositee cones, which could polymerize towards the dentin surface without creating pulling 

stressess on the adhesive layer [26-28]. 

Ass shrinkage stress development of composites relates to the degree of conversion and in its 

turnn to composite (cohesive) strength development, one can derive from Figure 6.4(D) that the 

strengthh of Clearfil Core at e.g. 10 minutes is only 40% of mat at 30 minutes. According to the 

shapee of the curve, which not yet leveled off at 30 minutes, the strength had still not reached its 

ultimatee value at this time period. The leveling of the curves in Figure 6.4 (B and C) for Clearfil 

Coree in conjunction with adhesives occurred much sooner at approximately 10-12 minutes. 

Thiss is probably because the phenomena (1), (2) and (3) acting in thé adhesive layer, as 

discussedd earlier, will limit stress development in an early stage. It is reasonable to assume that 

shrinkagee stress development for a composite-adhesive combination is related to bond strength 

development.. The bond strength at 10 minutes of Clearfil Core combined with the adhesives may 

thereforee be between 75-80% of the value at 30 minutes. Although at 10 minutes (relative to 30 

minutes)) the composite is still weak (40% strength) and the bond strength to dentin is not fully 

maturedd (75-80% value), clinical experience learns that trimming and finishing can be started 

safelyy at 10 minutes. An advantageous circumstance is that the shrinkage stress at the adhesive 

interfacess of a composite build-up and the tooth structure will also be lower at 10 minutes. It 

shouldd be appreciated that lower stressed adhesive joints will better resist impact during 

trimmingg and finishing. However the strength and stress conditions for trimming and finishing 

wil ll  become more unfavorable at earlier time periods and maybe should be avoided. 

Forr combinations of the light-cured composite Photo Core with the four bonding systems the 

shrinkagee stresses at 30 minutes and the bond strengths differed not significantly from each other 

(Tablee 6.5). This shows that combinations of Photo Core with the two bonding systems Photo 

Bondd and SE Bond of its own manufacturer are equally effective in bonding as combinations of 

Photoo Core with the two bonding systems All-Bond 2 and One-Step Bond of another 

manufacture. . 
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Forr the chemical-cured composites combined with the four bonding systems differences did 

occurr at 30 minutes for stress and bond strength (Table 6.5). The lowest values for bom the stress 

developmentt and bond strength were recorded for the chemical-cured composite combined with 

thee light-cured SE Bond, which may indicate the existence of an incompatibility for this 

combination.. Recently it has been shown that incompatibilities can occur when chemical-cured 

compositess are combined with adhesives containing acidic monomers [16,17,29]. The monomer 

usedd in the adhesive SE Bond is 10-MethacryloyIoxydecyl dihydrogenphosphate (MDP), which 

iss an acidic monomer producing a pH of 1.8 in the adhesive liquid. This monomer will therefore 

alsoo be present in the oxygen inhibition layer after the adhesive has been light cured. When the 

chemicall  cured composite is brought into contact with it, the tertiary amine in the composite, 

necessaryy for the activation of the benzoylperoxide initiator, will be protonized and thereby be 

inactivated.. This will affect the formation of starting radicals and thus the polymerization of the 

contactt layer of the composite [9]. In addition starting radicals that did form in the composite 

contactt layer will be converted into inactive peroxyradicals until all air oxygen in the inhibition 

layerr is consumed. 

Thee bond strength of the chemical-cured composite combined with the light-cured One-Step 

Bond,, which is less acidic, seemed not to be affected (10.5 MPa vs. 11.0 MPa for the light-cured 

compositee combined with One-Step Bond). This may be ascribed to the higher pH of 4.3 as 

comparedd to that of SE Bond (pH - 1.8), as less amine will be protonized in the composite at the 

contactt surface. Why the present results on bond strength contrast those of Sanares [13], who 

foundd a difference of nearly 50% in the microtensile bond strength between a chemical and a 

light-curedd composite bonded with One-Step Bond to dentin, is not clear. 

Dual-curedd adhesives with acidic monomers are more favorable to be combined with 

chemical-curedd composites. The combination with the dual-cured Photo Bond, which like SE 

Bondd also contains MDP, resulted in the same bond strength as the light-cured composite 

combinedd with mis bonding system. The better performance must be ascribed to a larger amount 

off  amine and the presence of benzoylperoxide in the inhibition layer, although also the 

incorporationn of sodium benzene sulfinate in Photo Bond (Table 1) may have contributed- It has 

beenn suggested that mis salt may further help the polymerization of the acidic monomers [30], 

probablyy because it suppresses protonization of the amine. 

Whenn a chemical-cured composite is placed on a dual Or light-cured adhesive that is free of 

acidicc monomers the situation is even more favorable. The adhesive of the dual-cured All-Bond 

22 with a pH of 6.1 can be considered as neutral. Here, the amine is unaffected by an adverse 

reactionn and only the competition remains between free radical formation (from the tertiary 

amine/benzoylperoxidee redox) and free radical quenching by oxygen. The shrinkage stress at 30 
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minn found for this combination and for the combination of the chemical-cured composite with 

One-Stepp Bonding was significantly lower than all others. At this point it is not possible to 

speculatee on whether the lower stress for the chemical-cured composite combined with All-Bond 

22 or One-Step Bond compared to a combination with Photo Bond, resulted from a difference in 

thee stress relieving factors (1), (2), or (3) as discussed above, or from a difference in chemical 

conversionn in the adhesive-composite contact area. 

Basedd on the described chemical mechanisms about the causes for incomplete 

polymerizationn at the interface of adhesive and chemical-cured composite, one would not expect 

ann influence on shrinkage stress development or bond strength by light irradiation through the 

chemical-curedd composite. However the results of the experiments only partly confirmed this 

hypothesis.. The combinations that were supportive were the chemical-cured composite 

combinedd with All-Bond 2 and One-Step Bond. For both combinations the stress developments 

andd bond strengths did not change with an irradiation through the composite during curing. The 

stresss curves for each pair of each combination almost coincided. This indicated that even heat 

fromfrom the light source transferred to the reacting system was not effective in accelerating the 

reaction.. The chemical-cured composite combined with the light-cured SE Bond did show a 

significantt increase in stress development at 30 minutes and although the increase of Photo Bond 

wass not significant at 30 minutes (4.4 MPa compared to 3.6 MPa) the over-all increase in stress 

developmentt was significant for all values up to approximately 25 minutes. The strength values 

att 30 minutes were not significantly increased, but a trend is visible (Figure 6.3). 

Thee increase in stress development for these two bonding systems, which clearly shows a 

continuationn of polymerization, is unexpected, but may find an explanation based on a prolonged 

activityy of the acidic monomers on dentin. This explanation needs the assumption mat after 

curingg of the adhesive, the non-evaporated solvents (water or ethanol) still present in the 

polymerizedd primer-adhesive allow passage of the acidic monomers to the dentin surface. 

Becausee of the low pH of 1.8 (for SE Bond) and 2.5 (for Photo Bond) these acids will react at a 

moderatee to fast rate with the dentin mineral and/or carbonate [31]. This lowers the concentration 

off  acidic monomers in the oxygen inhibition layer, which drives the equilibrium of protonization 

off  the tertiary amine to the left side of the equilibrium to release the amine. As discussed 

previously,, a higher concentration of amine in the inhibition layer is essential for the 

polymerizationn in the contact layer between the light-cured acidic adhesive and the chemical-

curedd composite. The proposed mechanism is not likely to occur for light-cured adhesives like 

One-Stepp Bond with milder acidity and/or more volatile solvents as acetone. 

Thee experimental set-up used in this study, where polymerization shrinkage stress 

developmentt and tensile bond strength to dentin were measured on the same specimen, provided 
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importantt information about composite-adhesive compatibility. In future experiments with this 

set-upp the morphology of fractured surfaces will be studied by SEM to establish more in detail 

thee factors in the adhesive layer that have led to the dramatic reduction in shrinkage stress 

development. . 

6.66 Conclusions 

Thee present study has shown that: 

 Besides combinations of chemical-cured core build-up composites and light or dual-

curedd adhesives as recommended by the manufacturer, also combinations with adhesives 

off  other manufacturers are compatible, provided that the pH is higher than approximately 

4.3. . 

 It may occur that cross combinations of manufacturers products result in significantly 

lowerr stress developments, as seen for Kuraray's Clearfil Core combined with Bisco's 

All-Bondd 2 and One-Step Bond compared to Kuraray's Photo Bond. 

 Chemical-cured core build-up composites combined with light-cured adhesives with a pH 

lowerr than 1.8 showed inferior bond strength to dentin compared to other combinations. 
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CHAPTERR 7 

Summaryy and Clinical Discussion 

7.11 Summary 

Duee to its location in the dental arch the premolar in the majority of the people is well visible 

duringg speaking and laughing. Therefore high esthetic requirements are demanded for 

restorationss in these teeth and in particular today. When endodontic treatment of a premolar is 

necessaryy due to progressive deterioration by caries, often a considerable amount of coronal 

toothh structure is lost. In certain cases only palatal and buccal toom structure has remained being 

soo severely undermined or weakened, that an indirect restoration is required to resist occlusal 

bitee and chewing forces. This could be realized with partial onlay restorations made of gold or 

porcelain.. Unfortunately, in these cases dentists often prefer to restore the toom with a full 

crown.. A gold onlay is avoided for esthetic reasons and a porcelain onlay because of the risk of 

fracture.. Another aspect is that clinicians experience its preparation or luting procedures as time 

consumingg and difficult. Another reason to restore the tooth with a full crown is a discoloration 

off  the tooth, due to previous amalgam and endodontic restorations. 

However,, die conventional gold-porcelain and all-ceramic crowns strengthened with 

zireonium-oxidee cores, have the disadvantage mat a considerable amount of what is left of the 

palatall  and buccal tooth structure has to be cut away to allow the technician sufficient space to 

firee the porcelain in multiple layers onto the metal or the core. Only then, an all-ceramic crown 

wil ll  meet the requirements of esthetics and original shape. However with this restorative 

proceduree there remains ample mechanical retention for the build-up restoration, which has to be 

preparedd to provide die necessary support for the crown. Therefore when using this approach 

onee chooses for placing posts in one or more root canals to offer the build-up restoration extra 

stabilityy and retention in the remaining tooth structure. 

Dailyy practice shows that die restorative method and the application of post and core build-up 

restorations,, as described above are not without risks. In particular with premolars tiiese kinds of 

restorationss seem to show retention failure and to lead to vertical root fractures more often than 

otherr teeth restored in me same way. It is assumed that besides the unfavorable small mesial-
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distall  width of the root, also an unfavorable distribution of stresses in the root dentin by the posts 

iss responsible for such root fractures. A study of the anatomy and literature about the premolar 

indeedd shows that the use of posts should better be avoided for this tooth. For cases where too 

littl ee tooth structure remains and the use of a post is essential for adequate retention of the build-

up,, a relatively short post should be chosen. Seating the post in the root canal with an adhesive 

cementt can compensate for the lower retention of a short post as compared with a long post. 

However,, short metal posts have the problem that they can cause relative unfavorable stress 

distributionss in the root dentin by functional loads. This may be overcome with the new 

generationn of posts made of longitudinal oriented carbon or glass fibers embedded in a resin, as 

theyy have an elastic module (stiffness), which is more close to the elastic module of the tooth 

structuree compared withh metal posts. 

Forr further improvement of the quality of the build-up restoration it is essential that the 

build-upp material is adhesively bonded to the dentin and that the clinician is aware that in 

bondingg procedures shrinkage stresses will occur during setting of the build-up materials. The 

largee variety of bonding systems available will possess great differences in chemical 

compositionss and can easily lead to incompatibility with chemical or light-cured composites, if a 

wrongg combination is accidentally chosen. 

Thiss thesis describes a number of studies that provide data about the fracture resistance of 

differentt kinds of post and core build-up restorations with a relatively short post length óf 6 mm 

andd knowledge about their behavior in fatigue experiments. Apart from traditional cast post and 

corecore systems, also titanium and the new carbon fiber and glass fiber posts were included in the 

experiments.. In addition a study was performed on shrinkage stresses that occur during setting of 

chemical-curedd and light-cured build-up composites and on the compatibility of different 

bondingg systems with these build-up composites. 

Chapterr  1, being the introduction of this thesis, describes how post and core build-up 

restorationss originated and which build-up materials, posts and procedures have been used 

throughh time. Furthermore it describes what the important role is óf the restorative embracement 

off  the tooth structure (ferrule) and the preservation of tooth structure, which stresses are 

distributedd in the root when posts are used, what the advantages and disadvantages are of the 

variouss cements that are used to place posts into the root canal, why the premolar is less suitable 

too be used with posts, and finally which methods are being used up till  today to evaluate build-up 

restorationss for endodontically treated teeth. 

Chapterr  2 describes how post and core build-up restorations with a crown were prepared on 

premolarss in a standardized manner in order to compare the strength of different core build-up 
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restorations.. Premolars were embedded in a resin in copper tubes and decapitated in a standard 

mannerr in the Celay machine. Subsequently the decapitated teeth were restored with a post and 

coree restoration and again trimmed in the Célay machine to produce a preparation for a standard 

crown,, which was finally cemented on top of it. In mis way different types of build-ups were 

preparedd in premolars and evaluated on strength. Besides the importance of equal dimensions for 

alll  build-ups, another important aspect was that the metal crown, which was cemented on the 

build-up,, embraced 2 mm of tooth structure below the build-up. Its effect on crown retention is 

calledd the ferrule effect. All specimens in the groups studied, each with eight test specimens (n = 

8),, were loaded until fracture in buccal-palatal direction under an angle of 45°. In two groups the 

specimenss had build-ups with posts in thee root canal, the first one with a cast post and core of a 

non-preciouss metal and the second one with a light-cured build-up résin-composite and a silica 

fiberr post. For three other groups the specimens had build-ups without posts, where the build-up 

off  the first group was a chemical-cured composite, that of the second group a light-cured 

compositee and that of the third group a glass-ionomer cement. There were two control groups, 

onee to learn about the contribution of the ferrule and one to find out whether the standard 

deviationss in the standardized test set-up were smaller than in a non-standardized set-up where 

specimenss were obtained by free-hand preparation. The first control group comprised specimens, 

whichh were not built up with a build-up material, but where the retention of the crown was 

determinedd solely by the cement layer on 2 mm ferrule. In the second control group each tooth 

wass decapitated with an airrotor to the same level and built up with a light-cured composite and 

preparedd with the airrotor for a crown preparation of comparable dimensions as used in the 

standardd test set-up, and including a ferrule of 2 mm. After making an impression of these 

preparations,, crowns were made in the dental lab for each preparation individually (with 

approximatelyy the same dimensions as those of the standardized groups) and finally cemented on 

thee build-up. 

Thee results showed the highest average fracture resistance for crowns, which were supported 

byy a cast post and core build-up. For this type of build-up all specimens underwent root fracture 

att die maximum load. The average value of this group only showed a significant difference with 

thee groupp where thé support for the crown consisted of a silica fiber post and composite build-up. 

AA remarkable finding was that the first control group, which had no build-up at all, did not differ 

significantlyy from the other groups. Apparently the ferrule effect from the embracement of tooth 

structuree by the crown plays a very important role in determining the maximum fracture strength. 

Inn particular in this test set-up where the specimens were loaded under an angle of 45° and only a 

narroww shoulder of 0.5 mm was prepared in the axial dentin, the tooth structure at the margin óf 
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thee crown appeared to contribute for a great deal to the fracture resistance. Furthermore, the 

resultss showed that the standard deviation of the non-standardized group was higher than those 

inn the standardized groups. 

Itt was concluded that for the determination of the fracture resistance of build-ups with 

crowns,, the ferrule plays a detenriining role, if a test set-up is used when the load is applied 

underr an angle of 45°. To obtain a better picture of the contribution of the post and core build-up 

off  tile ultimate fracture strength, a test set-up with a load direction more perpendicular to the axis 

off  the root seems preferable. For the general practice this study indicates that a ferrule is 

recommended,, but the dentist should keep in mind that tooth structure has to be preserved as 

muchh as possible. 

Inn Chapter 3 two groups of premolars with eight test specimens (n = 8) weree prepared with 

conventionall  cast post and cores with a post length of 6 mm and a core height of 5 mm. In the 

firstt group zinc phosphate cement was used to cement the cast post and cores and in the second 

groupp a chemical-cured resin-composite cement was used. Half of the specimens of each group 

wass subjected to fatigue loading, while the other half served as a control. The specimens for the 

fatiguee experiments were embedded in copper tubes with an acrylic resin and placed in PVC 

blockss in the fatigue machine. Prior to embedding the teeth in the acrylic resin, the roots were 

firstt coated with a thin silicon layer to imitate the periodontal ligament. The test specimens were 

loadedd in the fatigue machine for one million cycles with a load of 40 N at a frequency of 1 Hz. 

Thee load was applied in buccal-lingual direction on the occlusal-axial corner of the core, at an 

anglee of 85° with the axis of the post. A crown with a ferrule was deliberately omitted in the test 

specimenss as to subject the build-up to fatigue under the most unfavorable conditions. Failure as 

aa result of fatigue is defined as the breaking or fracturing of a material caused by cyclic or 

repeatedd applied loads below the yield limit, usually noticed initially as minute cracks followed 

byy tearing and rupture until deterioration into small fragments. 

Too evaluate the quality of the cement layer between post and root dentin of the fatigued 

specimenss and the control specimens (non-fatigued), three parallel transverse sections of 1.5 mm 

thicknesss at the apical, medial and coronal level were cut from the part of the roots, which 

containedd the 6 mm post. Impressions were made of each of the sections at the coronal surface 

andd poured in epoxy resin to produce replicas. These were examined in the scanning electron 

microscopee (SEM) for scoring irregularities like cracks and air-bubbles in the cement layer and 

insufficientt adaptation of the cement to the post or dentin. The original sections were used to 

evaluatee the retention of the post segment in the root canal with the Push-out test. In this set-up 

eachh cross-section was positioned with the coronal plane downwards and the central post 
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segmentt centered over a hole in a steel support and was pressed downwards in a universal testing 

machinee to record the push out load. 

Thee results showed that fatigue loading did not cause separation of the build-ups from the 

rootss in any of the specimens. There were also no significant differences between the fatigued 

andd non-fatigued specimens in SEM evaluation scores or Push out strengths. Differences were 

onlyy found between the types of cement, of which the resin-composite was significantly better 

mann the zinc phosphate cement with regard to both the SEM evaluation scores and the Push out 

strength. . 

Inn Chapter  4 the same test set-up was used as in chapter 3 and also the specimen dimensions 

weree the same. In this study all posts were cemented with the same cement, which was a 

chemical-curedd cement, but various post and core combinations were used. In the first group 

conventionall  cast post and cores were used, while in three other groups a prefabricated post was 

combinedd with a light-cured composite build-up material, which was bonded to the dentin with 

ann adhesive. The prefabricated posts were either titanium posts, or resin-reinforced glass fiber 

posts,, or resin-reinforced carbon fiber posts. Under similar conditions as those in chapter 3, half 

off  the specimens was exposed to fatigue loading and the other half was used as a control. The 

qualityy of the cement layer between the posts and root dentin was evaluated by SEM and the 

Pushh out test, similarly as in Chapter 3. 

Alsoo in this part of the study none of the specimens fractured during fatigue loading and there 

weree no significant differences in Push out strengths between fatigued and non-fatigued 

specimens»» but SEM analysis of the cement layer did show significant differences. With regard 

too the post and core combinations, SEM showed that the cast post and core and the glass fiber 

andd carbon fiber posts with composite core performed equally well, but that the titanium post 

withh composite core performed significantly worse. Another result from the SEM evaluation was 

thatt the quality of the cement layer significantly improved trom apical to coronal. 

Inn Chapter  5, again the same test set-up and quality evaluation methods were used to study 

thee influence of fatigue loading of post and core build-ups. In this study all specimens consisted 

off  a carbon fiber post and a build-up of a light-cured composite, which was adhesively bonded to 

thee dentin, but the variable was the type of luting cement to seat thé posts in the root canals. In 

thee first and the second group a chemical-cured and a dual-cured resin composite cement was 

usedd and in the third group a resin-modified glass-ionomer cement. 

Thee SEM analysis and Push out results showed that fatiguing was just not significantly 

differentt from the non-fatigued control. Significant differences were found between the cement 

typess and the location of the post section (apical, medial, and coronal). With regard to cement 
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type,, both SEM scores and Push out strengths improved from resin-modified glass-ionomer 

cementt to dual-cured composite cement, followed by chemical-cured composite cement. The 

qualityy of the cement layer between post and radicular dentin improved from apical to coronal. 

Inn Chapter  6 a study is described mat dealt with compatibility of core build-up composites 

andd modem bonding systems, investigated with polymerization shrinkage stress measurements 

andd dentin bond strength detenninations. It was shown that the type of bonding system combined 

withh chemical-cured composites is of influence on bond strength. This may be due to tile acidic 

monomerss that are included in the compositions of bonding systems to enhance etching capacity 

andd hydrophilicity. The presence of acids at the contact surface between adhesive and composite 

cann be a disturbing factor, as H*- ions can react with the tertiary amines, which are essential for 

thee polymerization reaction to occur. Normally the composite and the oxygen inhibition layer on 

topp of the adhesive will intermix and firmly unite after polymerization. As chemical-cured 

compositess polymerize slowly, polymerization at the composite-adhesive contact surface will be 

adverselyy affected, if the acidity (pH) of the oxygen inhibition layer is too low. One of the tested 

bondingg systems, which contained a salt of a weak acid (sodium benzene sulphinate) did not 

showw this problem, probably because the free H*- ions bind to the benzene sulphinic anion more 

quicklyy than to the tertiary amine. Light-cured composites were not affected by the acidity of 

bondingg systems, which is explained by the faster curing rate directly after application allowing 

littl ee time for adverse reactions to occur. 

Furtherr it was demonstrated that shrinkage stresses of chemical-cured composites developed 

muchh slower and that in a few cases the ultimate stresses were lower than in light-cured 

composites.. This is due to the slower setting rate of chemical-cured composites compared to 

light-curedd composites, which cure abruptly and almost completely during light irradiation. It 

hass been demonstrated that both build-up composites, chemical and light-cured, bonded well to 

dentinn with most of the investigated adhesives and were not disrupted by the polymerization 

shrinkagee stresses. 

7.22 Clinical discussion 

Theree is still a large demand on root canal posts, which is confirmed by the dental enterprises 

thatt frequently introduce new and "better" post systems. In the Netherlands posts are used in 

approximatelyy 30% of the core build-up restorations on endodontically treated teeth [1]. 

Indicationn criteria used for this kind of restorations are based on literature knowledge, personal 

experiencess or conviction. In these cases many dentists assume that the post provides an 
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indispensablee contribution to the strength and durability of the core build-up restoration. Of 

course,, there are cases where so littl e tooth tissue is left that a root canal post is necessary for 

additionall  retention of the core build-up restoration, but there are also other considerations for 

placingg a post. The mechanical requirements of a core build-up restoration depend, amongst 

others,, also on the position in the jaw. In an anterior region with unfavorable occlusion or 

articulation,, loads may include relatively large horizontal stress components. In the molar region 

thee loads are less perpendicular to the restoration, but generally have higher values. Additionally, 

forr a single crown other properties are required than for an abutment for a large bridge 

constructionn or frame prosthesis. Finally also patient-dependent factors like bruxism, erosion, 

orall  hygiene etc. can be decisive. Within this spectrum of variables the dentist has to determine 

forr each case separately, which approach is the best. 

Thiss study showed that for a core build-up restoration, without root canal post, adequate 

retentionn to the tooth could be obtained by using contemporary adhesive techniques. In general 

practice,, in the majority of the cases enough tissue will remain to use this technique. Moreover, 

thee irregular shape of the remaining excavated dentin will also provide mechanical retention. 

Therefore,, it is of importance to save as much tooth structure as possible. As a consequence, for 

aa full crown preparation the dentist has to find the balance between sufficient ferrule and 

minimumm loss of healthy tooth structure. This can be of importance because in the absence of a 

rigidd post cervical stress levels can be higher. The lower the elastic modulus of the core build-up 

material,, the higher the stress levels [2]. The consequence of this approach is that, in preventing 

ann over-contour of the restoration, the crown margins must be thin and of metal, which will 

affectt die aesthetics of the restoration. It is the duty of the dentist to inform the patient about the 

choice,, which has to be made between preservation of the tooth structure and aesthetics. In the 

testt set-up of the first study a ferrule with minimal removal of tooth structure is achieved by 

preparingg a shoulder of 0,5 mm only. 

Inn the study with regard to the quality of the cement layer between post and intra-radicular 

dentinn it was illustrated that the root canal is a complicated area, in which it is difficult to create 

aa cement layer of constant quality. For this reason one should avoid that retention of a core 

build-upp restoration mainly depends on the root canal post, and create adhesive retention on the 

remainingg tooth tissue outside the root canal as much as possible. Therefore, preservation of 

supra-gingivall  tooth structure is required. It should be clear that a complete crown concept 

conflictss with this principle and for that reason the dentist should prefer restorations where 

buccall  and palatinal (lingual) tooth structure is preserved. Therefore adhesively placed 
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restorationss that replace the tooth cusps, indirectly made of metal or porcelain, or directly made 

off  composite, are first choice. 

Inn the last study it has been shown that a low pH value of the adhesive bonding can reduce 

thee adhesive bond strength of self-cured resin composite to dentin. When failure of the core 

build-upp restoration occurs in these cases, the assumption that a root canal post has been 

necessaryy for adequate retention of the core build-up restoration may not be justified. 

AA disturbance of the polymerization reaction of build-up resin composites may occur in a 

chemicall  comparable manner with self or dual-cured resin composite cements when no separate 

adhesivee bonding between cement and dentin is used, but where the cement is bonded directly to 

thee dentin. Many of these cements make use of self-etching primers to condition the dentin. 

Thesee self-etching primers, which have a low pH, are not removed and remain on the dentin. 

Theyy come in direct contact with the resin composite cement and can disturb its polymerization 

ass described in Chapter 6. To overcome this problem some manufacturers add a salt of a weak 

acidd to the primer, as is also done for bonding systems with a low pH. Another problem is that 

resinn composite cements often show an accelerated setting under oxygen free conditions like 

thosee encountered in the apical part of the root canal and have to be manipulated very fast 

Primerss that contain initiators can even intensify this accelerating effect on the setting of cement 

andd shorten the working time even more. Therefore, for a good quality of the cement layer 

betweenn post and dentin, slow setting cements should be preferred as more time is available to 

applyy the cement in an adequate way into the root canal before the post is seated. 

Thee study has also shown that a self-cured build-up resin composite needs at least 10 minutes 

beforee a reasonable bond strength is obtained to allow trimming and finishing. However the 

crownn preparation is often already started earlier, because the dentist judges from the hardness of 

thee material, that the resin composite is already fully cured. The clinical consequences of early 

preparationn are not clear. An advantage of the light-cured core build-up composite is that most of 

itt wil l be polymerized after light-radiation and can be prepared immediately. The shrinkage 

stressess are somewhat higher, but in an area with an unfavorable C-factor (pulp chamber and 

entryy of the root canal) this can be compensated by applying the composite in layers. For the 

coronall  portion this aspect is of minor importance, because the shrinkage of the resin composite 

iss largely unhindered. 
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7373 Future studies 

Literaturee [3-5] and thé results of this study have shown that, after the root canal has been 

preparedd for an endodontic post, remnants of root canal fillin g material (root canal sealer and 

gutta-percha)) may remain. By etching the canal with 32% phosphoric acid, followed by 

thoroughlyy rinsing with water, the largest part of these remnants can be removed and after an 

adhesivee bonding is applied a thin flexible layer between cement and dentin can be created. This 

proceduree is indeed more complicated than for resin composite cements where only a primer is 

used,, but the advantage may be a better penetration of the adhesive bonding into the dentin 

tubuless when compared to more viscous resin composite cement [6,7]. Moreover the flexible 

adhesivee bonding layer may relieve the high shrinkage stresses (the C-factor is unfavorable) in 

cementt to some extent. The possible advantages of this approach, including the application of 

cementss in the root canal by using needle tubes, have to be examined further. Beside the bond 

strengthh also leakage have to be investigated. The main objective should be to develop a system, 

wheree the adhesive components adequately bond to dentin and post, polymerisation shrinkage 

stresss development can be minimized, and the endodontic seal can be guaranteed. A test set-up 

forr this is already developed. 

Anotherr aspect mat deserves attention is the fracture strength of endodonticalry treated 

premolarss that are restored with partial direct or indirect adhesively bonded restorations. This 

studyy should also include the stress distribution in the remaining tooth tissue. Developments in 

CAD-CAMM technology [8] and improved handling of resin composite materials have opened 

wayss where the preservation of tooth tissue can have priority. From this perspective also 

progresss can be made when predictable results can be realized with direct pulp capping 

techniquess [9-13], this in stead of complete root canal procedures for which much more tooth 

structuree has to be removed. 

Besidee in vitro investigations also in vivo studies can provide important data about the 

successs rate of different core build-up systems. The problem however, is that these retrospective 

investigationss study core build-up systems on teeth for which the loss of tooth structure is 

varying.. This last aspect may also influence the choice of the type of build-up system. Anyway, 

inn future studies in this context, preservation of tooth structure, which is actually irreplaceable, 

shouldd be the target. This point of view appears to be more and more supported by the dental 

professionn [14]. It is clear that for this approach adhesive dentistry is an indispensable link. 
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Samenvattingg en Klinische Discussie 

8.11 Samenvatting 

Dee premolaar is door zijn positie in de tandboog bij de meerderheid van de mensen goed 

zichtbaarr tijdens het spreken en lachen. Aan de tandheelkundige restauraties in deze elementen 

wordenn daarom, zeker in de huidige tijd, hoge esthetische eisen gesteld Wanneer een premolaar 

vanwegee te ver voortgeschreden cariës endodontisch behandeld dient te worden, is er vaak veel 

coronairr tandweefsel verloren gegaan, In bepaalde gevallen resteert er slechts palatinaal en 

buccaall  tandweefsel dat zodanig is ondergraven of verzwakt, dat een indirecte 

overkappingrestauratiee noodzakelijk wordt geacht om occlusale bijt- en kauwkrachten op te 

vangen.. Om deze overkapping te realiseren kunnen partiële onlay restauraties vervaardigd 

worden,, van goud óf van porselein. In de algemene praktijk echter, wordt er in deze gevallen 

helaass vaak de voorkeur aan gegeven het element te restaureren met een volledige kroon. Een 

goudenn onlay wordt om esthetische redenen vermeden en een porseleinen onlay vanwege het 

breukrisico,, maar ook de preparatie- of cementeringsprocedure van deze partiële restauraties 

wordtt door cliniei als tijdrovend en moeilijk ervaren. Verkleuring als gevolg van oude 

amalgaamrestauratiess of vroegere kanaalbehandelingen kan een andere reden zijn om het 

elementt van een volledige kroon te voorzien. 

Conventionelee goudporselein en vol keramiek kronen, versterkt met een onderliggende 

zirkoniumoxidee kap, hebben echter het grote nadeel, dat van het nog resterende palatmale 

(linguale)) en buccale tandweefsel een flink gedeelte zal moeten worden afgeslepen, om zo de 

tandtechnicuss genoeg ruimte te geven het opbakporselein in meerdere lagen op de metalen of 

keramischee onderkap aan te brengen. Alleen dan kan een volledige kroon voldoen aan de eisen 

vann esthetiek en oorspronkelijke vormgeving. Het gevolg van deze werkwijze is echter dat voor 

dee onderliggende opbouwrestauratie zelf, die vervaardigd moet worden om de kroon van de 

benodigdee retentie te voorzien, nauwelijks meer mechanisch houvast gevonden kan worden in 

hethet resterende tandweefsel. Daarom wordt er bij deze benadering veelal voor gekozen in één of 
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meerr wortelkanalen een retentiestift aan te brengen, om zo de opbouwrestauratie van extra 

stabiliteitt en houvast aan het resterende tandweefsel te voorzien. 

Dee dagelijkse praktijk laat zien dat bovenstaande werkwijze en de toepassing van deze 

stiftopbouwrestauratiess niet zonder risico's zijn. Juist bij de premolaren lijken dit soort 

restauratiess vaker los te komen en laten op deze wijze gerestaureerde premolaren vaker verticale 

wortelfracturenn zien dan andere elementen. Daarbij wordt verondersteld dat naast de ongunstige 

smallee mesio-distale afmetingen van de wortel ook een ongunstige distributie van spanningen in 

hett worteldentine door de wortelkanaalstiften verantwoordelijk kan zijn voor dergelijke 

fracturen.. Bestudering van de anatomie en de literatuur over de premolaar geeft inderdaad aan 

datt de toepassing van wortelstiften in dit element bij voorkeur vermeden zou moeten worden. 

Daarnaastt zou in gevallen waar te weinig tandweefsel resteert en een wortelstift onontbeerlijk is 

voorr adequate retentie van de opbouw, gekozen moeten worden voor een relatief korte 

wortelstift.. De geringe retentie van een korte wortelstift ten Opzichte van een lange wortelstift 

kann worden gecompenseerd door de stift in het wortelkanaal te plaateen met een adhesief 

cement.. Een probleem is echter, dat korte metalen stiften de kauwkrachten in het worteldentine 

betrekkelijkk ongunstig distribueren. Dit aspect zou te ondervangen zijn door gebruik te maken 

vann de nieuwe generatie wortelkanaalstiften, die zijn vervaardigd van kunststof en longitudinaal 

gerangschiktee koolstof of glasfibervezels, omdat deze stiften een elasticiteitsmodulus (stijfheid) 

bezittenn die veel dichter bij de elasticiteitsmodulus van tandweefsel ligt in vergelijking met 

metalenn stiften. 

Voorr verdere verbetering van de kwaliteit van de opbouwrestauratie is het van essentieel 

belang,, dat er een goede adhesieve verbinding tussen het opbouwmateriaal en het dentine tot 

standd wordt gebracht en dat de tandarts zich bewust is van de krimpspanningen die hierbij tijdens 

dee verharding van het opbouwmateriaal kunnen optreden. Door de grote verscheidenheid aan 

dentinee bondingsystemen met hun onderlinge chemische verschillen kunnen al snel fouten 

wordenn gemaakt in de keuze van de bondingsystemen en composietopbouwmaterialen. 

Inn dit proefschrift worden een aantal studies beschreven, die gegevens verschaffen over de 

breukweerstandd van verschillende soorten stiftopbouwen met een relatief korte stiftlengte van 6 

mmm en inzicht geven in hun gedrag bij vermoeiingsexperimenten. Behalve de traditionele 

gegotenn stiftopbouw werden ook opbouwrestauraties met titaruumstiften en de nieuwere 

koolstof-- en glasfiberstiften in de experimenten betrokken. Ook bestudeerd zijn de 

krimpspanningen,, die ontstaan bij het gebruik van zelfhardende- en lichtuithardende 

opbouwcomposietenn en de compatibiliteit van verschillende soorten bondingsystemen met deze 

opbouwcomposieten. . 
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InIn Hoofdstak 1, dat de introductie van dit proefschrift vormt, staat beschreven hoe het 

restaurerenn met behulp van een stiftopbouw is ontstaan en welke opbouwmaterialen, stiften en 

techniekenn daarvoor in de loop van de tijd zijn gebruikt Vervolgens wordt beschreven welke 

belangrijkee rol de restauratieve omvatting van natuurlijk tandweefsel (de ferrule) en het behoud 

vann tandweefsel kunnen spelen, welke spanningen er in de wortel gedistribueerd kunnen worden 

bijj  het gebruik van wortelkanaal stiften, wat de voor en nadelen zijn van de verschillende 

cementenn die worden gebruikt om stiften in hét kanaal vast te zetten, waarom de premolaar 

minderr geschikt is voor de toepassing van wortelkanaalstiften en tenslotte welke 

onderzoeksmethodenn tot op heden zijn gebruikt om de opbouw op endodontisch behandelde 

elementenn te evalueren. 

InIn Hoofdstuk 2 wordt beschreven hoe op een gestandaardiseerde wijze een stiftopbouw met 

kroonn op premolaren kan wórden vervaardigd om de sterkte van verschillende soorten opbouwen 

mett elkaar te kunnen vergelijken. Hiervoor werden premolaren in koperen buisjes gefixeerd met 

kunsthars,, waarna ze met behulp van de Celay machine op een gestandaardiseerde wijze werden 

gedecapiteerd.. Vervolgens werden de elementen van een (stift)opbouw voorzien en wederom 

mett behulp van de Celay machine geprepareerd voor een standaard kroon, die uiteindelijk over 

dezee opbouwpreparatie heen op het element werd gecementeerd. Op deze wijze werden 

verschillendee soorten opbouwen in premolaren vervaardigd en op sterkte getest. Behalve de 

maatvoering,, die voor alle opbouwen hetzelfde was, was het tevens van belang dat de standaard 

metalenn kroon, die over de opbouw heen was gecementeerd, 2 mm voorbij het opbouwmateriaal 

inn het natuurlijke tandweefsel vastgreep. Het effect hiervan op de retentie van de kroon noemt 

menn het ferrule effect. All e testexemplaren in de bestudeerde groepen (n = 8 per groep) werden 

inn bucco-palatinale richting, ónder een hoek van 45°, tot breuk belast. In twee groepen werden de 

testexemplarenn voorzien van opbouwen met een stift in het wortelkanaal,; de eerste kreeg een 

gegotenn stiftopbouw van onedel metaal en de tweede een lichtuithardend opbouwcomposiet met 

eenn siliciumvezelstift. Daarnaast waren er drie groepen met testexemplaren, die werden voorzien 

vann opbouwen zonder stift; de eerste van een zelf uithardend composiet, de tweede van een 

lichtuithardendd composiet en de derde van een glasionomeer cement. Er waren twee controle 

groepen,, één om de bijdrage van de ferrule te bestuderen en één om te bekijken of de grootte van 

dee variatie in deze gestandaardiseerde testopstelling kleiner zou uitvallen dan bij een niet 

gestandaardiseerdee testopstelling, waarbij de testexemplaren op het oog werden geprepareerd. 

Dee eerste controle groep bestond uit elementen, die niet waren opgebouwd met een 

opbouwmateriaal,, maar waar de cementlaag tussen kroon en dentine louter houvast vond op 2 

mmm oorspronkelijk tandweefsel (ferrule). Bij de tweede controlegroep werd ieder element met 

behulpp van een aüxotor op hetzelfde niveau gedecapiteerd, opgebouwd met een lichtuithardend 
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opbouwcomposiett en vervolgens met de airrotor voorzien van een kroonpreparatie met ongeveer 

dezelfdee armetingen als de standaard kroonpreparatie, inclusief een ferrule van ongeveer 2 mm. 

Vann deze preparaties werden afdrukken gemaakt, waarmee tenslotte in hét laboratorium 

individuelee metalen kronen werden vervaardigd (met ongeveer dezelfde afmetingen als de 

gestandaardiseerdee kronen) en over de opbouw gecementeerd. 

Dee resultaten lieten zien dat de gemiddelde breukweerstand van kronen die waren 

onderbouwdd door een gegoten opbouw het grootste was. De maximale belasting leidde bij dit 

typee opbouw in alle gevallen tot wortelbreuk. Het gemiddelde van deze groep verschilde echter 

alleenn significant van de groep waar een composietopbouw met siliciumvezelstift als onderbouw 

wass vervaardigd. Opvallend was dat de eerste controle groep, zonder opbouwvoorziening, niet 

significantt verschilde van de groepen waar wel opbouwmateriaal onder de kroon was 

aangebracht.. Blijkbaar speelt het effect van de ferrule, de omvatting van het natuurlijke 

tandweefsell  door de kroon, bij het bepalen van de maximale breuksterkte een uitermate 

belangrijkee rol. Zeker in deze testopstelling, waarbij het element belast werd onder een hoek van 

45°° en in de standaard kroonpreparatie slechts een smalle schouder van 0.5 mm in het axiale 

dentinee was aangebracht, bleek het natuurlijke tandweefsel aan de rand van de kroon veel bij te 

dragenn aan de breukweerstand. Verder bleken de uitkomsten van de testexèmplaren in de niet 

gestandaardiseerdee groep een grotere variatie te vertonen dan die van de gestandaardiseerde 

groepen. . 

Geconcludeerdd werd, dat wanneer dé breukweerstand van een opbouw- en kroonrestauratie 

getestt wordt onder een hoek van 45° de ferrule een beslissende rol speelt. Om een beter beeld te 

krijgenn van de bijdrage van de (stift)ópbouw aan de uiteindelijke breukweerstand van het totaal 

vann opbouw en kroon lijk t een testopstelling, waarbij belast wordt onder een meer loodrechte 

hoek,, de voorkeur te hebben. Voor de algemene praktijk lijk t dit experiment aan te geven dat een 

ferrulee is aan te bevelen, maar de tandarts moet zich daarbij bewust zijn, dat er steeds gestreefd 

moett worden naar een zo gering mogelijke weefselafhame. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 3 werden twee groepen premolaren (n = 8 per groep) voorzien van 

conventionelee gegoten süftopbouwen ieder met een stiftlengte van 6 mm en opbouwhoogte van 5 

mm.. In de eerste groep waren deze in het wortelkanaal gecementeerd met een zinkfosfaatcement 

enn in de tweede groep met een zelfuithardend composietcement. De helft van iedere groep werd 

aann vermoeiing blootgesteld en de andere helft diende als controle. De testexèmplaren die 

vermoeidd moesten worden, werden met kunsthars gefixeerd in koperen buisjes, die vervolgens 

geplaatstt werden in PVC blokken in de vermoeiingsmachine. Alvorens de testexèmplaren in 

kunstharss te fixeren werd de wortel eerst voorzien van een dunne laag siliconenmateriaal om zo 

eenn parodontaal ligament te imiteren. Vervolgens werden de testexèmplaren, in bucco-linguale 
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richting,richting, onder een hoek van 85° met de wortelrichting, één miljoen maal (met een frequentie 1 

Hz)) belast met een kracht van 40 N, die op de occlusaal-axiale hoek van de opbouw aangreep. 

Eenn kroon over de opbouw heen, voorzien van een ferrule, werd met opzet achterwege gelaten, 

omm zo de opbouw op een zo ongunstig mogelijke wijze bloot te stellen aan vermoeiingsbelasting. 

Hett falen van een materiaal als gevolg van vermoeiing wordt gedefinieerd als het breken ten 

gevolgee van herhaalde belastingen, die qua grootte onder de elastische limiet blijven, en zich 

manifesterenn als beginnende fijne barstjes, gevolgd door scheurtjes en scheuren, zodat het 

materiaall  uiteindelijk in brokstukjes uit elkaar valt 

Omm de kwaliteit van de cementlaag tussen stift en worteldentine, van testexemplaren met en 

zonderr vermoeiing, te kunnen beoordelen, werden van het wortelsegment waarin zich het 6 mm 

langee stiftgedeelte bevond, drie dwarscoupes van 1,5 mm dikte gezaagd op coronaal, mediaal en 

apieaall  niveau; van de coronale zijde van deze dwarscoupes werden afdrukken en replica's 

gemaakt.. Met behulp van deze replica's werd in de Scanning Elektronen Microscoop (SEM) een 

scoree gemaakt van onregelmatigheden in de cementlaag, zoals scheuren, luchtbellen en 

onvoldoendee aanhechting aan stift of dentine, 

Omm de retentie van het stiftsegment in het wortelkanaal te beoordelen werd gebruik gemaakt 

vann de Push-out test. Daarvoor werden de dwarscoupes met het coronaire gedeelte naar beneden 

inn een Instron testmachine geplaatst, en wel zo dat alleen het worteldentine rondom stift en 

cementt goed ondersteund was. Vervolgens werd de kracht gemeten die nodig was om de 

stiftsectiee uit het wortelsegment naar beneden toe los te drukken. 

Dee resultaten lieten zien dat de vermoeiingskrachten niet leidden tot het loskomen van de 

gegotenn opbouwen. Ook werden er bij deze opbouwen geen significante verschillen gevonden 

tussenn de vermoeide en niet-vermoeide groep voor wat betreft de SEM evaluatie en de Push-out 

sterkte.. Wel liet het eomposietcement, zowel in de SEM analyse als in de Push-out test, 

significantt betere resultaten zien dan het zinkfosfaatcement 

Inn Hoofdstuk 4 werd gebruik gemaakt van dezelfde testopstelling als in Hoofdstuk 3 en 

werdd eenzelfde maatvoering voor de opbouw gehanteerd. Nu echter was het cement rondom de 

wortelstjftt in alle gevallen een zelfuithardend eomposietcement, maar varieerde de combinatie 

vann stift en opbouw. In de eerste groep werden conventionele gegoten stiftopbouwen gebruikt, 

terwijll  in drie andere groepen een geprefabriceerde stift werd gecombineerd met een opbouw van 

lichtutthardendd opbouwcomposiet dat adhesief aan het dentine was verbonden. Van deze 

geprefabriceerdee stiften was de eerste vervaardigd van titanium, de tweede en de derde van 

kunstharss verstekt met respectievelijk glas- en koolstofvezels. Ook hier werd de helft van de 

testexemplarenn van iedere groep aan vermoeiingskrachten blootgesteld en werd de kwaliteit van 
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dee cementlaag tussen de stift en het worteldentine met behulp van SEM en de Push-out test 

beoordeeld. . 

OokOok in dit deel van de studie lieten de resultaten zien, dat de vermoeiingskrachten niet 

leiddenn tot het losgaan van de opbouwen. Ook de Push out test liet geen significante verschillen 

zienn tussen de vermoeide versus de niet-vermoeide groepen. De SEM analyse toonde echter wel 

significantee verschillen tussen de vermoeide en de niet-vermoeide groepen. Ten aanzien van de 

samenstellingg van de stiftopbouwen lieten de SEM scores zien dat de gegoten opbouw en de 

composietopbouww met glasvezelstift en koolstofVezelstift ongeveer gelijkwaardig presteerden, 

maarr dat de titaniumstift significant minder presteerde. Verder bleek uit de SEM analyse dat de 

kwaliteitt van de cementlaag significant verbeterde van apicaal naar coronaal. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 5 werd wederom dezelfde testopstelling gebruikt als in de hoofdstukken 3 en 

4.. De stiftopbóuw was nu bij alle proefexemplaren samengesteld uit een koolstofVezelstift en een 

opbouww van lichtuithardend opbouweomposiet dat adhesief aan het dentine was verbonden. In 

dezee test varieerde het cement waarmee de koolstofvezelstift in het kanaal was geplaatst. In de 

eerstee en tweede groep was dit respectievelijk een zelfuithardend en een duaaluithardend 

composietcementt en in de derde groep een kunststofgemodificeerd glasionomeercement. 

Dee SEM analyse en de Push-out resultaten lieten zien dat vermoeiing net niet significant 

verschildee van de controle (niet vermoeid). Wel waren er significante verschillen tussen de 

soortenn cement en de locatie van de stiftsectie (apicaal, mediaal en coronaal). Voor het type 

cementt verbeterden de resultaten zowel voor SEM als voor de Push-out test van het 

kunststofgemodificeerdee glasionomeercement naar duaaluithardend composietcement, gevolgd 

doorr zelfuithardend composietcement. De kwaliteit van de cementlaag tussen stift en 

worteldentinee verbeterde van apicaal naar coronaal. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 6 wordt beschreven hoe de compatibiliteit tussen opbouw composieten en 

verschillendee bondingsystemen werd onderzocht met behulp van polymerisatiekrimpspannings-

metingenn en hechtsterktebepalingen aan dentine. Er werd aangetoond dat de keuze van het 

bondingsysteemm van invloed is op de sterkte van de hechting tussen dentine en zelfuithardend 

opbouweomposiet.. De oorzaak hiervan zou kunnen worden toegeschreven aan de zure 

monomeren,, die aan de moderne adhesieven worden toegevoegd om het etsende vermogen en 

hydrofielee karakter te vergroten. De aanwezigheid van zuren ter plaatse van het contactvlak 

tussenn adhesief en composiet kan een storende factor zijn, omdat H+ ionen kunnen reageren met 

dee tertiaire aminen, die een onmisbare schakel vormen voor de polymerisatie van composiet. 

Normaliterr zullen het composiet en de bovenste laag van het adhesief, dat door zuurstofinhibitie 

niett volledig uithardt, in elkaar kunnen overvloeien en goed aan elkaar kunnen hechten na 

uitharding.. Doordat de polymerisatie van een zelfuithardend composiet enige tijd in beslag 
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neemtt zal deze aan het hechtvlak worden verstoord indien de zuurstofinhibitielaag een te lage 

zuurgraadd (pH) heeft. Voor een van de geteste zure adhesieven, waarin zich een zout van een 

zwakk zuur bevindt (Natriumbenzeensulfinaat), bleek een verstoring van de polymerisatie niet op 

tee treden, waarschijnlijk omdat dé vrije H* ionen zich eerder aan het benzeensulfinaatanion 

bindenn dan aan de aminen. Lichtuithardende composieten ondervonden geen hinder van de 

zuurgraadd van de bonding, omdat deze direct na aanbrengen door belichting abrupt 

polymeriserenn en er dus feitelijk geen tijd is om de polymerisatiereactie negatief te beïnvloeden. 

Verderr bleken de krimpspannmgen in het zelfuithardende composiet zich langzamer op te 

bouwenn en in een aantal gevallen lager uit te komen dan in het lichtuithardende composiet Dit is 

hett gevolg van het feit dat het zelfuithardende composiet tijd nodig heeft om te polymeriseren en 

hett lichtuithardende composiet direct bij belichting abrupt en bijna volledig wordt uitgehard. 

Desatoietteminn blijkt dat het adhesief tussen dentine en composiet bij beide opbouwmaterialen 

goedd in staat is de krimpspanningen op te vangen. 

8.22 Klinische discussie 

Err is nog steeds een grote vraag naar wortelkanaalstiften, hetgeen wordt bevestigd door dental 

depots,, die met enige regelmaat weer andere en "betere" stiftsystemen introduceren. In 

Nederlandd wordt ongeveer 30% van de opbouwrestauraties op endodontisch behandelde 

elementenn voorzien van een wortelkanaalstift [1]. Voor de indicatie van deze wortelkanaalstift 

hanteertt de tandarts een aantal criteria, op grond van literatuurkennis, persoonlijke ervaringen of 

overtuiging.. In veel van deze gevallen wordt verondersteld dat de stift een onmisbare bijdrage 

levertt aan de stevigheid en duurzaamheid van de opbouwrestauratie. Natuurlijk zijn er gevallen 

waarr er zoveel tandweefsel verloren is gegaan dat het noodzakelijk is om de opbouwrestauratie 

mett behulp van een wortelkanaalstift van extra retentie te voorzien. Daarnaast kunnen er ook 

anderee overwegingen zijn om een stift in het kanaal te plaatsen. De mechanische eisen die aan de 

opbouwrestauratiee worden gesteld zijn immers ook afhankelijk van stand en positie in de 

gebitsboogg van het betreffende gebitselement. In geval van ongunstige occlusie en articulatie in 

hett front kan de horizontale component in de belasting relatief groot zijn. In de molaarstreek zal 

dee horizontale component weliswaar kleiner zijn, maar zullen de kauwkrachten meestal hoger 

zijn.. Ook zullen aan een solitaire kroon andere eisen worden gesteld dan aan de pijler voor een 

bragconstructiee of frameprothese. Tenslotte zijn er ook nog patiënt afhankelijke factoren, zoals 

bruxisme,, erosie, matige mondhygiëne enz., die van belang zijn. Binnen dit spectrum zal de 

tandartss voor elk geval opnieuw moeten vaststellen welke benadering de beste is. 
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Ditt onderzoek laat zien dat voor een opbouw, ook zonder wortelkanaalstift, houvast aan het 

gebitselementt kan worden verkregen door gebruik te maken van adhesieve technieken. In de 

praktijkk zal er in het merendeel van de gevallen genoeg tandweefsel resteren om het 

opbouwmateriaall  aan te hechten en zal door de onregelmatige vorm van het geëxcaveerde 

dentinee ook mechanische retentie voor handen zijn. Het is dan wel zaak bij een kroonpreparatie 

zoveell  mogelijk van het oorspronkelijke tandweefsel te handhaven. Dat betekent dat bij een 

volledigee kroon een balans moet worden gezocht tussen het streven naar voldoende omvatting 

(ferrule)) en een minimale opoffering van gezond tandweefsel. Dit is mede van belang, omdat bij 

dee afwezigheid van een starre stiftopbouw de distributie van spanningen in het cervicale 

tandweefsell  hoger kan zijn, waarbij naarmate de elasticiteitsmodulus van het opbouwmateriaal 

lagerr is de distributie van krachten hoger zijn [2]. De consequentie van deze benadering is dat, 

omm o vercontour te voorkomen, de randen van een goudporselein kroon dun uitgewerkt dienen te 

wordenn en in metaal moeten worden uitgevoerd. Het behoeft geen betoog dat voor een volledig 

metalenn kroon minder en voor de volledig keramieke kroon vaak meer tandweefsel moet worden 

opgeofferd.. Het is de taak van de tandarts om aan de patiënt uit te leggen dat bij volledige kronen 

eenn afweging gemaakt moet worden tussen behoud van tandweefsel en esthetiek. In de 

testopstellingg van het eerste onderzoek is hiernaar gestreefd door een schouder van slechts 0,5 

mmm te prepareren. 

Inn het onderzoek naar de cementen rondom de stift in het wortelkanaal werd geïllustreerd dat 

hethet wortelkanaal tandheelkundig een lastig en kritisch gebied is, waarin het moeilijk is tussen 

stiftt en worteldentine een cementlaag van constante kwaliteit te verkrijgen. Daarom moet worden 

voorkomenn dat de retentie van een opbouw hoofdzakelijk afhankelijk is van de wortelkanaalstift 

enn moet zoveel mogelijk adhesieve aanhechting worden verkregen op het resterende tandweefsel 

buitenn het wortelkanaal. Het handhaven van zoveel mogelijk süpragingivaal tandweefsel lijk t dus 

geboden.. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat een volledige kroon op gespannen voet staat met dit 

principee en dat, daar waar mogelijk, gestreefd moet worden naar restauraties waarbij het buccale 

enn palatinale (Iinguale) tandweefsel wordt gehandhaafd, Adhesief bevestigde 

overkappingsrestauraties,, indirect van metaal of porselein, of direct van composiet hebben 

daaromm de voorkeur. 

InIn het laatste onderzoek is aangetoond dat bij een zelfiiithardend composiet de hechting aan 

dentinee negatief beïnvloed kan worden door het gebruik van een adhesief met een lage pH 

waarde.. Bij het loskomen van de opbouwrestauratie zou in deze gevallen ten onrechte 

geconcludeerdd kunnen worden dat een wortelkanaalstift noodzakelijk is om de hechting tussen 

dentinee en opbouwcomposiet mechanisch te ondersteunen. 
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Eenn verstoring van de polymerisatie van opbouwcomposiet zou op chemisch vergelijkbare 

wijzee kunnen optreden bij het gebruik van zelf- en duaaluithardende composietcementen, 

waarbijj  geen adhesief als tussenlaag tussen cement en dentine wordt gebruikt, maar waarbij het 

composiett direct aan het dentine vasthecht. Bij veel van deze cementen wordt een zelfetsende 

primerr gebruikt om het dentine te conditioneren. De op het dentine achtergebleven zelfetsende 

primer,, die een lage pH waarde heeft, zal direct in contact komen te staan met het 

composietcementt en dus op eenzelfde wijze een verstoring van de polymerisatie kunnen 

bewerkstelligenn als beschreven in Hoofdstuk 6. Om dit probleem te ondervangen wordt daarom 

doorr een aantal fabrikanten ook hier, net als bij bondingsystemen met een lage pH, een zout van 

eenn zwak zuur toegevoegd, maar nu aan de primer. Feit blijft , dat door de anaërobe 

omstandighedenn in het wortelkanaal, de polymerisatiereactie in het composietcement aanzienlijk 

wordtt versneld, waardoor de verwerkingstijd in het wortelkanaal relatief kort is. Om de kans op 

eenn goede cementlaag tussen stift en worteldentine te vergroten heeft een langzaam hardend 

cementt de voorkeur, omdat er dan meer tijd beschikbaar is om het cement op een adequate wijze 

tott onder in het kanaal aan te brengen alvorens de stift te plaatsen. 

Eenn ander aspect is dat het onderzoek laat zien dat bij het gebruik van zelfuithardende 

composietopbouwmaterialenn het wel 10 minuten duurt voordat er een redelijke hechtsterkte is 

verkregenn om de opbouw te kunnen bewerken. In de algemene praktijk wordt dikwijl s al sneller 

mett de kroonpreparatie begonnen omdat het uitgehard lijk t Het is niet duidelijk welke 

consequentiess dit heeft in de praktijk. Een voordeel van het lichtuithardende opbouwcomposiet 

is,, dat hét na belichting nagenoeg volledig is uitgehard en direct kan worden besiepen. De 

krimpspanningenn zijn weliswaar wat hoger, maar bij een minder gunstige C-factor (pulpakamer 

enn entree van het wortelkanaal) kan dit enigszins worden opgevangen door het composiet 

laagsgewijss aan te brengen; meer coronaal speelt dit probleem nauwelijks meer een rol omdat het 

opbouwmateriaall  grotendeels ongehinderd kan krimpen. 

8.33 Toekomstig onderzoek 

Dee literatuur [3-5] en dit onderzoek laten zien dat, nadat het wortelkanaal is geprepareerd voor 

eenn wortelkanaalstift, er resten wortelkanaalvulmateriaal (wortelkanaalsealer en gutta percha) 

achterr kunnen blijven. Door het kanaal te etsen met 32% fosforzuur en grondig te spoelen met 

waterr kan het grootste deel van dit residu worden weggenomen, waarna het wortelkanaal 

vervolgenss van een adhesief kan worden voorzien, dat dan een dunne flexibele laag tussen 

composietcementt en dentine vormt. Deze procedure is weliswaar gecompliceerder dan bij 

cementen,, waarbij alleen een primer wordt gebruikt, maar een voordeel van adhesieven kan zijn 
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datt het makkelijker in het dentine penetreert dan een viséeus cement [6,7]. Daarnaast zou de 

flexibeleflexibele adhesieve laag de hoge krimpspanning in het cement (de C-factor is ongunstig) in enige 

matee kunnen opvangen. De eventuele voordelen van deze benadering, inclusief de applicatie van 

cementenn in het wortelkanaal met behulp van spuittechnieken (needie tubes), zullen nog verder 

onderzochtt moeten worden. Behalve de hechtsterkte zou daarbij ook vooral dé lekkage binnen in 

hett wortelkanaal bestudeerd moeten worden. Doelstelling zou moeten zijn een systeem te 

vinden,, waarbij de adhesieve componenten zich adequaat aan dentine en stift kunnen hechten, 

krimpspanningenn worden geminimaliseerd en een goede endodontische afsluiting is 

gegarandeerd.. Een onderzoeksprotocol hiervoor is inmiddels ontworpen. 

Eenn ander aspect dat aandacht verdient, is de sterkte van endodontisch behandelde 

premolarenn die zijn gerestaureerd met partiële directe of indirecte adhesief bevestigde 

restauraties.. Hierbij zou ook de stressdistributie in het resterende tandweefsel moeten worden 

bestudeerd.. Ontwikkelingen in de CAD-CAM technologie [8] en betere verwerking van 

composietmaterialenn hebben wegen geopend waarbij het behoud van tandweefsel voorop kan 

staan.. Ten aanzien van dit aspect kan ook veel winst worden geboekt als er voorspelbare 

resultatenn met directe pulpa-overkappingen kunnen worden gerealiseerd [9-13], dit in plaats van 

volledigg wortelkanaalbehandelingen, waarvoor veel meer tandweefsel moet worden opgeofferd. 

Naastt üi vitro onderzoek kunnen natuurlijk ook in vivo studies ons informatie geven over 

welkee opbouwtechnieken succesvol kunnen zijn. Probleem bij deze meestal retrospectieve 

onderzoekenn is echter dat er opbouwsystemen worden onderzocht op elementen waarvan de 

hoeveelheidd resterend tandweefsel sterk varieert. Dit laatste zal dikwijl s ook nog voor de keuze 

vann het type opbouwsysteem een rol spelen. Daarnaast is het klinische succes van een opbouw 

zeerr afhankelijk van de wijze waarop deze belast wordt en dat zal per patiënt sterk verschillen. 

Hoéé dan ook, bij toekomstige onderzoeken in dit kader zal behoud van tandweefsel, dat 

feitelijkk onvervangbaar is, centraal moeten staan. Dit standpunt blijkt ook binnen de 

tandheelkundigee professie steeds meer aan terrein te winnen [14]. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat de 

adhesievee tandheelkunde hiervoor een onmisbare schakel is. 
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Brieff  orthodontist voor  inzameling premolaren 

H.P.B.. Bolhuis, tandarts 

ACTAA tel: 020-5188235 Praktij k tel: 020-6427435 

fax:: 020-6692726 fax: 020-6466465 

e-mail:: P.Bolhuis@acta.nl 

Amsterdam,, 15 juli 1999 

Bestee collega, 

Gaarnee even aandacht voor het volgende. Zoals je misschien weet, ben ik al enige tijd bezig met 

eenn onderzoek naar opbouw methodieken voor endódontisch behandelde premolaren. Deze 

elementenn worden niet zelden voorzien van een kroon. In dat geval wordt het element dikwijl s 

eerstt opgebouwd, met een gegoten stiftopbouw of met een prefab stift in combinatie met een 

plastischh materiaal. Er zijn zoveel stiftsystemen op de markt, dat we soms door de bomen het bos 

niett meer zien en er bestaat geen consensus over de ideale opbouw methodiek en de daarbij 

behorendee materialen.Met ons onderzoek hopen wij een antwoord te vinden op de vraag of een 

opbouw,, vervaardigd van een adbesief plastisch materiaal, met of zonder prefab wortelstift 

(Titanium,, Carbon-fiber of Glass-fiber), een goed alternatief kan zijn voor de gegoten 

stiftopbouw.. Hiervoor hebben wij veel premolaren nodig, met het predicaat "Freshly 

extracted". . 

Welnu,, als ten behoeve van een gebitsregulatie de premolaren geëxtraheerd moeten worden, zijn 

ditt voor ons ideale proefexemplaren. De ortodontist is degene, die met enige regelmaat patiënten 

mett deze behandelindicatie ziet. Dé extracties worden veelal door de verwijzend tandarts 

gedaan.. Ik wil je vragen om betreffende patiënten te overreden hun getrokken premolaren op te 

sturenn met behulp van een door julli e mee te geven enveloppe. Deze enveloppe, voorzien van 

antwoordnummer,, twee plastic zakjes en instructie formulier zal ik verzorgen. De patiënten 

kunnenn bij de extractie hun tandarts vragen de getrokken premolaren met fysiologisch zout (of 

water)) in de plastic zakje te doen en op te sturen in de enveloppe. Het spreekt het voor zich dat 

wijj  de patiënt, na ontvangst van zijn/haar gebitselementjes, een klein present toesturen. 

Err is helaas geen makkelijkere manier om aan deze gebitselementenen te komen. Ik zou het 

daaromm zeer op prijs stellen als julli e op deze manier aan dit onderzoek zouden willen 
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meewerken.. Zijn julli e daartoe bereid, retourneer dan onderstaand antwoordstrookje.Bc zal in dat 

gevall  contact met julli e opnemen om te overleggen hoeveel enveloppes julli e ongeveer nodig 

hebt.. Onder en motto " trek en verzend"  hoop ik op julli e medewerking. 

Mett collegiale groet, 

Peterr Bolhuis 

Naam m 

Adres s 

Postcodee

Plaats s 

Telefoon/Fax x 

werktt  mee aan het onderzoek "de opbouw van de premolaar"  en ontvangt 
graagg een aantal enveloppes om mee te geven aan de patiënt 
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Informatiebrie ff  voor  de patient 

H.P.B.. Bolhuis, tandarts 

ACTAA  tel: 020-5188235 Praktyk tel: 020-6427435 

fax:: 020-6692726 fax: 020-6466465 

e-mail:: P.Bolhuis@acta.nl 

Amsterdam,, 15 juli 1999 

Hallo, , 

Dee beugel tandarts heeft gezien dat er in jouw mond niet genoeg ruimte is voor allé tanden en 

kiezen.. Om in de toekomst een mooi en schoon gebit te houden, is er daarom besloten bepaalde 

kiezenn te verwijderen.Deze kiezen kunnen wij heel goed gebruiken voor onderzoek op de 

universiteit.. Daarom willen wij jou vragen of wij jouw getrokken kiezen hiervoor mogen 

gebruiken.. Waarom dit onderzoek? Sommige mensen hebben grote gaten in hun kiezen. Wij 

willenn graag weten op welke manier wij deze slechte kiezen het beste kunnen repareren. Om dat 

zekerr te weten, moeten wij dat eerst uitproberen op kiezen buiten de mond en daarvoor zouden 

wijj  jouw getrokken kiezen willen gebruiken. 

Vraagg aan je ouders of ze het goed vinden, dat ji j je getrokken kiezen door de tandarts op laat 

sturenn in de daarvoor bestemde enveloppe. Als je besluit de kiezen op te laten sturen, vergeet dan 

niett op onderstaand strookje je naam en adres in te vullen en deze in de enveloppe te doen. Dat is 

belangrijk,, omdat wij je voor de hulp aan ons onderzoek willen bedanken met een cadeautje. 

Zodraa wij jouw enveloppe hebben ontvangen, zullen wij dat aan jou toesturen. Wat het is, blijf t 

natuurlijkk een verrassing. Nou, ik hoop dat je de kiezen opstuurt en dat het straks heel goed gaat 

mett je beugel! 

Vriendelijkee groeten, H.P.B. Bolhuis 

Naam: : 

Voornaam: : 

Adres: : 

Plaatsnaamm en Postcode: 
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Informati ee voor  de tandarts (kaakchirurg) 

H.P.B.. Bolhuis, tandarts 

ACTAA  tel: 020-5188235 Praktij k tel: 020-6427435 

fax:: 020-6692726 fax: 020-6466465 

e-mail:: P.Bolhuis@acta.nl 

Amsterdam,, 15 juli 1999 

Geachtee collega, 

Gaarnee uw aandacht voor het volgende. Zoals u misschien weet, ben ik bezig met een onderzoek 

naarr opbouw methodieken voor endodontisch behandelde premolaren. Deze elementen worden 

niett zelden voorzien van een kroon. In dat geval wordt het element dikwijl s eerst opgebouwd, 

mett een gegoten stiftopbouw of met een prefab stift in combinatie met een plastisch materiaal. Br 

zijnn zoveel stiftsystemen op de markt, dat we soms door de bomen het bos niet meer zien en er 

bestaatt geen consensus over de ideale opbouw methodiek en de daarbij behorende materialen. 

Mett ons onderzoek hopen wij een antwoord te vinden op de vraag of een opbouw, vervaardigd 

vann een adhesief plastisch materiaal, met of zonder prefab wortelstift (Titanium, Carbon-fiber of 

Glass-fiber),, een goed alternatief kan zijn voor de gegoten stiftopbouw. Hiervoor hebben wij 

veell  premolaren nodig, met het predicaat" Freshly extracted". 

Welnu,, als ten behoeve van een gebitsregulatie de premolaren geëxtraheerd moeten worden, zijn 

ditt voor ons ideale proefexemplaren. De örtodóntist is degene, die met enige regelmaat patiënten 

mett deze behandelindicatie ziet. De extracties echter, worden veelal door de verwijzend tandarts 

gedaan.. Daarom wil ik u vragen om mee te werken aan dit onderzoek. U kunt dat doen door de 

geëxtraheerdee elementen met een stukje natte tissue in het, in de enveloppe aanwezige, 

kleinee plastic zakje te doen en zorgvuldig af te shriten met behulp van de sluitstrip. Doe dit 

plasticc zakje vervolgens in het grotere plastic zakje en sluit dit wederom zorgvuldig af. Het is 

vann belang dat de elementen geheel in tact zijn. Sluit de plastic zakjes en het door de patiënt 

reedss ingevulde paüëntenformulier  (oranje) in de enveloppe en stuur dit zonder frankering op 
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naarr het ACTA. Wij zullen de patiënt, na ontvangst van zijn/haar gebitselementjes, een klein 

presentjee toesturen. 

Err is helaas geen makkelijkere manier om aan deze gebitselementenen te komen. Ik zou het 

daaromm zeer op prijs stellen als u op deze manier aan dit onderzoek zouden willen meewerken. 

Hett dient in ieder geval een zeer praktijk gericht onderzoek en het spreekt voor zich dat wij u op 

dee hoogte zullen houden over de uitkomsten van dit onderzoek. Onder en motto 'tre k en 

verzend""  hoop ik op uw medewerking. 

Mett collegiale groet, 

Peterr Bolhuis 
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Bedankbrieff  voor de patiënt 

H.P.B.. Bolhuis, tandarts 

ACTAA  tel: 020-5188235 Praktij k tel: 020-6427435 

fax:: 020-6692726 fax: 020-6466465 

e-mail:: P.Bolhuis@acta.nl 

Amsterdam, , 

Beste e 

Hartelijkk bedankt, dat je de tandarts hebt gevraagd jouw getrokken kiezen op te sturen naar de 

universiteit.. Wij kunnen ze erg goed gebruiken om onze nieuwe restauratiematerialen te testen. 

Hierr het cadeautje; wees voorzichtig met het potlood, het breekt sneller dan je denkt en je kunt 

zee moeilijk repareren. De suikervrije kaugom en de tandenborstel spreken voor zich. Welnu, 

nogmaalss bedankt voor je medewerking en veel succes met de beugel! 

Vriendelijkee groeten, 

H.P.B.. Bolhuis 

Cadeautjee voor kinderen, die hun promolarenn beschikbaar stelden. XyliFresh Junior sugar 
freee chewing gum (Leaf Holland), Sensodyne kindertandenborstel (Lactona) 
enn tekenpotlood (Tobotex). 
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""  Wetenschappelijke waarheden worden voortdurend 
gewijzigd,, naarmate onze kennis toeneemt" 

(Ladyy Eve Balfour) 

Ditt proefschrift is gebaseerd op onderzoek, dat is verricht binnen de sectie Materiaalkunde van 

hett ACTA, en is het resultaat van inspanningen van een veel grotere groep mensen dan de 

naamsvermeldingg van de promovendus op de omslag doet vermoeden. Ik ben dan ook veel dank 

verschuldigdd aan allen, die een bijdrage hebben geleverd aan het tot stand komen van dit 

proefschrift.. Zonder iemand tekort te willen doen, wil ik in dit dankwoord een aantal mensen 

apartt vermelden. Mijn gedachten gaan daarbij allereerst uit naar mijn ouders en familie, die ik 

buitengewoonn dankbaar ben voor hun onvoorwaardelijke steun tijdens mijn school- en 

universiteitsperiode,, de vestiging van een eigen tandartspraktijk en de promotiefase. Doordat het 

promotieonderzoekk gecombineerd werd met het voeren van een eigen praktijk, heeft het 

thuisfrontt hét in de afgelopen jaren vaak zonder mij moeten stellen, lijfelij k dan wel geestelijk, 

enn dat is niet altijd even makkelijk geweest. Daarom, lieve Marjolein, Quirijn (7), Roos (6) en 

Sijbrandd (6), heb ik grote bewondering voor de wijze waarop julli e in deze periode achter mij 

zijnn blijven staan. Een ander aspect is dat ik de mogelijkheid had dit onderzoek te doen omdat 

allee medewerkers in de praktijk ervoor zorgden dat de patiëntenbehandelingen, ook tijdens mijn 

afwezigheid,, gewoon doorgang vonden. Daarbij wil ik aantekenen dat de energieke inzet en het 

verantwoordelijkheidsgevoell  van mijn balieassistente Leny Lugtu hierin een grote rol hebben 

gespeeld. . 

Mij nn promotor, Prof. Dr. A.J. Feilzer, beste Albert, veel dank voor de enthousiaste manier 

waaropp je mij hebt gemotiveerd. Ook in de periode dat het onderzoek dreigde te stagneren ben 

je,, samen met Toon de Gee (co-promotor), blijven geloven in de opzet van het onderzoek en zijn 

julli ee vierkant achter mij gaan staan. Daarnaast heb ik bewondering voor de zeer energieke, 

directe,, maar ook zorgzame wijze waarop je onze afdeling, waar toch mensen van diverse 

pluimagee werken, bestuurt. De hoop dat deze promotie niet het einde is van onze samenwerking, 

maarr dat wij ook in de toekomst nog nieuwe dingen samen kunnen realiseren. 

Mij nn co-promotor, Dr. AJ. de Gee, beste Toon, hoe kan ik jou bedanken voor de enorme 

zorgvuldigheidd en het oneindige geduld waarmee je mijn manuscripten hebt nagelopen? Onze 

langee gesprekken over de juiste opbouw en formulering hebben mij geleerd dat werkelijk alle 
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aspectenn van een onderzoek zorgvuldig moeten worden afgewogen en zodanig besehreven 

moetenn worden dat ze voor een ieder begrijpelijk zijn. Dit alles vond, dankzij jouw 

buitengewoonn aimabele karakter, altijd plaats in een warme hartelijke atmosfeer, waarbij ook 

humorr en relativering een belangrijke plaats innamen. Bc kan met recht zeggen dat ji j er 

werkelijkk alles aan gedaan hebt om mijn promotie te laten slagen en dit zonder jezelf ook maar 

eenn moment op de voorgrond te plaatsen. Binnen de universitaire wereld is dit geen usance, en 

daaromm heb ik het ook als een voorrecht ervaren door jou begeleid te mogen worden bij deze 

promotie. . 

Dee beoordelingscommissie met Prof. dr. T.M.G.J. van Eijden, Prof. dr. M.C.D.N.J.M. 

Huysmanss en Prof. dr. P.R. Wesselink, wil ik bedanken voor hun kritische beoordeling van het 

manuscriptt en hun constructieve opmerkingen. 

Prof.. Dr. CL Davidson wil ik bedanken voor het feit dat hij mij in 1997 in de gelegenheid 

heeftt gesteld op vrijwillig e basis te starten met dit onderzoek en voor zijn bijdrage aan de eerste 

publicatie.. Dr. J.H.N. Pameijer, beste Jan, veel dank voor alle leerzame uurtjes, waarin wij 

samenn zo plezierig hebben gewerkt aan twee meer op de praktijk georiënteerde artikelen. Prof. 

Dr.. RX. Erickson (Creighton University School of Dentistry, Omaha, VS), beste Bob, hartelijk 

dankk voor je hulp om de Engelse tekst te corrigeren en beter leesbaar te maken. 

Zonderr de hulp van de studenten Yves Siauta, Maartje Holten, Alia Koch (Colombia 

University,, New York, VS) en Angela Yngard was het natuurlijk bij een ontwerp van het 

onderzoekk gebleven en waren de experimenten nooit daadwerkelijk uitgevoerd. Ik wil julli e bij 

dezee heel hartelijk bedanken voor julli e grote bijdrage. In dit kader wil ik ook de 

onderzoeksschooll  van het IOT bedanken, omdat zij hebben gezorgd voor financiële steun voor 

dezee studenten gedurende het onderzoek. Ik heb geboft met deze gemotiveerde studenten, die 

bereidd waren ook nog extra tijd aan het onderzoek te besteden. Het feit dat Maartje Holten en ik 

nuu in de praktijk als collega's samenwerken en dat zij bij deze promotie als paranimf wil 

fungeren,, bevestigt de goede atmosfeer waarin de samenwerking heeft plaats gevonden. 

Mij nn kamergenoten Prem Pallav en Ahmed EI-Zohairy (Egypte) wil ik bedanken voor de 

gezelligee sfeer in kamer 1.15, met klassieke muziek en niet te vergeten een snufje sigarettenrook. 

Daarnaastt Pallav, vormden de door jou ontworpen en gemaakte apparaten een onmisbare schakel 

voorr de experimenten. Verder heb je mij het tekenen op de computer eigen gemaakt en dat is van 

onschatbaree waarde voor presentaties en illustraties, zeer veel dank daarvoor. Ook de vele 
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Stellingen Stellingen 

1.. On rare occasions there may be insufficient retention within the coronal tooth structure 

forr a core and a separate crown. Destined to a post, the hazards associated with post 

placementt are not insignificant. (RS Ross» 1991). 

2.. The preservation of both internal and external tooth structure is of utmost importance 

whenn restoring endodontic ally treated teem (O Pontius, 2002). 

3.. With the introduction of fiber posts a trend has developed towards a shorter, tapered post 

design,, in harmony with the canal morphology (AJE Qualtrougn, 2003). 

4.. The extrapolation of coronal bonding procedures and results are not appropriate for the 

cementationn of posts with adhesive cements (S Bouillaguet, 2003). 

5.. Bij de vervaardiging van indirecte restauraties van metaal hoeft in de regel minder 

tandweefsell  te worden opgeofferd dan voor die van keramiek. Hierbij is het de plicht van 

dee tandarts, voor elk gebitselement afzonderlijk, de patiënt te helpen een afweging te 

makenn tussen het behoud van tandweefsel en esthetiek (dit proefschrift). 

6.. Bij toekomstig onderzoek naar restauraties op endodontisch behandelde gebitselementen 

moett het behoud van tandweefsel, dat feitelijk onvervangbaar is, centraal staan. De 

adhesievee tandheelkunde vormt hiervoor een onmisbare schakel (dit proefschrift). 

7.. Patients do not care how much we know, but they do know how much we care (Dan 

Fisher). . 

8.. Wetenschap is eenvoudig en mooi. Kinderen zijn complex (Frank Cardulla). 

9.. Er is een parallel tussen de mens en een restauratie op een endodontisch behandeld 

gebitselement,, de kwaliteit wordt voor een groot deel bepaald door de binnenzijde en is 

duurzamerr naarmate meer van de oorspronkelijke structuur wordt gehandhaafd. 

10.. Promotieonderzoek lijk t vergelijkbaar met een geheime minnares. Het neemt je volledig 

inn bezit en je kunt er thuis niet over praten. 
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